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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. The Purpose and the Problem of the Dissertation 
The subject of this inquiry is the practice of pastoral care 
by four selected Swedish churchmen. 
The problem of the investigation is to determine from bio-
graphical data, personal faith, pastoral practice and letters of coun-
sel the nature of their counseling ministry. Attention will also be 
paid to the influences of the differing environments of Sweden and 
America upon their pastoral care. Letters of counsel will be ana-
lyzed according to the kinds of people and the kinds of problems 
confronted. 
2. The Procedure of the Inquiry 
The first chapter states the purpose, problem and focus of 
the investigation. It explores the meaning of pastoral care to in-
dividuals in order to provide a basis whereby to identify the same in 
the faith and practice of the four churchmen. It explains the moti-
vation, training and work of the Lutheran pastor and the reasons for 
the choice of the four men to be considered in this study. It con-
siders the limitations of the data. It explains a framework of eval-
uation to be applied to selected letters. The previous research of 
c. Charles Bachmann and Gene Jessie Lund touching upon Swedish Luther-
anism will be cited. 
Chapters two through five will consider the life and ministry 
1 
of the four selected churchmen, i.e., the impact of family, school, 
religious experience, preaching, teaching and pastoral functions. 
Chapter six will draw together in a comparative and critical 
study the essential factors in their practice of pastoral care to 
individuals. The influence of their religious heritage will be cited. 
The development of the personality of the pastoral counselor will be 
noted. The person-to-person ministry of each churchman will be typed 
in tables showing the kinds of people addressed and the kinds of 
problems presented. Findings from the application of the seven-point 
framework of evaluation will be summarized. Similarities and differ-
ences in the practice of pastoral care in Sweden and America will 
be tabulated and the environmental influences noted. In conclusion, 
a brief resume of the pastoral counseling role of each churchman 
will be given. 
Chapter seven brings together the primary findings in the 
personal faith and pastoral counseling of the four selected churchmen 
which are characteristic of Swedish Lutheran pastoral care. Further 
areas of research are mentioned as possible sources of helpful data 
for increased understanding of pastor-parishioner relationships. 
3. Definitions of Pastoral Care 
Pastoral care as used in this dissertation is a ministry to 
individual persons. But there is need to know the scope of this min-
istry as generally conceived and to state exactly what this term will 
mean for our investigation. 
2 
i. The Use of the Term 
The term, pastoral care, is used both to describe the vocation 
of the ministry in its totality as well as to refer to the particular 
concern of the pastor for the individual's spiritual welfare. The 
Swedish word, "sjalavlrd," synonomous ~th the German, "seelsorge," 
denotes the care and cure of souls as carried out by the pastor. 
This would include spiritual concern for groups as well as for indi-
viduals within those groups. In both instances the pastor is the 
enlightener, the guide and the friend of his people. 
ii. Some Suggestive Concepts of Pastoral Care 
Definitive statements of some authorities in this field will 
be helpful in arriving at a workable definition of pastoral care. 
Dr. Russell Ddcks considers pastoral care a ministry to indi-
viduals which effects the cure of souls.l The pastor assists the 
spiritual forces within the individual in such a way that he comes to 
experience the meaning of faith, hope and fellowship with God. 2 Dr. 
Seward Hiltner considers the pastor to be an undershepherd of the 
great Shepherd, one who exercises "tender and solicitous care" of his 
people.3 He also points to the pastor's role in helping individuals 
of all ages to face with an equal measure of honesty their failures 
lRussell L. Dicks, fastoral ~ ~ f~rsonal Cgunseling, (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. vii. 
2Ibid., pp. 13f. 
3seward Hiltner, Preface to fastoral Theology, (New York: Abingdon 
Press, 1958), p. 15. 
3 
under trial and their new hopes revealed in the love of God in Jesus 
Christ.l Dr. Paul Johnson speaks of the pastor as assisting his people 
to experience growth and strength through contact with the infinite 
God. Pastoral care is "a religious ministry to individual persons 
in dynamic relationships arising from insight into essential needs 
and mutual discovery of potentialities for spiritual growth."2 Dr. 
Carroll Wise places the emphasis in pastoral care not upon the pastor 
or the parishioner but upon what takes place between them.3 He re-
gards as critical for pastoral care the kind of understanding, ac-
ceptance and affection possessed by the pastor.4 His goal is to 
"help persons find fUll release from guilt so that the creative ca-
pacities of their personalities may find fUll, spontaneous expression.•5 
This brief but by no means exhaustive consideration of four 
views of pastoral care reveals similarities and differences. All four 
consider pastoral care a ministry to individuals. Dicks focuses upon 
the person to be helped, Hiltner and Johnson primarily upon the pastor 
as helper and Wise upon the relationship between the two. All speak 
of human needs and hopeful potentialities of persons. Dicks' goal 
is soul cure or wholeness, the pastor being instrumental in releasing 
spiritual forces at work in the individual. Hiltner in relating the 
1seward Hiltner, lh§ Qhristian Shepherd, (New York: Abingdon 
Press, 1959), p. 177. 
2faul E. Johnson, Psychology £f Pastoral ~' (New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1953), p. 24. 
3carroll W. Wise, PaStoral Counseling ll§ theory ~ fractice, 
(New York: Abingdon-Gokesbury Press, 1939), p. 67. 
4~., p. 73. 5~., p. 99. 
4 
pastor to God as undershepherd gives added stature to his role. He 
also stresses the need for understanding and empathy in dealing with 
the emotional life of the individual. The pastor helps the parishioner 
to face the paradoxes of life, defeat and victory, the hurtful and the 
helpful, the sad and the joyous. He urges the pastor to accept both 
but to identifY with the hopeful, the helpful, the healing for all are 
expressive of the continuing concern of God for man. Johnson's con-
cept of pastoral care is one of supportive understanding and helpful-
ness to the individual in facing needs and in discovering possibilities 
for spiritual growth. His definition implies meaningful contact 
between God and man, pastor and parishioner. Despite his focus on 
relationship of pastor and parishioner, Wise is also concerned with 
the personal qualities of the pastor. He regards the removal of guilt 
as the key for the full development of man's potential. 
All these concepts of pastoral care take into account that 
there are three involved in every spiritual relationship namely, 
pastor, parishioner and God. They have stressed the importance of 
accepting and understanding the Whole man, his emotional as well as 
his intellectual being. They have held to a positive view of man's 
potential when released from that which binds or blocks creativeness. 
These concepts have brought to the fore man as a creature of God in 
the life-long process of maturing into Christian manhood. To this 
end pastoral care expends itself. 
5 
iii. Same Lutheran Conceptions of Pastoral Care 
A definition of pastoral care which may serve as a norm in 
evaluating Swedish Lutheranism's ministry to individuals must be 
round within the context of its faith and practice. 
Lutheranism conceives of pastoral care as including the whole 
function of the minister as preacher, catechist, administrant of the 
sacraments, teacher, leader as well as counselor. This is also true 
of Bachmann's definition of pastoral care as a "personal ministry of 
the pastor to individuals.•l 
A Lutheran understanding of pastoral care is related to its 
sixteenth century founder, Martin Luther, characterized as "a pastor 
and shepherd of souls.n2 According to Luther, spiritual counsel was 
concerned with faith above all else, ~urturing, strengthening, estab-
lishing, practicing faith.•3 Pastoral care was the instrument for 
furthering the God-man relationship. But it was also intercessory 
prayer and warm concern for another's spiritual needs. Luther also 
held that all Christians ought to minister to fellow believers in the 
spirit of the New Testament, "confess your sins to one another, and 
pray for one another, that you may be healed.n4 The confessional 
lc. Charles Bachmann, "The Development of Lutheran Pastoral Care 
in America• (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate School, Boston 
University, 1949), p. 2. 
2Martin Luther, Letters ~ ~ritual Qgunsel, Theodore G. Tappert, 
ed. and trans., (The Library of Christian Classics, Vol. XVIII; General 
eds., John Baillie, John T. MacNeill, Henry P. VanDusen; Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1955), p. 13. 
3~., p. 15. 4James 5:17. 
6 
was for Luther an interview between pastor and parishioner where the 
center of focus was the individual's need but where both sought the 
presence of Almighty God. It was a proclamation of God's forgiving 
Gospel. The pastor's role was to listen ana to declare absolution.l 
This listening to a confession and declaring God's forgiveness is 
characteristic of Lutheran pastoral care. 
Swedish Lutheranism defined pastoral care in ter.ms of God's 
activity through the Scriptures.2 The Word was ~ factor that ef-
fected Christian soul care. It was God's accomplishment, the hidden 
yet real interaction between God and man when the Gospel was proclaimed.3 
Its end was always service to God and the effecting of man's salvation. 
Here we see a strong Biblicism that characterized an important segment 
of the Swedish folk-church and the heritage of conservative orthodoxy 
that was influential from Reformation days into the present century. 
Dr. Arvid Runestam describes the scope of Swedish Lutheran 
pastoral care in these words: 
To help the soul find the proper proportions and the right per-
spective in life by placing Jesus Christ and His kingdom in the 
center of the picture, and then allowing each one of us to be 
included as those who are attracted by Him to His cross, as 
well as blessed by Him who conquered on the cross.4 
Man attains to his highest and best by a focus upon God in Christ 
lGustaf T5rnvall, Sjalavgrd rbrr och nu; Studier i svensk 
sjalav~rdstradition (Stockholm: -svenska KYrkans Diakonistyrelses 
Bokforlag, 1946), p. 17. 
~., p. 9. 
3Gosta Nelson, SjBlayBpdeps element, (Lund: CWK Gleerups 
Forlag, 1951), p. 67. 
4Arvid Runestam, Psychoanalysis in£ Christianity, trans. by Oscar 
Winfield (Rock Island, Illinois: Augustana Press, 1958), p. 194. 
7 
and His kingdom and by being brought into contact with the power of 
His cross. 
Swedish Lutheranism stressed the presence, the authority and 
the activity of God through the Word as the all-powerful element 
revealing sins, releasing from guilt, renewing faith and redirecting 
life into paths of Godlikeness. 
iv. A Summary Definition of Pastoral Care 
Previous definitions have indicated a concern for man and his 
many needs. They have also been aware of a God who meets man, accepts, 
forgives, recreates and reorients his life in ways that reflect Divine 
aims and serve the common good. Drawing from these several concepts 
the following definition is meant to serve as a norm in investigating 
pastoral care in the faith and practice of our chosen churchmen. 
•Pastoral care is a relationship of a religious person to 
another person in need that depends upon spiritual resources in explor-
ing human problems and in furthering the maturity of that person.• 
By te1ationship is meant a person-to-person encounter where 
pastor and parishioner face each other. The pastor is both the symbol 
-
and the spokesman for religion. In consequence, this is a religious 
relationship in which both face a third, God. The parishioner is 
usually, but not necessarily, a religious person. Lutheranism in 
Sweden during our period of interest was a folk-church wherein all 
citizens were members by birth. Belationsbip also implies a pressing 
need that brings parishioner and pastor together for counsel. It 
may take great courage for the individual to face God's spokesman. 
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He may also feel the pressure of home, family, friends or others that 
directed him to the pastor. But his coming or writing to the minister 
may also be an expression of hope in the pastor's willingness to accept, 
to understand and to help him. Relationship also implies the presence 
of Him whose holiness and love gives impetus to face honestly the self 
and hopefully the new possibilities of a God-directed life. 
This encounter depends upon spiritual resources to achieve 
its ends. There are the so-called "graces" or "mercies" of God known 
in Scripture reading, prayer, sacramental participation and Christian 
fellowship. God is not simply present but He is also active in both 
creating a will in man to follow His ways as well as being the means_ 
whereby man is enabled to do His bidding. Dependency means that human 
endeavors, however helpful, are unable in themselves to effect the 
spiritual goals of forgiveness, trust, hope, worth and purpose. Divine 
help is always needed for a genuine and abiding Christian experience 
of personality wholeness. This state of well-being is also dependent 
upon a continuing nurture through Bible, prayer, worship, sacrament 
and fellowship. DependenCY continues throughout man's earthly existence 
for life is a process of maturation never fully completed. 
The method of pastoral care is to explore needs, that is, 
pastor helping parishioner to look honestly and searchingly at the self, 
to accept God's forgiveness and to begin afresh the task of rebuilding 
and redirecting life toward more useful and satisfYing ends. The pastor 
explores with the parishioner his sense of values in the hope that in 
the process he may aspire to the highest in relatedness to God. 
The goal of pastoral care is rurthering maturity. This 
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implies progress in total personality wholeness where body, mind and 
spirit by man's free choice are placed under God's guidance. The 
pastor's watchful concern can serve to stimulate a growth in the 
Christian graces. Thus man becomes increasingly adaptable to life's 
varied tensions and learns to develop his given potentialities for 
spiritually rewarding and humanly helpful ends. 
Pastoral care is the pastor's relationship to an individual 
that draws upon spiritual resources to deal helpfully with his needs 
and to guide hopefUlly his aspirations. 
4. The Lutheran Pastor 
The Lutheran pastor believes he is Divinely called to minister. 
He undergoes a disciplined theological training. He expounds Scripture, 
catechizes young and old, performs ministerial acts and supports his 
people in times of crises. These relationships call for wisdom, tact 
and decisiveness. He is torn between loyalty to the highest and best 
and the expectations and expediency of his position. The authority 
of the Word and the validity of sacraments he handles ~th reverence 
and sincerity. His counseling is both the fulfillment of his role as 
pastor and the earned right of one who has proven himself to be a 
trusted friend. 
i. A Call to Minister 
Lutheran pastors believe they are called of God. They point 
to the influences of home, family, pastor, church and friends as 
God 1s means in directing them into the ministry. The decision is 
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sometimes made at an early age, at confirmation or during the years 
of adolescence. The culmination usually comes during college years. 
It may be associated with a decisive religious experience or it may be 
the unfolding of a maturing spiritual insight into human needs and 
God-given opportunities to render service. It is stimulated by asso-
ciation with faithful pastors. The call is evaluated in terms of given 
personality resources and limitations. The call of God quietly persists. 
There are doubts as to fitness and fears as to responsibilities. There 
are times, as our chosen churchmen w.ill illustrate, when the call to 
minister seems to be gone and the place of service appears futile. 
But in a deeper sense the call overcomes these temporary doubts. 
The decision to become a pastor also includes a love for people and 
a conviction that spiritual precepts are able to enrich individual 
and group life. These are the ideals, of which one or more, it is 
hoped, is present in every decision to enter the Lutheran ministry. 
ii. Formal Preparations 
Our chosen churchmen received their theological training in 
the "gymnasium," or college of their time. The student was largely 
on his own taking his examination before his own diocesan authority 
when he felt he had mastered his subjects. In preparation he might 
employ a tutor or work on his own under the supervision of a pastor. 
This was followed by a year of practical theological studies, in-
cluding homiletics, catechetics, parish administration and church 
law, in preparation for ordination. 
In 18o6 at Uppsala and in 1809 at Lund a 11prastseminarium, "' 
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(practical training course for ministerial candidates) was established 
placing the one year practical studies under the supervision of the 
theological faculty.! Entrance requirements included a knowledge of 
dogmatics, New Testament Greek, logic and Swedish grammar. B.1 center-
ing theological education at the universities the pastor received a 
broader cultural background and the scholastic standards for the 
ministry were raised. But at the same time people complained that 
pastors so trained were lax in their primary function as expounders 
of the Scriptures.2 ~e philosophical tone of many a young preacher 
trained in the university environment did not meet with favor in 
. 
most congregations. 
iii. Pastoral Functions 
The pastor in Sweden vas expected to preach and to teach the 
pure Word of God. He vas not generally concerned with religious contro-
versies for, if his congregants believed and lived rightly, he felt he 
was fulfilling his ministry. He regarded his functions as fourfold: 
•1} to care for his congregation; 2) to preside over the parsonage; 
3) to pay his government taxes; 4) to obey his bishop.u3 
The proclamation of the Word and the administration of the 
l»nil Liedgren, Neologien, romantiken, uppvaknandet, ~-l.a2.3, 
Vol. VI av ~ens1ca Kn=kans historia, utg. Hjalmar Holmquist och 
Hilding Pleijel, (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses 
Bokforlag, 1946}, II, 284f. 
2~., p. 307. 
3Hjalmar Holmquist, ldn retomationen :YJJ. romantiken, Handbok 
i Svensk Kyrkohistoria, (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Di.akonistyrelses 
Bokforlag, 1953), II, 139. 
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sacraments were considered the chief means for evangelical soul care. 
Pastoral care of the individual in terms of private interviews was 
rare. "Prasten skulle sokas, men icke soka.ul (the pastor should be 
sought out but should not seek out his people) Individual counseling 
was used only when it concerned punishment or confession of particularly 
serious and dishonorable sins. 
But there were pastors Who were exceptions to this general 
practice. They called on needy parishioners, conducted catechetical 
reviews in family circles and practiced pastoral counseling in church, 
study and by correspondence. It was precisely because of the earnest-
ness and uprightness of this minority that people flocked to hear and 
to receive advice from thEIIl. This willingness to deal 'Wi. th the spir-
itual needs of people individually often met with clerical disapproval. 
Pastors who opposed moral laxity, intemperance and secularism in this 
confUsed and changing period in Swedish history were rebuffed and 
often relegated to less desirable parishes. Yet it was such pastors 
that helped to preserve Swedish Lutheranism for they related the faith 
of the church to the needs of their people. This spirit is exempli-
fied in the lives of our chosen churchmen. 
5. Limitations of the Investigation 
Pastoral care to individuals in Swedish Lutheranism has several 
possible representatives. But it was necessary to limit our selection 
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to four whose faith and practice could be considered within the reasonable 
1Yngve Brilioth, Syensk kyrkokunsk&p, (andra up. rev.; Stockholm: 
Svenska KYrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1946), p. 300. 
bounds of space and time. The century covered by their activities 
was significant, as 'Will be shown, for Swedish Lutheranism in Sweden 
and America. The focus of our inquiry was further narrowed to an 
examination of their pastoral care of persons in life situations. 
i. The Method of Selection 
Theologians, church historians and church leaders in Sweden 
and America were consulted in selecting the churchmen for our inquiry. 
The consultants in Sweden were asked to suggest one or two 
pastors of the folk-church during the nineteenth or twentieth cen-
turies who exemplified a pastoral care to individuals. From their 
replies the two most mentioned churchmen were chosen for this inquiry. 
The consultants in America were asked to suggest one or two 
pioneer pastors of the Augustana Church particularly effective in 
exercising a pastoral care to persons. From this information togeth-
er with an examination of letters and the lives of Augustana's pioneers, 
the two considered most representative were chosen for this study. 
ii. The Period of Special Interest 
The century covered by the inquiry extends from the last 
quarter of the eighteenth to the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury, from 1775 to 18'75. This is the period in which the chosen 
churchmen lived and worked. It was designated because it embraced the 
pioneer period of the Augustana church in America, 1848 to 18'75.1 The 
linterview with the Rev. Dr. Ira 0. Nothstein, former Archivist 
of Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, January 20, 1959. 
l4 
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distance of nearly a centur,y or more from the life and labors of these 
men will provide some measure of objectivity in evaluating their 
contributions. 
iii. The Choice of Four Churchmenl 
The four chosen provide ample opportunity for a study in 
similarities and differences. All four were born in Sweden, two took 
their theological training at Lund and two at Uppsala, the preparatory 
schools for the ministerium of the church, and served parishes in the 
homeland. Two spent their entire ministry in the folk-church and 
their letters of counsel were published after their death. The two 
who came to America as pioneers of the Augustana church practiced 
their faith in a non-Lutheran frontier and among a variety of Lutherans. 
This demanded of them many adjustments to meet the social, economic 
and religious needs of their people. Poverty, illness, unrest, reli-
gious strife and burdensome responsibilities made their lot difficult 
and discouraging. The evidence of their pastoral care to individuals 
is more difficult to discern and has to be gleaned from published 
letters, church records, personal correspondence and the testimony 
of friends. While fashioning a distinctive American Lutheran Church, 
their faith and practice still remained that of the church of Sweden 
transplanted on American soil. 
(1) Henrik Schartau 1757 - 1825 
The first selected churchman is Henrik Schartau who lived and 
labored in southwestern Sweden. The last forty years of his ministry 
lThe term "churchmen" refers to the four selected men. All were 
loyal to the teachings of the folk-church. Only Rosenius was not ordained. 
were spent in Lund. The historian, Hjalmar Holmquist, considers him 
the most effective pastor in fostering a deeper religious life among 
people in the history of Sweden.l During the last decade of his life 
his pastoral counseling in private and by correspondence vas of great 
influence in the lives of his parishioners. 
The Rev. Pehr Edwall, fomer Director of the Practical Theo-
logical Institute at the University of Uppsala, holds that the orthodoxy 
of Schartau and the pietism of Carl Olof Rosenius, our second chosen 
representative from the folk-church of Sweden, have deeply influenced 
pastoral care in Sweden since the middle of the nineteenth century.2 
Emil Berglund considers them representative of the tvo dominant reli-
gious types of Sveden.3 The Rev. Dr. Henrik Ivarsson, Congregational 
Secretar,y of the Home Mission Board of the Church of Sweden and author 
of a comparative study of Luther and Schartau, regards Schartau as 
the creator of a church awakening in ~outhern Sweden which lives on 
to this day.4 Pastor Henrik Nelson of Gothenburg, son of the late Dr. 
Gosta Nelson, author of several books on Henrik Schartau, considers 
him as a contributor to pastoral care together ~th pastors Peter L. 
lHjalmar Holmquist, ~ romantiken ~ fOrsta y§rldskriget, 
Handbok 1 Syensk ~historia, (andra up.; Stockholm: Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokf~rlag, 1952), III, 32f. 
2tetter from the Rev. Pehr Edwall, former Director of the Practical 
Theological Institute at the University of Uppsala, November 27, 1958. 
3Emil Berglund, Henrik Schartau ~ ~ ~ R9senius, (Sveriges 
Kristliga Studentrorelses Folkskrifter - 16; Uppsala: Sveriges 
Kristliga Studentrorelses Forlag, 1914), pp. 3f. 
4Letter from the Rev. Dr. Henrik Ivarsson, Congregational Secretary 
for the Home Mission Board of the Church of Sweden, Stockholm, January 
13, 1959. 
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Sellergren and Carl Olof Rosenius.l Sellergren while influential 
both in Sweden and among Augustana's pioneers, never received the 
wide acceptance accorded to Rosenius. The Rev. Dr. Gustav H. Tornvall 
of Hallestad believes the great name in Swedish soul care to be Sohartau. 
But he also speaks of Rosenius as meaning much to the church in this 
regard in the last half of the nineteenth century. Other contrib-
utors to pastoral care in Sweden such as Valdemar Rudin and Adolph 
Kloo belong to the twentieth century.2 
The Rev. Dr. S. G. Hagglund, former pastor in the Augustana 
church states that in 1873 of the eighty-three pastors then serving 
the church, twenty-one came from southwestern Sweden and were disciples 
of Schartau.3 Early pioneer pastors of Augustana, particularly T. N. 
Hasselquist and Erland Carlsson, were readers and followers of Schartau. 
Dr. Ira 0. Nothstein regards both Schartau and Rosenius as contrib-
utors to the faith and practice of Augustana pastors even to this day.4 
Henrik Schartau's ministry, besides being one of preaching and 
teaching, was characterized by a deep concern for individuals. This 
impact preserved in his letters and sermons has fostered a serious 
spiritual type of Lutheranism which resulted in an awakening in s.outh-
west Sweden that continued beyond his lifetime. Augustana's pioneer 
ltetter from Pastor Henrik Nelson, Gothenburg, December 8, 1958. 
2Letter from the Rev. Dr. Gustav H. Tornvall, Hallestad, November 
15, 1958. 
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3s. G. Hagglund, "Types of Piety in the Augustana Synod-Schartauism," 
lh§ Augustana Reyiew, VII (1928), 339. 
4Nothstein, ~. ,ill. (interview). 
pastors from this region brought it to America. A more detailed 
account of Schartau's life and influence will be given in the second 
chapter of this inquiry. 
(2) Carl Olof Rosenius 1816 - 1868 
The second selected churchman is Carl Olof Rosenius, already 
cited as a contributor to pastoral care. The historian, Hjalmar 
Holmquist, believes that, •no man since the days of the Reformation 
has brought so directly to the Swedish people the question of one's 
personal salvation as the one thing needfUl."l The Rev. Dr. Per-
Olof Sjogren of Gothenburg, a reco~ized authority on Rosenius, re-
gards him as a true shepherd of souls.2 
The majority of those who founded the independent Augustana 
church in America were followers of Rosenius.3 Many had known him 
personally for his life and work corresponded with the pioneer period 
of the new church in America. Dr. S. G. Youngert, former professor 
at Augustana Seminary, believe4 that the Rosenian piety was a part 
of the Augustana church from its very beginning.4 His sermons, poems 
and Bible studies were read widely and published in the first periodical 
lHolmquist, _sm. ill·, p. 112. 
2Letter from the Rev. Dr. Per-olof Sjogren, Gothenburg, January 
19, 1959. 
3Holmquist, ~· ~., p. 88. 
4s. G. Youngert, "Types of Piety in the Augustana Synod--The 
Rosenian Type," ~ Augustana Reviey, VII (1928), 194. 
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of the pioneers.l His warm evangelical spirit became the character-
istic pattern of church life among Augustana's pioneers. Chapter 
three will give further consideration to the Rosenian contribution. 
(3) Pioneer Pastors of Augustana 
There were no counterparts to Schartau and Rosenius among 
Augustana's pioneer pastors, no individuals who uniquely exemplified 
the thinking of one or the other.2 Therefore, the two chosen for 
this inquiry were among six pioneers considered significant in shaping 
the thought and life of the church.3 All six were called upon to 
exercise pastoral care of individuals among the small groups and 
scattered settlements of the new land. Their dealings with people 
would provide an interesting study in pastoral care. Space does not 
permit such an exhaustive inquiry. Therefore, all but two are elim-
inated from this investigation. However, the importance of the four 
not chosen for our inquiry will be seen in the brief sketches that 
follow. 
The first ordained pastor to serve the Swedish immigrants 
in America was Lars Peter Esbj~rn, the organizer of the first con-
gregation in Andover, Illinois. He served from 1849 to 1863 as pastor, 
professor and organizer. But discouragements and family tragedies 
lThe editors of, •Hemlandet, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (Galesburg 
and Chicago, Illinois: 1855-1900) included many articles from the 
writings of C. 0. Rosenius. 
2Interview with the Rev. Dr. G. Everett Arden, Professor of Church 
History at Augustana Seminary, Rock Island, Illinois, January 20, 1959. 
3Nothstein, 12g. ~. (interview) 
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awakened in him a longing for the homeland to which he returned in 
186.3, serving in the folk-church until his death in 1877. Esbjorn 
never tully accepted America as his homeland but was always a cordial 
friend and concerned pastor to his people. 
The second Swedish pastor to come to America was Tufve Nilsson 
Hasselquist, long-time president of the church, head of the Seminary, 
editor of the first church weekly and parish pastor. His years of 
service to the immigrant church extended from 1852 to 1891. He was 
a warmhearted person, a strong leader, a staunch American citizen and 
a shepherd to his people. But his constant concern with finances, 
building programs, the recruiting and education of pastors, makes his 
ministry difficult to measure in terms of pastoral care. Yet his life 
was an expression of the shepherding spirit. 
Eric Norelius arrived in America as a youth of seventeen in 
1850 and through the guidance of Esbjorn he studied at Capitol Univer-
sity in Columbus, Ohio, an American Lutheran school of German back-
ground. He was the first Augustana pastor ordained in America and 
served the church for the longest period of all the pioneers, from 
1855 to 1916. He, too, was faced with multitudinous responsibilities. 
Besides being parish pastor, he served as president of the church for 
a time and wrote a monumental two-volume history of the Augustana 
church. Norelius was always considered one of the pioneers. How-
ever, not having studied at Lund or Uppsala nor having spent any years 
in a parish of the Swedish church, his theological training and early 
pastoral experience were not closely associated with the folk-church 
of Sweden. 
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0. C. T. Andren, accepted a call to America and served the 
Augustana church in Moline, Illinois from 1856 to 1860. His return 
to Sweden in 1860 because of ill health and his early death ten years 
later, were a tragic loss to the immigrant church. I Andren embraced 
America wholeheartedly, returned regretfully to Sweden, later declined 
a call to Augustana Seminary because of extremely poor health. But 
he expressed his abiding affection for Augustana by serving as the 
chief instrument in securing ten thousand dollars throughout the 
parishes of Sweden for the seminary as well as five thousand volumes 
for its library. His sensitivity to people and loving concern for his 
congregation would make him a subject for this study if his ministry 
had been longer in years and experience in America. 
(4) Erland Carlsson 1822 - 1893 
The third churchman to be considered in this inquiry vas the 
third ordained pastor to come from Sweden to serve Swedish Lutherans. 
Erland Carlsson arrived in 1853 and for twenty-two years ministered 
in Chicago and nearby communities. The Rev. Dr. 0. V. Anderson, an 
authority on the life and work of Erland Carlsson, considers him a 
true "sjalasorjare" (pastoral counselor.)l Unfortunately no formal 
collection of his letters is available. In chapter four his person 
and work as a pastor to individuals will be considered. 
1Interviev with the Rev. Dr. 0. V. Anderson, President of the 
Central Conference, Augustana Lutheran Church, Kenilworth, Illinois, 
December 19, 1959. 
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{5) Jonas Svensson 1828 - 1873 
The fourth churchman chosen for this investigation was a 
close personal friend and colleague of Erland Carlsson. Jonas Svensson 
served congregations in America from 1856 until his death in 1873 at 
which time he vas also president of the Augustana church. His original 
call to America vas to become assistant to Carlsson in Chicago but 
because of the pressing need for a pastor in Chandler's Valley, 
Pennsylvania and Jamestown, New York, he settled there. He moved 
to Andover, Illinois in 1858. 
The Rev. Dr. Evald B. Lawson, an authority on his life and 
work, regards him as one of the ablest exponents of pastoral care 
w.hose ministry to individuals is fondly remembered by parishioners 
both in Sweden and America.1 His life and labors in serving the needs 
of individuals will be the subject matter of chapter five. 
iv. Limitations in Data 
An analysis of the published letters and cases together with 
the letter collections reveals several limitations. One is language. 
Ideas expressed in eighteenth and nineteenth century Swedish, however 
correct in word, run the risx of failing to communicate the delicate 
shades o~ meaning these same words conveyed to the people o~ their 
time. 
A second limitation is that of religious orientation. There 
were differences of religious tradition, parish practice, pastor-people 
linterview with the Rev. Dr. Evald B. Lawson, President o~ Upsala 
College, East Orange, New Jersey, March 6, 1961. 
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relationship and community life within Sweden and in pioneer America. 
It is difficult to evaluate accurately churchmen who lived and labored 
under conditions of a century ago different from the perspective of 
twentieth century American Protestantism. 
In Sweden drastic changes were wrought by the social and 
economic revolution tending to demote the church's significance in 
the community. The attitudes, motivations, methods and goals of both 
the folk-church and the awakened groups could best be understood within 
the context of its Swedish environment. 
In America the pastors labored with a pioneer people in a land 
rife with civil war, epidemics, westward moving peoples, new immigrants 
and religious confusion. The immigrants were asked to adjust from 
a folk-church of which they were members by birth to a pioneer church 
which they joined voluntarily but ~ich asked of them greater loyalty 
and support. Many were neither ready nor willing and able to make 
this adjustment. 
A third limitation is that of objective information. Printed 
materials were for the benefit of the reader and sought to present 
the author at his best. The published letters of Schartau and Rosenius 
were their replies to requests for information or expressions of need. 
Most of them consisted of only one response to any particular individual. 
Swensson 1s two pastoral letters to Sweden were general admonitions rather 
than specific answers to particular needs. Carlsson's few published 
cases were considered to be worthy examples of his best pastoral care. 
His letters available for examination were few and many of these in-
discernible. All but three of the letters from the Lawson and Swensson 
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letter collections were expressions to him of the needs of people. 
Except for the few printed cases of Erland Carlsson and the few groups 
of letters to the same individuals found in Schartau, there is an in-
completeness of information as to the attitudes, motives and responses 
of pastor and parishioner. 
A fourth limitation is the difficulty to capture in writing 
the exchange of words and feelings of the private interview. The man 
who counsels is likely to be more free, spontaneous, positive and to 
the point in the face-to-face encounter than in a written reply. 
However, despite these limiting circumstances, the available 
data will point to factors that were relevant to the faith and practice 
of pastoral care in the ministries of our chosen churchmen. 
v. A Framework of Evaluation 
A seven-point framework of evaluation has been formulated 
to serve as a tool for a detailed examination of pastoral care mate-
rials in our four selected churchmen. These seven factors are consid-
ered of primary importance in examining the pastor-parishioner rela-
tionships. 
All published cases and letter collections pertaining to 
pastoral care have been categorized in tables 1-4. From these tables 
cases will be selected that best illustrate each problem category. 
(Swensson's pastoral letters will be analyzed in the absence of case 
material). Cases will then be evaluated according to the seven-point 
framework. A swmnary of these findings in each selected churchman will 
shed light as to the nature of their counseling. 
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The framework of evaluation to be used considers the follow-
ing seven factors as significant in a pastoral care to individuals: 
1. The pastor's attitude toward the parishioner. How does 
he seem to feel toward the person addressed? What is the general 
atmosphere which he creates in dealing with the particular person 
and his situation? 
2. The parishioner's implied feelings toward the pastor. 
Why did he turn to the pastor for counsel? What expectations does 
he hold for this relationship? 
3. The analysis and exploration of the parishioner's needs. 
How does the pastor view the parishioner's problems? -what factors._ 
does he consider significant? To what degree does he consider the 
possible causes that have created the need? 
4. The suggested way to meet the problem. What positive 
steps does the pastor advise? How does he move from where the person 
finds himself to the place where he feels the parishioner should go? 
How does the pastor handle the factors of change, improvement and 
goal? 
5. The pastor as God's spokesman, an upholder of spiritual 
aims, a believer in religious help and the aid to right relationships 
to God. How effective is his role as the communicator of the Presence 
of the Almighty? 
6. The parting word of the pastor. Do his concluding remarks 
serve to close or to continue the relationship? Would the parishioner 
feel free to counsel again with him? 
7. How did he help the parishioner to accept personal respon-
sibility furthering creative expression and growth of personality? 
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Was the person who came sent away with a feeling of inner strength, 
future hope and renewed resources for Christian living? Did the 
relationship foster personality dependency or independencef 
6. Previous Research Related to the Subject 
Inquiry in Sweden reveals no specific research concerned with 
pastoral care to individuals. A few studies and articles touch upon 
the lives of our Swedish churchmen. Henrik Ivarsson 's book, 11Predikans 
Uppgift,tt is a typological presentation of the preaching of the 
Reformation and pietism, including a comparative study of Schartau and 
Luther.l The Rev. Dr. Per-Qlof Sjogren, a recognized specialist on 
the life and work of Rosenius, has written an article entitled, "Rosenius 
as Curer of Souls, n which appeared in two issues of "Budbararen, 11 
numbers 25, 26, 1958, published by the Evangeliska Fosterlandsstiftelsen, 
a low-church movement within the church of Sweden.2 This writing 
together with his published doctorate thesis, "The Temptation Accord-
ing to Rosenius," are helpful in understanding Rosenius and his method 
of counseling. 
Bishop Bo Giertz of Gothenburg, who has visited America and 
is acquainted with the Clinical Pastoral Training J.iovement, knows 
of no one in Sweden considering this subject.3 
c. Charles Bachmann's thesis entitled, "The Development of 
lHenrik Ivarsson, Predikans uppgift, (Lund: CWK Gleerups 
Forlag, 1956), title page. 
2Letter from the Rev. Dr. Per-olof Sjogren, .9.U. .W. 
3Letter from Bishop Bo Giertz, Gothenburg, September 9, 1959. 
Lutheran Pastoral Care in America," give a number o£ insights related 
to Swedish churchmen. He mentions the counseling procedure used by the 
sixteenth century re£orme~M8rtin Luther. Luther's counseling had £our 
steps, namely: 1) Interest in the person 1s problem; 2) a commending 
of the individual to God's care; 3) an exhortation to prayer; 4) a 
confidence as to the happy outcome of it all.l A somewhat similar 
way o£ counseling will be noted in our chosen churchmen. 
Bachmann also describes pastoral care as practiced by Henry 
Melchoir MUhlenberg, the eighteenth century German Lutheran so active 
in Pennsylvania and New York states. Muhlenberg in counseling, 11£elt 
it necessary for the body, mind and spirit to be in per£ect balance 
be£ore a cure could be e££ected."2 His method in ministering to the 
ill was two£old: 1) I£ the individual was spiritually unprepared, 
he admonished him to accept the suf£erings as a Divine visitation 
and warning to repent; 2) i£ the individual was a sincere Christian, 
he comforted him with the example of Christ's su££erings and the 
assurance that through trial there would be eternal reward.3 This, 
too,was the method o£ pastoral care to individuals of Swedish churchmen. 
William A. Passavant, mentioned by Bachmann as the example of 
nineteenth century pastoral care in America, was a close associate 
and helper of Augustana 1s pioneer pastors. He encouraged the organ-
ization of a Swedish Lutheran church in Chicago in 1853, cooperated 
with Erland Carlsson both in congregational work and in the establishment 
o£ works o£ mercy. He always remained a £riend of Augustana pastors, 
lBachmann, .fm· ill·, pp. 17£. 
2~., pp. 71£. 3.llW;l., p. 77. 
serving as their spiritual advisor on several occasions.l Bachmann's 
survey report, revealing preaching as of greater importance than 
counseling to twentietP century American Lutheran pastors, points to 
the central emphasis given to proclamation in Lutheranism. Bachmann 
points out the separatistic tendencies among Swedish Lutherans as well 
as their establishment of orphanages and hospitals as expressive of 
their pastoral care.2 His study provides a well-rounded picture of 
the total functions of the pastor in ministering to individuals in 
the history of American Lutheranism. 
Gene Jessie Lund's doctoral thesis, "The Americanization of 
the Augustana Lutheran Church," gives a helpful orientation as to 
the folk-church of Sweden in the nineteenth century, the new settlements 
in America, the leading personalities involved and the reasons for 
the perpetuation of a Swedish church on American soil.3 
llb1d., p. 113. 2Ibid., pp. 9lf. 
3Gene Jessie Lund, "The Americanization of the Augustana Lutheran 
Church" (unpublished Th.D. dissertation, Department of Church History, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, 1954), pp. 8-10, 41-43, 83, 93. 
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II. JmolRIK SCHARTAU 
This chapter will examine the personal faith and pastoral 
practice of Henrik Schartau to discover their implications for a 
pastoral care to individuals. The influence of home, education, con-
version and religious environment will be briefly noted. His preach-
ing and teaching ministry will be characterized. His letters of 
counsel will be typed according to persons addressed and the kinds of 
problems presented. Representative letters will be examined within 
an applied framework for analysis of the pastor-parishioner rela-
tionship in counseling. These findings will provide the primary evidence 
in evaluating his pastoral care to persons. 
1. Formative Years. 
i. The Influence of Home and Family 
Henrik Schartau was born in Malm~, September 27, 1757, the 
son of magistrate Anders Schartau and his wife, Anna Catherine 
Falkman.li The home was one of serious piety with nurture from the 
Bible, Psalmbook2 and classical Lutheranism.3 As a young lad, Henrik 
was very attached to his maternal grandfather, Henrik Falkman, a 
lH. Hagglund, Heprik 8ch8rtau, (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans 
Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1924), p. 11. 
~he Swedish Psalmbook was the devotional book of the people con-
taining hymns, prayers, Scripture lessons, catechism and meditations. 
3Holmquist, _sm. ill·, p. 31. 
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God-fearing man whose warmth of spirit reflected a Moravian Christianity. 
After his death in 1767, Schartau felt that the spiri. tual in him van-
ished. He missed their frequent confidential chats which had given him 
spiritual joy and secur.ity.1 His mother's passing in 1770 greatly 
grieved him for she seemed to have been the closest to him next to 
grandfather Falkman. His father, a city official, remarried and lived 
until 1772, but the relationship between father and son was never inti-
mate. After his death, Henrik was brought up in the wealthy but un-
happy home of his uncle, Henrik Falkman.2 
Schartau inherited th~ tender and understanding nature of 
mother and grandfather. Like his father he was rational, objective 
and orderly in analyzing problems. 
ii. Preparation for the Ministry 
Henrik attended the Grammar School in Malmo and the University 
at Lund. His decision to enter the ministry developed from early 
childhood impressions received from grandfather·Falkman and nurtured 
by a pious home. He graduated as a candidate in philosophy at seven-
teen and as a master of philosophy at twenty years of age. He was 
ordained on December 13, 1780. 
lLechard Johannesson, Henrik Sch8rtau, (Stockholms Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1957), p. 42. 
2~., p. 24. 
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iii. A.Conversion Experience 
Henrik Schartau served as a private tutor from 1775 to 1783, 
a period devoted to study and also the time of his conversion. Schartau 
had sought relief from an inner restlessness in the reading of the 
devotional book, "Soul-treasure" of Christian Scriver (1629-1693), 
translated from the German in 1723-1727.1 It led him to a study of 
the Scriptures preceding his conversion. 
The decisive experience came at a Holy Communion Service on 
March 1, 1778. Schartau remembered with deep guilt feelings how 
previously he had neglected attending the Lord's Supper in favor of 
a pleasure trip. He remembered, too, having regarded attendance at 
Holy Communion as a cover-up for his superficial worldly life. But 
now he strongly desired to go to the Lord's Table. His feeling of 
regret reached its height in the confession of sins.2 He said, 
during a poor and careless confession, the Lord gave me the 
grace that when I read the confession of sins, I had a living 
insight and assurance particularly of the words that I was 
worthy only of hell and everlasting condemnation so that I 
understood that if I continued as I vas I would surely be lost.3 
Schartau received grace to accept the pronounced forgiveness based 
upon Christ's word and grounded upon His bloody atonement. He left 
the communion table, "with the heart so filled with heavenly joy, that 
he could hardly find his bench in church.•4 From this event to the 
. close of his life he felt kept unto salvation. 
lHolmquist, ~· ~., II, 180. 
3Hagglund, ~· ~., pp. 2lf. 
2Johannesson, ~· ~., p. 74. 
4Johannesson, ~· ~., p. 75. 
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iv. Personal Life and Friends 
Henrik Schartau was tall, thin and straight in stature. He 
held his head high as if expressive of a confidence that could say, 
I know in whom I believe.l There was a smoothness, a balance and a 
dignity in his person that neither drove anyone away nor drew anyone 
too close to him. His facial features gave the impression of seri-
ousness and almost sternness. It was the expression of exact justice 
without severity. The pale skin and lines of his face witnessed to 
inner struggles. His small eyes were alert and clear.2 His voice 
was somewhat harsh demanding full concentration of the listener. He 
was silent in company, speaking only when addressed. 
Schartau lived in his studies and meditations and his alone-
ness was interrupted only by those seeking his counsel in personal or 
parish affairs.3 He could enjoy the fellowship of high and low, rich 
and poor, educated and uneducated. But he did not seek such fellowship. 
He admitted his tendency to be authoritarian, to exaggerate, 
to be severe and penetrating in his analysis of personal needs. This 
made him at times too demanding, unnecessarily sharp in rebuke and 
overdrawn in his opposition to evil. But the predominant impression 
of him was that of a healthy, powerfUl and self-reliant Christian.4 
Schartau, like many young pastors of his day, married his 
predecessor's widow shortly after coming to Lund. This was called, 
"conserving" the parsonage. Having no personal inheritance, a family 
1~., pp. 130f. 2n,.;..:l 11 ~·, p. • 
3H8gglund, .Ql2. w. , p. 269. 4~., pp. 271£. 
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of seven step-children, ages 1-12 together with seven children of his 
own, he vas burdened with heavy economic responsibilities which were 
never fully met by his income.l 
He enjoyed pleasurable and cultural activities. He played 
the violin with real ability and attended concerts and the theatre. 
He found relaxation in ice skating. 
Personal friendships outside the home were few but significant. 
His most trusted friends and followers were in Gothenburg.2 But his 
most intimate friendships were with two Lund professors, Holmbergsson, 
the jurist, and Florman, an anatomist and physician. These two never 
missed his services or catechetical classes.3 They understood Schartau's 
communicativeness, openness and freedom Yhich was not generally present 
in his scrupulously carefully written works. 
Schartau's most confidential clerical friend was Paator Samuel 
Holm Carlsson. He like Schartau vas born in Malmo, underwent a marked 
conversion experience, was touched by and broke away from Herrnhutism 
and as a pastor showed a strong interest in individuals.4 
2. Significant Streams of Influence 
Schartau had been sch9oled in orthodox Lutheranism with its 
emphasis upon the Word, Sacraments and Confessions. He had made this 
faith his own in a life-shaking appropriation of Divine pardon at a 
service of Holy Communion. But the various religious emphases of his 
time also colored his ministry without curbing his independent spirit 
lJohannesson, ~· ~., pp. 140f. 
3Ibid. , pp. 220f. 
2Hagglund, ~- w., p. 217 .. 
4 Ibid • , pp. 226-230. 
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or changing his basic convictions. He brought them together into his 
ow pattern of pastoral practice. 
i. The Church of Sweden 
Schartau from birth to death was a faithful member and an 
obedient servant of the Church. It was for him the dwelling place 
of God for His kingdom in Sweden as well as a visible human organ-
ization.l He feared mere observance of religion without an inner 
correspondence of mind and spirit. The prevailing attitude of com-
placency disturbed him. The failure of the church to oppose common 
evils, such as alcohol, went contrary to his sensitive social conscious-
ness. 
ii. Pietism 
Schartau accepted the German Pietism of Spener and Francke. 
He concurred with their demand for a personal decision, a heart con-
version; the priority of Scriptural teaching; and disciplined Christian 
conduct. But he chose not to be called a Pietist because of his dis-
like of their disorderly gatherings outside the sanction of the 
church.2 It was the ethical earnestness of Pietism that became evident 
in the life and work of Schartau. 
l,llW1., pp. 34f. 
2Gottfrid Billing, Henrik Schartay, (Lund: C. W.K. Gleerups 
Forlag, 1914), pp. 37-39. 
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iii. Herrnhutism 
Schartau 1s first contact with Herrnhutism or the Moravian 
Brethren was through the anonymously authored book, "The Order of 
Grace for Salvation," and later in the "Little Language Box"' and 
-
through "Zion 1s Songs.•l He considered them congenial and attractive. 
Schartau 1s awareness of being set free through the Gospel directed 
him to the Moravians. He felt closer to them than to the church's 
dead purity of teaching and cold rationalism.2 He considered himself 
a Herrnhutter from 1781 - 1787 although he never formally joined the 
group. 
Schartau broke with the Moravians in 1787, Holmquist believes, 
partly due to the split Yithin the Gothenburg Herrnhut group and 
partly due to Schartau 1s esteemed friend, Rector Carl Kullberg's 
turning against them.3 Schartau was disturbed by their lack of moral 
earnestness and stress upon feelings. He was often guilty of attributing 
to Herrnhutism greater divergence from Scripture and the Lutheran faith 
than actually existed. He admitted that it was his early pastoral 
experience with them that gave him such a biased attitude.4 But 
Schartau never lost something of their heartfelt warmth, their con-
cern for individuals and their genuine Christian joy. 
lHolmquist, ~· ~., p. 174. 2Johannesson, ~· ~., p. 25. 
3Holmquist, ~· ill·, III, 31. 4Billing, _sm. ~., p. 32. 
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iv. The Enlightenment 
The enlightenment of eighteenth century Europe also touched 
Sweden with its impetus toward learning, its skepticism toward, the 
past and its empiricism in social and political thought. Schartau 
was less influenced by it than perhaps anyone else.l His independent 
mind held firmly to the authority of the Scriptures for faith and 
action but used to advantage whatever knowledge would make for clarity 
and order. He held that God's Spirit worked through an enlightened 
understanding. The reality of Christianity was not based upon empirical 
science but upon a personal experience of the liberating and renewing 
Word. 
Schartau regarded philosophy as empty and deceitfUl teaching. 
But he admired the new science of man because of his strong intellectu-
al bent, his love for analysis, logic and mathematics. 
3. The Development of a Theology 
The background and resources for Schartau 1s pastoral care 
were his theological beliefs. They were rooted in the Lutheran 
Reformation teaching of justification by faith and expressed in the 
orthodox Lutheranism of his time and its order of salvation. 
i. The Centrality of the Bible 
Schartau 1s reverence for and reliance upon Scripture were 
determinative for his world view. His method of teaching was the outcome 
l~agglund, ~· ~., p. 53. 
of an intense concentration upon the Bible.l Gottfrid Billing regarded 
him as a confessional Biblical theologian.2 The strong impression 
prevailed, "att hand p: ett i h6g grad ovanligt satt lefvat sig in i 
Skriften och i meditationen over dennas utsagor• (that he to a high 
degree and in an unusual way lived himself into the Scriptures and in 
meditation over its truths).3 Seekers for salvation as well as those 
who had found God were exhorted to use the Word in prayer and watch-
fulness.4 
ii. Schartau and Luther 
Schartau regarded Luther's writings as next to the Scriptures. 
in value, recommending for individual use his postil and exposition on 
the Letter to the Galatians. While Schartau lacked Luther's forceful-
ness of expression and action, they both declared a faith founded 
upon Scripture. 
Gottfried Billing points to some of the contrasting elements 
in these two men. Luther spoke of the heroic immediacy of faith 
experienced in the here and now. Schartau continually reflected upon 
the process of faith in what Lutheran orthodoxy called, the order of 
salvation, where a formal progression of appropriating the faith 
took place. Luther had an open view for God's kingdom's totality 
but Schartau tended to a more restricted religion centered in the 
individual. Luther confidently encouraged men to use their Christian 
liberty but Schartau admonished men to test their consciences carefully 
lBilling, .212· ill·, p. 29. 
3~., p. 50. 
2rbid., p. 48. 
4H§gglund, ~· ill., pp. 163f. 
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and abstain from questionable vorldliness.l 
iii. The Impact of Religious Writings 
Schartau rather arbitrarily chose writings that he found 
helpful and omitted others vhich might vell have been equally useful. 
The German Lutheran mysticism of Johann Arndt (1555-1621), 
particularly his book, 11True Christianity," represented a conservative 
but practical piety. Schartau regarded it as next to Luther in 
spiritual value.2 Schartau studied Professor Peter Munck 1s "Com-
pendium of Biblical Theology,• a theology opposed to rationalism and 
empiricism, and used it as a basis for his Biblical Catechism.3 
Schartau's thought vas also closely related to the sermons of 
Anders Nohrborg (1725-1767), 11Fallen Man's Order of Salvation, 114 
published four years after his death. It embodied brief presentations 
of unusual seriousness and psychological depth. It vas a systematic 
presentation including pietism 1s zeal for sanctification, a deepened 
Herrnhutism 1s fearless faith and an old Swedish Church piety.5 Both 
Scharlau and Nohrborg emphasized the Word working in the depth of 
the believer vho listened attentively, caught its meaning and thought 
further about it.6 
lBilling, _sm. ill., p. 47. 2.l!Wl., p. 44. 
3Johannesson, Q2. ~., p. 55. 4Holmquist, ~· ~., II, 182. 
5Hilding Pleijel, Karolinsk kyrkofromhet, pietism ~ h§rrnhutism 
l§aQ--~, Hjalmar Holmquist och Hilding F1eijel utg. (Svenska 
KYrkans historia; Stockholm: Svenska KYrkansD:iakonistyrelses 
Bokforlag, 1935), V, 517f. 
6Yngve Brilioth, frediklns bistoria, Olaus Petri Forelasningar 
h~llna vid Uppsala Universitet, (Lund: CWK Gleerups Forlag, 1945), 
p. 214. 
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Schartau makes no mention of Nohrborg either in commendation 
or in criticism. Undoubtedly many of his parishioners read Nohrborg•s 
postil. It served to strengthen Schartau's convictions as to the 
unreliability of pious feelings and spiritual awakenings. 
iv. The Order of Salvation 
"Nidens ordning" (the order of grace or salvation) was a 
systematic attempt to trace the development of God's activity in the 
life of man from the moment of first contact to the time of transformed 
attitudes and self-giving service. It was a new order of application 
Y.here the outcome of Christ's redemptive work was not as in Luther, 
the forgiveness of sins, but rather a work of grace through the Word 
experienced as it invaded man's being at one time or another.l It 
became a useful frame-of-reference for pastoral care. It was neither 
exclusive nor restrictive. However, its application could be quite 
arbitrary and even absolute. Schartau regarded it as both a treasured 
spiritual inheritance and as his own systematic understanding of the 
way of salvation. 
{1) Its Coming to Sweden 
The order of grace was developed in seventeenth century Ger.man 
orthodoxy imported into Sweden. It represented a coming together of 
conservative orthodoxy and moderate pietism in considering the question 
of man's salvation. It fused new life into the dogma of the old 
1Ivarsson, ~· ~., pp. 195f. 
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orthodoxy and fashioned a churchly pastoral care.l The individual 
became a participant in God's grace through the activity of the Holy 
Spirit. Its systematic form was demonstrated in catechetical in-
struction.2 It became a norm for the diagnosis of human need and 
the application of the spiritual cure for each individual situation.3 
(2) Its Essential Elements 
The order of salvation was God's seeking a way into man's 
heart through the Word, the Sacraments and the office of preaching.4 
Soul care began at Baptism, a participation in Christ's sal-
vation, God's friendship and forgiveness.5 This new life in God was 
nurtured through the proclaimed and read Word. Man was urged to read 
himself into the Scriptures, that is, to permit its message to permeate 
his every thought and action. The first obstacle was man's natural un-
willingness to pray and to read the Word. But the God that called 
also helped man to begin to praJand toread the Bible. Holy Communion 
was meant to encourage self-knowledge and to strengthen true faith. 
The second step in the order of salvation was illumination 
through the law. God's initial call made man desire to be a Christian. 
But now man for the first time came to understand what salvation in 
Christ really included for the law showed man to be under Divine 
lBo Giertz, Kzrtorrombet, (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrel-
ses Bokfo~lag, 1952), p. 14. 
2Ivarsson, ~· ~., p. 311. 3G. Nelson, ~· ~., p. 58. 
4Lechard Johannessen, Henrik Sch8rtaus Biblisk Cateches, (Stockholm: 
Studiebokforlaget, 1955), p. 127. 
5Tornvall, ~· ~., p. 6o. 
judgment.1 This produced anxiety, fear of death, a desire to be 
saved and an earnest prayer for mercy.2 God gradually overcame in 
man the second hindrance to salvation, love for sin. In reading tha 
Word man came to repent over his sins, confessed them, grieved over 
them and longed to be free from them.3 
The third step in the order of grace vas illumination through 
the Gospel. Man's neglect to keep God's commands meant defeat and 
condemnation. But this also vas a part of God's merciful work in 
freeing him from self-righteousness. Righteousness vas a Divine gift 
completely separated from human righteousness.4 It vas given in the 
forgiveness of sins. The illumination through the Gospel vas completed 
when man believed in the saving and reconciling God. 
The fourth step vas that of justification and new birth. The 
sense of complete dependence upon Christ's life and work for salvation 
led man to a gradual shift of confidence from self to Christ accompanied 
by a personal appropriation of His redemption. Then salvation was 
complete. The exact moment when this occurred was usually hidden but 
man came to know it had happened.5 Man now enjoyed peace with God as 
an objective reality, he became a new being with a. new inclination and 
power to d~ God's will. The transformation consisted in man's standing 
in unbroken contact with Christ. Christ's life pulsated in him, 
lGiertz, ~· ~., p. 25. 
2c. A. A.gardhs, ~emlasie Skrifter .a.y; a;lansiadt InnehAll, (Lund: 
Berlinska Boktryckeriet, 1863), I, 52-56. 
.3Giertz, ~· w., pp. ':?.hf. 
5~., pp. 42f. 
4~., pp. 34f • 
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forgiveness and salvation became a daily·experience.l 
The final step in the order of salvation was that of sanc-
tification, called by Schartau, a new awakening. Man, trusting in 
the love of God in Christ and the cost of his salvation through the 
cross, desired to live in responsive gratitude and confor.mity to His 
purposes. Man examined himself through the magnifYing glass of the 
Word to detect every fault, reject them and so live fully under God's 
guidance. Man's status in grace was that of being both a sinner, his 
earthly nature, and also a righteous being for Christ's sake, the new 
self born of God.2 
The Word, watchfulness, prayer and Holy Communion were given 
to insure the continuance of this state of grace. All that man did 
became cleansed and purged by God's continual activity in recreating 
man into His likeness. 
These five elements, God's call, the illumination through the 
law, the illumination through the Gospel, justification or new birth 
and sanctification or new awakening, were the principal events in 
man's encounter with God described in the order of grace as known 
in Swedish Lutheranism. 
Schartau's pastoral care functioned with the help of the 
framework of events pointed up in the order of grace. Its rational-
ity appealed to his orderly nature. It clarified his analysis of each 
person's problem as one related to God's call and the law's subsequent 
revealing of human sinfulness. It directed the penitent one to the 
remedy in the revealed Gospel of forgiveness, a relationship of 
llli.Q. , pp. 44f. 2~., p. 47. 
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justification and a new way of sanctified living. Schartau 1s advice. 
to tum to the Word took on added meaning for those who had a knowledge 
of the order of grace. It was meant to infuse fresh insight and to re-
new human courage for Christlike behavior. It was more implicit than 
explicit in his pastoral counseling and thereby served its maximum 
usefulness. 
v. A Personalized Theology 
Schartau's pastoral care aimed to satisfY the thirst of in-
dividuals for God and to encourage them to live within the purpose and 
to the honor of God.l To this end he exhibited an ethical serious-
ness, reflective clarity, sensitivity to conscience, manly firmness 
and a continuing use of God 1 s Word. 2 The greatest happiness of man 
was to grow increasingly into the image of God. 
BUt how could man know he was saved? Schartau spoke of a 
certainty of faith grounded in the promises of the Word and a wit-
nessing certainty of faith evidenced in human feelings and experience. 
The former, even if not recognized, was present in all who trusted 
God's promises. The latter was a special gift of grace not granted 
to all believers. It was known as comfort in difficulty, inner peace 
in outer turbulence, joy in the midst of sorrow, assurance of for-
giveness in the absence of man's pardon. It usually came after the 
believer had victoriously stood up to a thoroughgoing test of his 
faith • .3 
lHagglund, ~· w., pp. 156f • 
.3Hagglund, ~· ..QU., p. 177. 
2Billing, ~· w., p. 58. 
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The highest certainty of faith for Schartau came when the 
believer became assured that he was elected to salvation, an experi-
ence of being lost in God. It was irrational to the mind, it could 
not be fully grasped and only a small part of its high and heavenly 
feelings remained. Such moments of spirituality were infrequent. 
Everyday life was work, obedience, struggle, suffering. But faith •s 
certainty was no less real in these daily experiences. The essential 
factor was fellowship with God, faith's certainty vas to have God.l 
4. A Practical Faith 
Schartau regarded the whole ministry of the pastor as an 
expression of pastoral care. He was the proclaimer of the eternal 
truths of God, the instructor in the order of salvation, the admin-
istrant of the Divine girts mediated through Word and Sacraments, 
and the counselor for those in need. 
i. His Concept of Pastoral Care 
Schartau regarded the pastoral interview as both an oppor-
tunity and a responsibility to serve the deeper needs of his people. 
Definite meanings were ascribed to the pastor's role as counselor 
and the parishioner's role as counselee. 
(1) The Role of Counselor 
Schartau followed an orderly pattern in counseling individuals. 
He began with a diagnosis of the need, carefully explored the causes, 
1~., pp. 183-185. 
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offered words of encouragement and suggested a remedy. Spiritual 
help was to be found in turning to the Bible in prayer and to the 
Church for Christian fellowship. 
Schartau thoroughly analyzed a situation before giving advice, 
for he knew the danger of error or of encouraging hypocricy. He 
examined every nook and corner of man's inner life.l In his letters 
and conversations there runs a note of "det stora heliga allvaret.n2 
(great and holy earnestness) He counseled with the conviction that 
God stood behind man in all events, there was Divine meaning in all 
human happenings. He believed in and upheld the absolute confidential 
nature of the counseling relationship.3 
The personality of the pastor was crucial for an effective 
counseling relationship. Schartau felt he should be, "en upplyst 
och rattsinnig larare,n4 (an enlightened and rightminded teacher) 
one who applied God's Word for the healing of the soul. Parishioners 
were encouraged to seek out a pastor Who could help them face their 
need and who could give strength and encouragement. 
The resources of God were adequate to meet all human needs 
without implying absolute knowledge or assured helpfulness in every 
situation. Man •s happiness was important but his primary goal was 
to live as God's son. 
lKarl Linge, In anciliga yiigrOjare, (Uppsala: J. A. Lindblads 
Forlag, 1954), p. 32. 
~., p. 48. 
3Johannesson, Henrik Schartau, .s;w. ill·, p. 11. 
4~., p. 114. 
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(2) The Role of C.ounselee 
The parishioner or counselee sought out the pastor for advice 
and help. He was asked to talk freely about all that was on his heart 
and to make an honest confession of sins. Schartau expected him to 
accept his diagnosis without mistrust and to follow his advice in 
every detail.L Shyness ought not to keep anyone away, for the pastor 
was aware of his own limitations and had listened to similar problems_. 
from many other anxious people.2 
Schartau believed that the individual who wished to live a 
Christian life needed to confide in his pastor.3 He held that it 
was extremely difficult for anyone to know and to evaluate his own 
spiritual condition. The pastoral interview could give needed analy-
sis, advice, support and direction. 
The parishioner was not to judge the success or failure of 
his pastor's soul care but rather to be grateful for the riches of 
God's grace communicated in the relationship. Schartau became inflexi-
bly strict with those who did not respond to his counsel, breaking off 
the relationship with those who persisted against him. He believed 
that God was present and active in the relationship; therefore, to 
react against him was also to rebuff God. He was unalterably op-
posed to all half-heartedness and compromise. Good intentions left 
to themselves were a grave spiritual danger and sin. But no one 
could be more accepting toward those who responded to his counsel. 
1~., p. 116. 
3l!W;i.' p. 11. 
~., pp. ll7f. 
ii. Pastoral Care Through Preaching 
Schartau linked the proclamation of God's truth with his 
pastoral care to individuals. His sermons bore a mystical depth and 
a dialectical sharpness that caused many to marvel.l He aimed to show 
men the Way rather than to propound dogma. In the pulpit, the exu-
berance of Schartau 1s own faith was often evident despite his sober, 
scholarly and logical presentations. Those who listened reported 
that on occasions he was moved to tears in the pulpit.2 He never· 
shocked people into believing but he did give clear pictures of 
spiritual dangers close at hand in order to point the way to escape. 
His preaching sought to wound the slumbering, to heal the bruised and 
to give practical help in living.3 He warned of judgment and sounded 
the call of the Gospel to the unconverted. He admonished to quiet-
ness and sincerity; warned against levity, neglect and carelessness 
in spiritual matters. In opposing false spirituality he became 
strict in demanding religious honesty and habitual reverence.4 
Several instances of pastoral care in preaching are found 
in a collection of sermons published in 1831. In a Christmas Day ser-
mon of 1787 entitled, "God Has Become Like One of Us," Schartau devel-
oped the idea of God's identity with man in the incarnation. 5 The com-
forting role of religion was presented in a New Year's Day sermon 
lHagglund, _sm. ill·, p. 98. 
3~., pp. lOOf. 
2ll21!;1. , p • 99 • 
4~., pp. 153f. 
5Henrik Schartau, Tretton Predikningar, .Ixa 1fullst8nd,iga Pre4iko-
yj;kast .25W m Slqiftemils-l&ll, (Lund: Berlinska Boktryckeriet, 
1831}, pp. 3-5. 
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of 1808. The person vho submitted to the pain of repentance vould be 
prepared to receive the comfort of Jesus. The certainty of having 
His comfort would come in time.1 A sermon of 1795 entitled, "Jesus 
Only,n spoke of Jesus alone as giving enlightenment, power and salva-
tion through the Word. Love for Jesus vas the motivation sanctifYing 
the believer so that he could endure trial and learn to love his 
enemies.2 
Simplicity, clarity, directness, sincerity and earnestness, 
all served to make Schartau 1 s sermons relevant to his hearers. He 
vas the pastor seeking to serve the needs of individuals. 
iii. The Growth and Nurture of Persons 
Each Friday in the choir loft of Lund cathedral, Schartau 
conducted catechetical instruction. Peter Wieselgren relates hov 
he never forgot the moment he first sav Schartau at one of his cate-
chetical classes. 
It vas a picture out of Judea in the days of the apostles. In 
the upper part of the roomy choir sat the silver-haired teacher 
surrounded by doctors of the four sciences, mingled with children 
in the bloom of youth, and vith old people on the brink of the 
grave. All ages and stations in life here became attentive 
children; and men, vhose names Europe knows and honors, noted 
dow the words of this wise man as diligently as the young 
students and catechumens. It vas a review of the catechism. 
Soon he began to ask questions, and I wish nothing better than 
that all teachers could answer as well as many of his ten 
year old pupils.3 
Catechization was considered a confidential conversation between 
the master and the disciples, between the father and the children.4 
1~., pp. 24-26. 
3Billing, _sm. W·, p. 75. 
21Qi!l., pp. 96f. 
4Hagglund, ~· ~., p. 116. 
Those ages five to fourteen could not understand a great deal but 
they were gripped by the teacher's presentations. He did not expect 
a person to be able to follow the spiritual order of grace outlined 
in his large catechism in every detail. It was sufficient to know 
that God takes care of us and accomplishes His purpose through our 
lives.l The order of grace he reduced to two factors: guilt and 
pardon or lost and released. Or, it could be reduced to one factor, 
Jesus Only,2 the either-or of man's eternal destiny. 
Schartau also conducted home visitation reviews when no more 
than twenty people at a time were briefed as to their knowledge and 
understanding of Christianity. These reviews were conducted in his 
two small country churches before communion services. Those who 
did not know the chief truths of the faith were denied communion.3 
Schartau contended that a worthy participation meant a minimum knowl-
edge and a proper frame of mind.4 
Schartau was at his best as a teacher. His personality 
became free and outgoing as he entered into an exchange of ideas with 
his listeners.5 
5. Pastoral Care to Individuals 
The application of faith to personal needs was evident in 
Schartau's preaching and teaching ministry. But it was best observed 
in his pastoral counsel to individuals. 
1~., p. 119. 2~., pp. l22f. 
3Johannesson, ~· ~., pp. 96f. 
4~., p. 98. 5~., p. 76. 
i. The Setting for the Religious Interview 
The nature of Schartau's counseling ministry was described 
by a young student, P. G • .Ahnfelt, who sought him out for individual 
soul care, 
I troubled him but rarely with my visits when I saw how busy 
he was. Only a few times did I turn to him personally. Then 
the apostolic man accepted me like a spiritual father and 
these were truly festive times I spent with him. His inner 
room was a veritable holy place, a sanctuary, to which one 
entered not without preparation in prayer. Kneeling people 
lay here and there in the outer room; one by one they were 
let in, and none went away without being deeply impressed. 
It was said that a saintly glory often surrounded his face. 
The brilliance of it was never greater than when one saw 
him at close hand in the inner room, in the dimly lit study.l 
Schartau•s tested character, mature experience and psychological 
sharpness were demonstrated in his private interviews. His Whole 
person inspired trust. He could speak with authority while his 
inner heart-concern was for people's needs, particularly the anxious. 
The sincerity of his intent overshadowed human hostility and mis-
givings. Individuals came to feel that he cared for them deeply. 
Therefore, most men chose to submit to his influence.2 
These attitudes of the pastoral counselor are seen in his 
correspondence. Some who wrote to him for advice had previously 
counseled with him in person. Since the contents of his personal 
interviews are not preserved, the impressions of counselees and his 
published letters constitute the available evidence for his pastoral 
care to individuals. 
ltechard Johannessen, frij,lsningens .i}ig, .sm Schartau-antoloti, 
(Uppsala: J. A. Lindblads Forlag, 1957), p. 10. 
2Hagglund, .sm. w., p. 125. 
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ii. The Publication of "Letters 
in Spiritual Subjects• 
This book of three hundred and thirty-seven pages was a col-
lection of eighty-two letters written in answer to people who wrote 
to Schartau about their problems during his ministry in Lund. The 
dated letters extend from 1790 to 1824. Schartau usually composed 
them on Sunday afternoons and evenings. Part of this collection 
Schartau gave to Professor Holmbergson with permission to publish 
those deemed useful after his death. 
In the preface to the third edition, Carl John Schlyter, a 
Lund jurist, explains how Schartau 's letters came to be published in 
their present form. Holmbergson announced in the newspapers in 
1827 his intention to publish them and asked all living correspond-
ents to contribute additional letters. Many responded and as a result 
the first twenty-nine letters appeared in printed form in 1828 under 
the title, "The Letter-Book. 11l After more letters had been received, 
a second book of letters came out in 1830.2 All names in both books 
were kept anonymous. Some years later these two collections were 
combined into the present volume of eighty-two letters which has 
seen several unaltered editions. 
iii. People Counseled and Their Concerns 
The kinds of people who counseled with Schartau and their 
particular needs are shown in Table 1 on page 52. Each letter was 
lHenrik Schartau, ~ i Azldellga ~' (fjarde up.; Lund: 
c. W. K. Gleerups Forlag, 1897), p. III. 
2Ibid., p. IV. 
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TABLE 1 
P!DPLE ADDRl!SSED AND THEIR PERSWAL PROBLJ!MS IN SCHARTAU 'S 
EIGHTY-'lWO "LETTERS IN SPIRITUAL SUBJECTS:" 
Kinds of People Addressed 
~~-
of Problellls Kinds Lay- Jnspec-Laymen Pastors Groups women ified 
Religious Doubts 12 1 •••• • ••• 1 
Other Christian Fellowship 3 6 2 1 .... 
Feelings of SinfUlness 10 1 .... . ... . ... 
Religious Literature 4 1 2 1 .... 
Supportive Friendships 8 .... . ... . . . . . ... 
Christian and the World 1 2 2 .... 1 
Being a Minister . . . . 4 •••• 1 1 
Illness and Death 3 .... 1 1 • ••• 
Family Conflicts 3 1 .... . ... . ... 
Feelings of Depression 3 •••• . ... 1 . ... 
Loss of Loved Ones 2 . . . . . ... .... . ... 
The Sacraments .... 2 • ••• • ••• . ... 
Totals 49 18 7 5 3 
Totals 
14 
12 
11 
. 
8 
.. 
8 
. 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
2 
2 
82 ; 
typed according to the need or question presented. The resultant 
kinds of problems were found to include twelve groupings listed in 
the order of their frequency of occurrence. 
(1) Kinds of People 
All but ten of the eighty-two letters of Schartau were ad-
dressed to individuals. Forty-nine of these were written to women. 
Two ladies received two letters each, one received six and another 
thirteen, a total of thirty different women addressed. Twenty-three 
letters were addressed to men. One received two letters, all others 
one, a total of twenty-two men addressed. Among the ten remaining 
letters, seven were unspecified answers to religious questions. One 
letter was Schartau's reply to the king's hymnal committee, one to 
militia men and the other was addressed to a group of Christian ladies. 
The men addressed included professional people, pastors, 
soldiers and personal friends. The women addressed were maids, youth, 
matrons, aged and groups. Most of those who came to Schartau for 
counsel were church people. They represented several different 
occupations and a broad social and economic span including rich and 
poor, laborer and businessman, learned and uneducated. 
(2) Kinds of Problems 
Schartau's published letters addressed themselves to twelve 
kinds of problems. 
Religious doubts were spiritual uncertainties troubling the 
consciences of people. Their concern was "how• to handle inner 
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apprehensions. They sought certainty, clarity and restored purpose. 
in life. 
The letters concerning ~ Christian le1lowsbips expressed 
a need for feeling in religion, particularly as known in Herrnhut 
circles, and as expressed in group gatherings outside the sanction of 
the folk-church. 
Feelings~ Sintu1ness arose from the parishioner's struggle 
against evil, the burdens and pressures of temptation, the apparent 
dormancy of faith and feelings. Christians were considered to be in 
lifelong conflict Yith the devil. 
Religious Literature concerned the use of religious writings 
and devotional books besides the Bible. They included many trans-
lations from German and English works, Luther's writings and sermon 
books. 
Supportive Frien4sbips vere those among the laity Who under-
girded the pastor's efforts by confidential loyalty, mutual encour-
agement and personal interest. 
The Qhristian ~ ~ ~ dealt with the parishioner's 
behavior in community life. This was an attempt to assess correctly 
one's relationships to secular life such as governmental authority, 
work, pleasure, and personal associations. 
~ ~ Minister considered the pastoral vocation including 
God's call, personal qualifications and pastoral responsibilities. 
It included counsel to fellow-pastors and reports on church music. 
Those facing Il1ness ~ ~ looked for Divine meaning in 
their predicament. They reached out for religious resources whereby 
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to meet these realities. 
Fam1~ Con£licts concerned differences within the home caused 
by marital infidelity, family strife and religious differences. 
feelings ~ Depression expressed despair and discouragement. 
The Christian life seemed to be retrogressive. The temptation was 
to lose heart and to give.up. 
The ~ ~ ~ ~ were letters to those who had lost 
members of their families or close friends. Acceptance of loss and 
handling of grief were predominant needs. 
Questions about~ Sacrameu;J;s were concerned with the Lord's 
Supper. They included the following: its true meaning, the frequency 
of observance, the communicant's worthiness and receiving communion 
when ill. 
(3) Implications for Pastoral Care from Table 1 
The different people addressed and their kinds of problems 
tell something about the nature of Sohartau's pastoral care. 
1. His counsel was sought principally by lay people but 
also by clergy. He was open to all who came seeking help. This 
included representatives of differing cultural, economic and social 
levels in his community. 
2. The kinds of problems presented were considered to be 
religious in nature. Those who sought his counsel regarded him as 
a religious counselor. He sought to lead, to guide and to care for 
the spiritual needs of his parishioners. 
3. The religious needs presented also included deep personal 
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desires for confidence, calm, strength, courage, hope, purpose, en-
durance, patience, harmony and understanding. 
4. The problems presented while religious were related to 
life situations. Schartau was able to apply religious truth to the 
practical needs of individuals. 
5. Schartau faced controversial issues frankly. He counseled 
in matters of separatistic religious groups, controversial literature 
and secular interests. 
6. Schartau recognized, accepted and appreciated the mutually 
supportive counsel of Christian friends. He acknowledged the depend-
ence of one Christian upon another. 
7. The kinds of problems presented were expressive of the 
total needs of men, body, mind and spirit. 
(a) A Counselor to Pastors 
Table 1 indicates that Schartau was a counselor to pastors. 
He set forth the high and holy concepts of the pastoral vocation. 
He encouraged his fellow clergy to fulfill their calling. He com-
forted pastors facing illness and death. Ministers sought his advice 
because of his strength of purpose, his earnestness of intent, his 
strictly held confidence, his purity of motives and his evident con-
tact with God and men. 
(b) A Shepherding Role to Laypeople 
Table 1 indicates that Schartau's pastoral counseling role 
was predominantly to laypeople. He advised those who considered 
entering the ministry. He gave information as to differing religious 
groups. Laymen also looked to him for counsel in the more personal 
needs of life such as: doubts, fears, secular relationships, home 
conflicts. 
The majority of Schartau's published letters were addressed 
to women. The kinds of problems faced were predominantly those which 
touched upon the emotional life such as: Doubts, fears, illness, 
approaching death, depression, personal loss. Family conflicts,vere 
also prevalent. Schartau•s counsel with women depicts him as the 
sensitive shepherd to the inner feelings of his people, accepting, 
empathizing and directing them into deeper relationships ~th God. 
The particular letters illustrative of the twelve categories 
of problems will provide further evidence of his pastoral care to 
individuals. 
iv. Selected Letters of Pastoral Counsel 
TWelve cases of Schartau 1s counsel to individuals will illus-
trate the kinds of problems indicated in Table 1. Each will be 
examined according to the framework of evaluation. (see pages 24-26) 
The title given to each letter points to its problem. 
(l) Overcoming Doubts 
A letter dated October, 1823 vas addressed to a young lady 
who doubted the authority of the Bible, the Atonement and the supremacy 
of Christianity.! She desired logical answers to religious questions. 
1~., pp. 9f. 
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1. Schartau opposed her speculative thinking. He dealt 
gently yet firmly with her doubts. 
2. She felt free to voice her inner misgivings to him know-
ing she would be heard. She looked for clarity and guidance • 
.3. Schartau mentioned the worldly-wise in her own community 
who had accepted Christianity. He considered it perilous to doubt 
man's depravity and God 1s revelation in Christ. An uncertainty of 
faith meant that she was insincere, negligent, or fearful of human 
opinions. A convinced faith came through the testings of temptations.l 
4. She needed to know her own lostness and God's gift of 
salvation in Christ.2 This was the work of the Holy Spirit within 
her being through the Word. Her own awareness of this change would 
come in trusting God •s promises. 
5. Schartau upheld a Christianity dependent upon God's 
activity in Christ. He appealed to her to regard her doubts as 
insignificant in contrast to the eternal happiness enjoyed in respond-
ing to God • .3 
6. The interview clos.ed with the expressed hope that the 
relationship would continue, that they would meet again and rejoice 
in God. 
' 7. Schartau sought to help her to work through her doubts. 
by assuring her that others experienced them as well. He set before 
her the greatness of Christianity. He accepted reason's inquiry 
1~., pp. Sf • 
.3ll?.W.' p. 12. 
2.IlUJi.' p. 11. 
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but gave supremacy to Divine revelation. If she could view reason and 
revelation in proper perspective she would grow in her ability to bear 
and to overcome her doubts. 
(2) A Case Against the Moravian Hymnbook 
A letter of September, 1815 was addressed to a lady with 
whom Schartau had previously counseled on the same subject, the 
Moravian hymnbook, Zion's Songs.l 
1. Schartau was friendly despite her refusal to heed previous 
warnings. He cited her greater love for these hymns than her will-
ingness to accept his counsel. He mentioned his own reexamination of 
these songs before warning her a second time. 
2. She wondered why these songs appealed to her. She knew 
of Schartau•s strong feelings against anything that had to do with 
Herrnhutism. But she desired further advice in the matter and trusted 
his forthright opinion. 
3. Schartau regarded the MOravian Hymnbook as containing 
deceit and disorder detrimental to her spiritual welfare. Her ques-
tioning the salvation of her children who had died in early childhood 
he attributed to the influence of Herrnhutism. He felt that the 
Moravian's stress on feelings could only separate her further from 
her Saviour.2 The real danger was to place confidence in human en-
deavors rather than in God's mercy alone. 
4. The vay to resolve this problem was to reject the teachings 
of Herrnhut and to accept Christ's forgiveness, to use God's Word and to 
lllisl.' p. 2o6. 2~., pp. 207f. 
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partake of His Supper.1 Then God's Spirit vould vork salvation in 
her soul vith consequent release from anxiety, distress and the fear 
of death. This vould happen even if she did not understand it or 
lmov the exact moment vhen it occurred. 
5. Schartau held emphatically to the use of W.ord and Sacrament 
to counter the effects of Hermhutism. This had been his ovn experience 
and he counseled others accordingly. 
6. This letter does not indicate whether or not the coun-
seling relationship vas continued or concluded. However, if she 
decided to continue vith Zion's Songs, he had spoken his last warn-
ing; if not, he vould continue to advise her. 
7. Schartau expected her to make a decision for or against 
Herrnhutism. It vas for him a crucial choice, one that concerned her 
eternal destiny, for to him Herrnhutism and Christianity vere not 
compatible. 
(3} Misplaced Fears 
An undated letter to a married lady vas in reply to her 
concerns about doubtfUl thoughts, childhood acts, judgmental atti-
tudes, illvill and regrets. 
1. Schartau pointedly analyzed and specifically advised in 
the several matters that troubled her. 
2. She turned to him as one Who vould listen and could give 
help. He vas her confidant to whom long repressed guilt feelings 
could be expressed. 
1~., pp. 210f. 
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3. The first cause for her unrest vas recalling that at the 
age of eight or ten she had committed the unforgivable sin against 
the Holy Spirit by swearing on a lie. Schartau disagreed, regarding 
this idea as the evil one's way of using childhood's lack of under-
standing or youth's thoughtlessness to cause her to imagine it. 
Schartau held that the grace of Baptism could not be lost at an early 
agel nor would God permit a child to commit such a sin. Therefore, 
she had no right to judge herself in this matter, for by so doing she 
also judged Christ's power to save. Christ bore her sins, too, and God 
desired peace and not condemnation for her. By neglecting the Word 
she was filled with misinterpretations. Schartau did not hold that 
she was totally responsible for the neglect that occurred at her son's 
first communion. 2 He urged her to face the more direct cause for her 
anxieties, the influence of wayward people in her home community.3 
4. Schartau pointed to Christ's atonement as sufficient 
comfort if she permitted the Holy Spirit to work vi thin her. In 
reading the Word she vas to listen to God's call without being hindered 
by the advice of enemies, the warnings of former friends or the linger-
ing memories of past wrongs. She would then be uplifted in spirit and 
find participation at the Lord's Table reassuring.4 
5. Schartau dealt with her according to his orderly under-
standing of God's way of salvation. He declared the efficacy of Divine 
promises and the Lord's Supper. 
6. He commended her to God in the hope that she would accept 
1~., pp. 62f. 
3~., p. 70. 
2n,.;...< 66 ~·' p. • 
4IW.Il.' p. 81. 
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his advice in the spirit of Christian love. He looked forward to 
meeting her soon, but if not, finally in eternity.l 
7. Schartau encouraged her to renounce her real and imagined 
guilt feelings, to accept God's complete forgiveness and to relate 
positively to her fellow men. If she responded her growth in knowl-
edge of self, God and others should be considerable. However, if 
unable or unready to accept his advice her fears might be further 
repressed and unresolved. 
(4) Devotional Readings for the Sick 
A letter of May 1824 was in reply to a young man who inquired 
as to the most helpful religious books to place in the hands of a 
sick person. 
1. Schartau respected this man's concern and sought to have 
him choose a book most suited to the condition of the ill person. 
2. The young man looked to Schartau as one able to recommend, 
readings to fit the situation. 
3. Schartau advised first and foremost the reading of Scripture. 
Luther's sermon books would refresh the mind and spirit.2 
4. Schartau advised besides the Bible and Luther, the reading 
of Arndt's beautiful prayers. He cautioned against writings that 
questioned the teachings of the church or emphasized feelings.3 
5. Scbartau gave priority to the Scriptures in ministering 
to the sick. Other writings in harmony 'With the Word could be used 
llW.' p. 82. 
3~., pp. 163-165. 
~., pp. 16lf. 
in moderation as the condition of the ill one permitted. 
6. There was a concluding word of caution· to writings critical 
of the teachings of the folk-church. But Schartau admitted the 
potential value of devotional readings he himself had not read. 
7. Schartau gave forthright opinions about suitable devo-
tional readings for those who were ill. He was eager to help the 
young man addressed to give priority to the Scriptures. He sought 
to teach him to discern carefully truth from error so that spiritual 
benefit could be derived from devotional readings. This would stimulate 
growth in spiritual stature. 
(5) Mutual Understanding and SUpport 
Thirteen letters written over a span of fifteen years, January 
1, 1809 to January 1, 1824, were addressed to a respected Christian 
lady referred to six times as, "My dear sister,u twice as, 11My Dearest 
Sister, 11 and five times without a formal salutation, composed the 
largest number of letters addressed to one person. This lady repre-
sented a group of likeminded Christians in Gothenburg. Seven of 
these letters were in part New Year's greetings. Of the remaining 
six, two were written in October, one was lmown to be written in 1810, 
the first half of which was lost, and one letter each was written in 
the months of September, November and December. 
1. The pastor's relationship to this 11dear sister" and the 
group of Christian friends in Gothenburg was one of mutuality where 
each derived support from the faith of the other. While Schartau 
maintained his role as spiritual leader and guide, their Christian 
profession, fellowship and interest undergirded his ministry. 
2. The group in Gothenburg led by this lady turned to Schartau 
without reserve because he embodied what they, too, believed. There 
was the danger of enjoying this fellowship apart frdm the realities 
of the perplexing church community. But Schartau's ethical sensitivity 
kept the focus upon the expression of personal faith in real life 
situations. 
3. The spiritual sluggishness or slowness of which she com-
plained vas overcome in turning to the Lord for renewed strength and 
vigor.l Anxieties within the congregation and its members were due to 
human depravity but God's mercy and help gave strength to endure, to 
overcome and to be set free from them a11.2 
4. Schartau advised turning to the Word in order to view 
Jesus more clearly,3 to acclaim Him as Lord, and to accept his plentifUl 
gifts of grace.4 Christian maturity, victory and happiness were 
partially achieved on earth but fully in eternity. 
5. Schartau was the assurer of participation in the Divine 
mercy for all the children of God. 
6. Each letter closed with a wish for continued guidance 
and growth in God with the assurance of His Presence and help in 
every need. His closing line was usually, "a faithful servant until 
death." In his last letter he invoked the God of strength to, "up-
hold sister in her old age and to refresh her with His grace! 115 
1~., p. 257. 
3~., p. 258. 
5~., p. 270. 
2~., p. 259. 
4~., p. 260. 
7. Schartau 's correspondence wi. th this sister in the faith 
emphasized the supportive and creative strength of Christian fellow-
ship. Persons grew to maturity in the knowledge of God's infinite 
mercies and by the intercessions of fellow believers. 
(6) The Christian and the World 
A letter of July, 1796 was written to a young lady wham Schartau 
had directed to God. It concerned the effect of worldly success upon 
her Christian faith.l 
1. Schartau felt very close to and responsible for this 
person's spiritual welfare. Through frequent counsel and correspond-
ence a strong relationship had been established. He wanted to strength-
en her Christian faith and desired that nothing hinder this advance. 
2. She regarded him as her spiritual father to wham she could 
turn for advice and encouragement. She felt free to share with him 
her successes and failures. 
3. Schartau spoke of having read her letters which gave cause 
to praise God for His faithfulness. He was pleased wi. th her earthly 
success but concerned lest it weaken her spiritual desires. He went 
on to contrast those who lived for God and those who lived by chance. 
This contrast was even greater in death and judgment. 
4. He warned her by showing the contrasting greatness and 
goodness of God as over against the world. He reminded her of her 
standing in the grace of God's love and urged her to continue in it 
1~., pp. 20lf. 
unreservedly. 
5. Here Schartau expressed a pastoral concern for a young 
believer believed to be in danger of becoming too absorbed by world-
ly success. 
6. The conclusion expressed the hope that she might be in a 
better spiritual state than his remarks would indicate. He requested 
a reply anticipating her favorable spiritual situation. 
7. The question is whether he was showing justii'ied con-
cern· for her spiritus~ welfare or a lack of faith in her ability 
and desire to remain true to the faith. Warnings such as this if' 
heeded and accepted in the right spirit could be helpfUl. If rejected, 
they could be detrimental to a meaningful relationship. However, 
his sincerity in it all could i'urther her awareness of the danger 
of the world and a deeper appreciation of her Christian heritage. 
(7} The Gospel Ministry 
A letter of June, 1824 was addressed to a recently ordained 
pastor vho complained of feeling spiritually desolate, doubted God's 
call into the ministryl and inquired about parish practices.2 
1. Schartau felt kindly toward him and dealt directly with 
his complaints. 
2. This young man regarded Schartau 's experience and under-
standing as potentially helpful. 
3. Schartau pointed to his spiritual desolation as God 1 s 
gracious activity, a seeming retrogression but an actual advance in 
llJW1., pp. 85f. 2~., pp. 90-94. 
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Christian humility. Doubts about being called of God into the ministry 
he compared to his ow misgivings in earlier years. He was advised 
to inquire of older pastors as to parish procedures. 
4. The feeling of spiritual desolation was to be accepted 
as a part of maturing in the faith. Preparations for and ordination 
into the ministry were valid reasons for feeling certain of his calling. 
5. Schartau upheld the validity of the W. vine call to minister 
and the participation of God in all his experiences. 
6. Schartau concluded the interview by expressing satisfac-
tion that several young pastors in his diocese vere not concerned vith 
position or gain in the ministry.l Perhaps Schartau included him among 
them. However, this by implication pointed to the higher motivation 
of service to God and man. 
7. This young man vas urged to reaffirm his decision to be 
a pastor and to deepen his faith by acknowledging the purposes of 
God in all the happenings of life. Thereby, despair and doubt could 
become assets in the development of personality. 
(8) A Pfing Pasto~ 
A letter of March, 1822 vas written to a minister on his 
deathbed.2 
1. Schartau wrote in a confident spirit because of their 
common faith. He strongly empathized vith this pastor's concern in 
moving that his sins vere forgiven. 
2. Schartau wrote immediately vhen he heard of his serious 
1~., p. 102. 2~., pp. l04f. 
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illness. A mutually helpfUl relationship of long standing existed 
between them. One pastor looked to another for support, assurance. 
and strength in facing death. 
3. The immediate need was to accept the fact that he could 
be saved despite his self condemnation. Schartau spoke of similar 
doubts in his own experience. 
4. Schartau counseled a turning to God in thought, prayer 
and in receiving the Lord's Supper. He was urged to believe that 
God would grant him the assurance of forgiveness before his death. 
5. Schartau sought to support this dying brother in his 
feelings of helplessness, fear and restless yearning for inner peace. 
He also held up to him the greatness of the promises of God. 
6. Schartau closed with the implied conviction that His 
heart's desire would be satisfied. It was as if he were declaring 
to him God's forgiveness. 
7. Schartau sought to help this dying man to resolve his 
fears and to look to God alone for forgiveness and peace. To the 
extent that he was able to do so this advice would be helpful. 
Schartau was with him in this experience of aloneness and despair 
undergirding him until he received the assurance of pardon. 
(9) Family Relationships 
A. letter dated September, 1790 was in reply to a young lady 
who had counseled with him previously about spiritual matters. She 
complained of suffering persecution as a Christian and imagined that 
God had forsaken her. She had also quarreled with her brothers and 
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sisters.1 
1. Schartau expressed satisfaction in her expressed spiritual 
insights. But he was concerned about her family strife. His attitude 
was one or total interest in her welfare, he commended improvement 
and expressed a desire to help discover and correct her failings. 
2. She showed confidence in his accepting and helpful spirit. 
But she withheld from him any details about her family quarrel. 
3. Schartau considered her feeling of forsakenness as reveal-
ing a lack of spiritual insight. The fact that her family acted bit-
terly and perversely toward her was no reason for her to cease to re-
spect and to love them. 2 
4. The way to overcame her sense of forsakenness was to 
remember Christ's atoning work on the cross and Scripture's assurance 
of His abiding presence. Family quarrels ought to be avoided by 
Christians. He challenged her to maintain a q~et spirit towards 
her brothers and sisters in order to restore harmony. 
5. Schartau affirmed that Christian convictions were tested 
in the interpersonal relationships of the family circle. 
6. The interview closed with greetings from her friends re-
assuring her of the corporate concern of God's people. Schartau re-
garded himself as God's bondservant, faithful counselor and inter-
cessor. 
7. He urged her to read the Bible to satis£.1 her spiritual 
longings. He advised acting as a Christian to restore harmony in the 
family circle. She must accept these personal responsibilities if 
1~., pp. 199f. 2,1W.' p. 201. 
the desired changes were to occur. 
(10) A Depressed Lady 
A letter of December, 18ll was written to 11my dear Sister" 
who had written to Schartau out of the depths of discouragement.l 
1. Schartau felt a responsibility as well as a desire to 
encourage this Christian sister in her state of despair. 
2. She looked to his pastoral support and insight for her 
spiritual needs. She felt able to unburden herself to him. 
3. Schartau viewed her problem as one in which the evil one 
had caused her to doubt God's Word, hindered her from believing and 
made her feel spiritually helpless. 
4. He reminded her that God's Word works in the believer's 
heart unnoticed and often unfelt. When accepted and reverenced it 
was effective whether or not the believer felt it. He urged her to 
seek, to accept and to use the means of grace. 
5. Schartau was the upholder of the efficacy of God's work-
ing in the lives of believers in spite of their feeling depressed 
and defeated. 
6. He concluded with a gentle reminder to continue in the 
fellowship of the church and fellow believers. This was a means of 
confidence and encouragement. 
7. This person could turn to Schartau with her depressed 
feelings. Attributing the cause to the evil one was part of her 
problem. Personality growth would depend upon how she could relate 
l~., pp. 236f. 
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this to her actual feelings or discouragement, find release and new 
hope. 
(11) Accepting Life's Tragedies 
An undated letter was addressed to a young married mother~ 
who had lost her one year old son. 
1. Schartau expressed satisfaction in her turning to God 
for help in need. He responded to her friendliness by assuring hen· 
or his concern and assistance. 
2. She wrote to him because of the loss of her child. Her 
ambivalent feelings about it needed expression and clarification. 
She hoped for consolation, understanding and courage to bear the 
hurt or it. 
3. Schartau called to her attention the infinite gifts or 
God's grace. He hoped she would rely upon the Lord's compassion a-
lone, and, in spite or her great loss, advance in Christian stature.l 
4. Schartau advised her to confess her faults to God, requesting 
His Spirit's knowledge to walk wisely among her servants, particularly 
the unconverted. She should desire that none or God's treasures 
should be sacrificed for worldly things. 
5. S.Chartau was the representative or God who believed that 
both causes and solutions were found in acceptance, humility and 
obedience to God. 
6. This interview concluded abruptly after a lengthy admo-
nition to trust in God. Schartau desired to warn her finally as to 
1~.' pp. 328f. 
7l 
the dangers of worldliness. 
7. He advised her to be a Christian person before friends, 
family and servants. By her attitudes and actions she would . declara 
her faith. Talking about her son's passing to the pastor would mak& 
the tragedy easier to bear. Directing her attention to a more Chris-
tian approach to her daily duties could serve to direct her efforts 
toward positive ends and personality development. 
(12) The Lord's Supper.· 
A letter of November..; 182.3 was addressed to a Christian 
gentleman concerning the Lord's Supper. 
1. Schartau showed concern lest this man would be adversely 
influenced by worldly people.1 He hoped that further information 
about the Lord's Supper would counteract any such temptations. 
2. This man regarded Schartau as an authority. He expected~ 
a forthright statement as to the meaning and proper observance of the. 
Lord 1 s Supper • 
.3. Scbartau spoke of Holy Communion as a part of God's way 
of salvation. Its value depended upon the use or neglect of the Word 
and Baptism. Frequency or infrequency of participation bad no merit 
in itself.2 The individual's desire alone, which Schartau spoke or 
as the call of the Holy Spirit, should determine the frequency of 
attendance. 
4. Therefore, Schartau suggested be attend the Lord's Supper 
often enough to satisfy his spiritual needs. 
l.JJWi., p. 127. 2~., pp. 128£. 
5. SChartau upheld the practice generally followed in the 
church, the Lord's Supper at six week intervals but made the frequency 
of attendance a personal decision for each Christian. 
6. Schartau concluded the interview,. by speaking of the rich 
spiritual values that come from the Lord's Supper including the hope:. 
of eternal life.l 
7. This man was asked to make his own decision as to when 
to attend Holy Communion in accord ~th his spiritually felt needs. 
Thus he was encouraged to grow.· as a free-minded member of the con-
gregation. 
v. Implications for Pastoral Care 
from Selected Letters 
Representative letters of counsel show some characteristics 
of Schartau 1s pastoral care. These will be grouped under seven head-
ings representing the:seven-point framework of evaluation. 
(l) Pastor's Attitude 
Schartau showed an accepting attitude toward all who sought 
his counsel. He listened intently to the true facts about a person. 
He acknowledged the reality of the situation without condoning, ex-
cusing or overlooking unbecoming behavior. His concern for the in-
di vidual as a child of God overshadowed personal misgivings, disap-
pointments or doubts created by previous contacts. His counseling 
was characterized by a heartfelt kindliness, a quiet relaxation, 
ll,W.' p. 134. 
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an intellectual alertness and a responsive understanding of the 
deeper levels of emotion. He related well to persons for he regarded 
them as vorthy before God and men. 
Schartau rejected evil as he viewed it in individuals, pan-
ticularly deception, disorder and worldliness which were contrary to 
his nature and convictions. While uncompromisingly strict with thesa 
sins he did not reject anyone who showed a desire to overcome and to 
renounce such ways. He was sensitive to the harmful influence of 
wealth, position and pleasure feeling that they often worked contrary 
to the intended purposes of God. 
Schantau maintained a positive outlook, believing that under.: 
God human life could change and mature. He believed that all events 
contributed to God's purposes with men. He was orthodox in teaching 
but practical in its applications, loyal to the folk-church as well 
as avane of its failings, expectant in his interviews but alert to 
the gradual growth of persons. His ability to see hope in the most 
discouraging situation brought many to him for counsel and sustained 
others who would otherwise have despaired about their situation. 
Schartau empathized with his counselees. His humility of 
spirit with its awareness of personal shortcomings helped him to 
keep in contact with people. He felt deeply toward them, with them 
and for them. He readily admitted and greatly valued the supportive 
encouragement of fellow Christians. Men learned to trust in him 
as their confidant. 
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(2) Parishioner's Attitude 
The parishioner viewed Schartau as God 1s spokesman. He was 
the informer, interpreter, upholder.. and advisor in all matters reli-
gious. They respected him as one who stood uncompromisingly for Divine 
justice. He was the symbol and example of that which was highest 
and noblest. 
The parishioner found Schartau to be an approachable person. 
The esteem felt for him was not diminished by the awareness that he 
too was human, a man with faults and failings. The warmth of hi so 
person, the keenness of his insight, the sensitivity of his spirit, 
the strength of his faith and the clarity of his counsel made com-
munication between them possible. 
Schartau was looked upon as a man of strength. He inspired. 
faith, hope and courage. He became for many a spiritual father 
whose intense manliness together with a determined Godlikeness beck-
oned them to a fuller Christian experience. 
(3) The Analysis of Problems 
Schartau dealt directly with the problems of the individual. 
Every need was for him a spiritual one. What had happened was sig-
nificant for the future well-being of the person. The most distress-
ing situation could contribute to a person's wholeness and growth. 
Thus a pastor's feelings of desolation were opportunities to advance 
in Christian humility. 
Doubts were ascribed to personal neglect or insincerity. 
Anxieties and fears, traced to unresolved events in the past, Schartau 
regarded as due to false assumptions and misleading people. Any 
contact with the Moravian Brethren he regarded as extremely detri-
mental. Feelings of depression were blamed on the evil one or personal 
devil. Unexplainable personal loss, as a mother of her child, was 
cause for reliance upon God's compassion alone. Man was largely to 
blame for his predicament. It was up to him to admit his guilt, to 
accept the problem as God's chastening and to act in accord with 
God's purposes in the future. 
(4) The Solution of Problems, 
The primary remedy for every personal problem was the prayer-
ful use of Scripture. Schartau affirmed the efficacy of the Word in 
dealing with every kind of need. He did not thereby guarantee an easy 
or humanly acceptable solution but rather advised the gaining of a 
religious perspective through personal meditation and prayer. This 
would enable the individual to view acceptingly, creatively and con-
structively his situation. Schartau urged a dying pastor to claim 
God •s promise of the forgiveness of sins in the confidence that his 
wish would eventually be granted. A married lady, plagued by guilt 
feelings due to past neglect, was advised to claim the comfort of 
Christ's Atonement. A depressed lady was reminded that the Word works 
in the believer even if unnoticed and unfelt. Schartau called for the 
placing of one's problem within the framework of Divine justice and 
mercy. This could happen in meditation, prayer, receiving the Sac-
rament or in the fellowship of the church. The spiritual was to be 
preeminent. 
Schartau recommended devotional books, particularly Luther's 
writings. In the case of a dying friend he suggested Arndt's poems. 
Schartau pointed to the intrinsic value of the problem itself. 
Part of the solution lay in how the individual accepted his situation. 
It could be a step towards its solution. Spiritual desolation was 
for Schartau a step in a maturing faith. Doubts served to contrast 
man's predicament without Christ in order to make him ready to receive 
the gift of salvation. 
The individual could also do a great deal on his own to in-
prove his situation. Schartau called for personal wisdom and initiative 
in avoiding family quarrels and in restoring harmony among people. 
The pastoral interview was strongly recommended by Schartau 
as a helpful way to face one's problems. Schartau felt that every-
one needed a pastoral counselor in order to recognize his problems, 
to bear his difficulties, to overcome his hindrances and to live a 
Christlike life. Those who sought his counsel were welcome. Those 
who responded continued the relationship as long as it was needful or 
as long as Schartau felt he could be of help. 
Wholeness was the gradual work of God through the medium of 
Word, Sacrament and devotional writings. The outcome depended upon 
the individual's responsiveness. This included his viewpoint of his 
need, his acceptance of his difficulty, his focus upon God and his 
exercising of Christian conduct in all situations. 
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(5) The Pastor as God 1s Spokesman 
Schartau counseled as a forthright and consistent represent-
ative of God. He declared God's message as the authority in meeting 
all human problems. He regarded,the folk-church as God's fellowship 
on earth wherein men vould find the resources to face and to cope 
with their problems. He set forth the Order of Salvation as useful 
in a clear understanding of God's working in the life of the believer. 
He centered the attention of his parishioners upon the eternal 
greatness of God in contrast to man's insignificance. Human need 
howeven' great was of minor consequence beside the Divine greatness 
and mystery of the Atonement. God 1 s love in the life of the believ-
er could be trusted to sustain him vhen all other supports failed. 
(6) The Termination of the Interview 
Schartau vas uncompromisingly strict in terminating counsel 
vith those who showed no desire to accept his diagnosis of need and to 
act upon his advice. However, those who responded found the close 
of the interview hopeful and helpful. He commended the desire to 
serve God and men to one considering the vocation of the ministry. 
He often expressed the hope that he would meet the individual again 
and that together they might rejoice in God. He challenged to God-
like behavior. He interceded for those he counseled. He regarded• 
himself as a servant of those interviewed. He urged participation 
in the life of the congregation by those depressed and troubled. 
He expected growth in the Christian graces in those he had counseled. 
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The final impression left with his counselees was one of a continuing 
relationship with him in the life of faith. 
(7) Values of the Counseling Relationship 
Schartau counseled in the hope that individuals would desire 
to commit their lives to God but he left the decision with them. He 
gave his own forthright opinions. He sought to stress the importance 
of the Scriptures and a careful use of devotional writings. He di-
rected people to God to claim forgiveness, peace and the assurance of 
His Presence. He urged attendance at Communion. He accepted the. in-
quiry of reason but gave final authority to Divine revelation. He 
felt that response to God was the best way to deal with feelings~of 
guilt and to relate positively to men. Christian fellowship he re-
garded as supportive, creative and conducive to maturity. 
He fostered an independent spirit in making choices but en-
couraged a dependence upon Divine resources beyond the counseling 
relationship. The Word became the individual's supreme counsel as 
he turned to it in prayer and responded to it in the fellowship of 
the Church. 
6. The Followers .o.f' .. Schartau 
Henrie Schar~.rurthered a deeper religious awareness and 
...... 
practical Christian! ty than perhaps anywhere else in Sweden during 
his forty year ministry in Lund. It was a personal Lutheran emphasis 
actively lived on the basis of individual repentance and sanctifi-
cation. Holmquist regards the original religious personality of 
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Schartau as the primary cause for his dynamic ministry .1 
Schartau's influence extended in many directions, predom-
inantly in South and West Sweden but also in Norrland. He touched 
the lives of theological students from the Gothenburg diocese who 
regarded him as their spiritual leader giving them a clearer knowledge 
of the way of salvation and a new ideal for preaching and pastoral 
practice. 
After Schartau's death in 1825, this group of young pastors, 
numbering twenty-one in 1830, kept in contact with one another. From 
their ministries as parish pastors a moral renewal of the Schartauan 
type was effected. It was true to orthodox tradition, the Bible and 
the Sacraments. It separated from all conventical disturbances and 
religious activity outside of the usual religious forms and practiced. 
a pastoral concern in counseling with people.2 
The followers of Schartau met opposition from the Church 
because of their style of preaching and method of soul care; but 
their complete loyalty to the Church and the noticeable improvemen~ 
of worship life and public morals in the congregations they served, 
deterred any action against than. 
Schartau impressed all as the •omutliga samvetsm&nniskan" 
(the unyielding man of conscience)3. To be a "Schartauan" came to 
mean the need for daily teaching and use of the pure and. Divine Word. 4 
lHolmquist, .sw. w., III, 33. 2TM.::I p 34 ~·' . . 
3Einar Billing, lkm Svenska :[olkkyr1&aQ, (Stockholm: Sveriges 
Kristliga Studentrorelses F~rlag, 1930), p. 91. 
4Johannesson, llenrik Scharlau, .212· ill·, p. 176. 
so 
In the eighteen thirties and forties this distinct type of 
Christianity in Southwest Sweden made it a major factor in SWedish 
church life contemporary with and partly in opposition to the evan-
gelicalism of Carl Olof Rosenius,l our second selected churchman 
to be considered in the next chapter. 
lHolmquist, _sm. ill·, p. 35. 
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III. CARL OI.OF BOSENIUS 
This chapter will examine the individual faith and practice 
of soul care in Carl Olof Rosenius. The spiritual environment, family, 
schooling, awakenings and religious persons contributed to this develop-
ment. His preaching and publishing ministry will be characterized. 
His replies to letters of spiritual concern will be classified ac-
cording to the people addressed and the kinds of problems presented. 
Representative letters will be examined within the applied framework 
of evaluation. (see pages 24-26) This information will provide the 
primary data for discovering the nature of his pastoral care to 
persons. 
1. Background and Early Development 
i. The Religious Setting 
Carl Olof Rosenius (1816-1868) lived and labored during a 
time of economic, cultural, political and spiritual changes. It was., 
•the new day in the old world,nl a time of tension, unrest and move-
ment expressive of a new spirit in Sweden as well as elsewhere in the 
Europe of that day. The central problem carried over from the age of 
enlightenment was the relationship between reason and revelation.2 
lo. Everett Arden, l:l1il School ,g.t .:t1a Proohets, (Rock Island, 
Illinois: Augustana Book Concern, 1960), p. 3. 
2Holmquist, .sm. w_., p. 21. 
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The Church at the opening of this century took refuge in a trad.i tional 
orthodoxy of earlier centuries. Most of its leaders tended to pre-
judge spiritual movements because of their inability to understand 
religion as a power in itself apart from humanistic influences.l 
Therefore, at mid-centur;r with a population increase, the breakdown 
of old pariSh life, industrialization and urbanization, the Swedish 
community became a people's awakening canmuni ty. The term, "awakening, n 
meant a renewal of life within the church under the leadership of 
pastors and laymen.2 The king 1s court and the secular authorities ex-
ercised tolerance and freedom towards these movements.3 
Norrland was particularly conditioned for these awakenings. 
Pastoral visits to the sparsely inhabited regions with its small con-
gregations were few. Consequently, as early as 1621 people had gath-
ered on Sundays and on holy days, at the request of the Church author-
ities, to conduct their own services. In the absence of a minister 
the day's texts were read, prayers were offered and hymns from the 
psalmbook were sung. These gatherings were known as 11byaboner 11 (vil-
lage prayers).4 Some of them continue to the present time.5 Lay-
readers in these gatherings were known as "b~npraster11 (prayer pastors) 
1~., pp. 25f. 
2Arvid Norberg, ~ kyrkliga ylckel~en i 3kara ~ un4et §§nare 
hiUften u ~-talet, (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses.: 
Bokforlag, 1944), II, 5. 
3John Holmgren, Norrland§liiseriet, Hild.ing Pleijel, utg. (Stock-
holm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1948), XIX, 247. 
4sven Lodin, Q. Q. Rosenius, (Stockholm: Evangeliska Fosterlands-
Stiftelsens Bokforlag, 1956), p. 7. 
5Holmgren, Jm• ill·, p. 7. 
and served as counselors to the peasants in times of bereavement and 
difficulty.l 
The same readers in eighteenth-century Norrland were called 
"gamla lasara" (old readers). They were students of the Bible and 
the writings of Arndt, Nohrborg, Pontoppidan and later Tollesson. But 
it was a strong-willed and harsh pietism, stressing anxiety before 
God and a wOrks-Christianity rather than a relationship of loving 
sonship.2 
This was changed by an awakening which began in Pi teH in 
1802 among a group of youth. The books of the old readers were used. 
A legalistic Christianity resulted with stress upon self-improvement 
in preparation for turning to Christ. Later, through a study of 
Luther, the Gospel came to be understood as God's undeserved grace 
experienced w1 thout any reference to their own works. They were known 
as the "nyl~sarnas vackelse" (the awakening of the new readers).3 
Their thought stemmed predominantly from pietism but also showed the 
influences of orthodoxy and neo-theology.4 They were a continuation of 
the earlier village prayer groups.5 Carl Olof Rosenius' father was 
numbered among them. 
Their meetings sought to awaken the conscience. They exhib-
ited a real fear of judgment and eternity. Security and peace were to 
be found in God's promises alone, based on Jesus' blood salvation. 
Some of these groups became aggressive and fanatical, desired to break 
ln,.;.4 12 ~·' p. • 
31J21sl.' p. 59. 
5.l!Wi.' p. 247. 
2Holmquist, .2.12· ill·, p. 59. 
4Holmgren, .sm. ,ill., p. 200. 
with the folk-church and a few administered the sacraments outside 
the church.l But the circles of new readers which met in the child-
hood home of Carl Olof Rosenius remained true to the Bible, Luther's 
teachings and the organized Church. 
ii. Parents and Home 
Carl Olof Rosenius was born February 3, 1816 in Nysatra, 
Norrland, the third of seven children of peasant-born pastor Anders 
Rosenius and Sarah Margaret Norenius, daughter of a schoolmaster and 
pastor in Arjeplog. Carl Olof witnessed the awakenings first-hand in 
the meetings of the new readers in his home.2 He felt the criticism 
of the organized church to his father's being a new reader and he knew 
the economic privations caused by his father's low clerical rank. He 
exemplified his father's humility, considerateness and quieting spirit 
even among fanatics who sought to divide the Church.3 He exhibited 
his father's warm zeal for the spiritual welfare of the individual.4 
Carl Olof inherited his mother's sharpness of judgment and 
clarity of understanding. She pointed to her own miraculous rescue 
from a run-away horse before his birth as indicative of God's having 
chosen him for a special task. 
The warm evangelical spirit of the home and the associations 
with the new readers were of central importance in the development of 
lHolmquist, .212· ill·, p. 6o. 
2c. 0. Rosenius, l1fw.§ lJJ.: ~ Verksamhet, (fji:irde up.; Stockholm: 
Fosterlands-Stiftelsens Forlagsexpedition, 1898), pp. lf. 
3Lodin, ~· ill., pp. 18f. 4~., p. 27. 
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his faith and practice. The nearness of lakes and forests provided 
the setting for meditation, prayer and personal decisions. Weekends. 
from school and vacation periods were spent at home. 
iii. Early Spiritual Experiences 
At five years of age Carl Olof was present at catechetical 
review held by his father in the home. When seven or eight he and 
his brother Anton knew from memory wther 's Small Catechism. When 
twelve he and his older brother were sent to school in P.i.tei. In 
spare time Anton drew sketches while Carl wrote brief letters on 
spiritual topics. Anton sold his sketches receiving more for them 
than his father thought he should. This Carl regarded as wrong and 
told his brother that he would not be saved. When Anton asked why, 
Carl replied, "because you have received more for your sketches than 
father said you should; you have broken both your father's command 
and God's fourth commandment.nl 
As a young boy he often chose to withdraw into the woods for 
meditation and prayer rather than to play. In his quest for God he 
sometimes became anxious to the point of questioning His very exist-
ence.2 After returning from one of his excursions into the woods at 
the age of fourteen, he decided to test whether or not there was a 
God who guided his steps. He blindfolded himself and walked anxiously 
over the spacious meadow stopping at the edge of a well, deep and open; 
one more step and he would have fallen into it. He had wandered in the 
wrong direction. He interpreted this event as clear evidence of God's 
lRosenius, ~· ~., p. 5. 
protecting presence and never attempted such tests again.l 
A conversion experience occurred at home in Savar in 1830 
during Christmas vacation. In reading Erik Pontoppidan's "Trosspegel" 
(mirror of faith) Rosenius became convinced of the inability of his 
·good works to earn salvation. Release from the guilt of his sins came 
later in trusting God 1 s love in Christ. From this time on he felt 
he lived in grace, as one being trained in the school of the Holy 
Spirit.2 
This spiritual change early in 1831 resulted in a marked 
improvement in his school work at Ume& and in a rapid advance in 
Christian lmovledge. He was called, "the little reformer" and 11the 
second Luther." He also led a meeting of ne-w readers in a study of 
Luther.3 
iv. Formal Schooling 
Carl Olof Rosenius' college and seminary years at Harnosand 
and Uppsala, 1833 to 1839, were difficult but determinative for his 
future ministry. He spent much time alone in his room and had few 
friends and visitors.4 His studies suffered, not because of a lack 
of ability, but from a lack of interest. Lodin described his chief 
interests as being Bible study, Luther's writings, the exchanging of 
lLodin, Jm. ill·, pp. 3lf. 
2c. 0. Rosenius, PietisteQ~ ltl:t:t ~ G'mmaljt il:in N~dens .lY.k§, 
(Stockholm: A. L. Norman, 1866), IV, 132f. 
3todin, _sm • .QU., pp. 36f. 
4Rosenius, l.1im§ W ~ Yerksamhet, .SW· ill·, pp. lOf. 
letters with spiritual friends and frequent fellowship with awakened 
groups.1 
Financial need caused Rosenius to take the position of private 
tutor in a home at Hhllgum near Harnosand in September 1836. He de-
sired to please this congenial but worldly family yet when he joined 
in their laughter he feared he was displeasing God. He spoke of life 
as a "grat-boning" (a place of tears).2 He grew spiritually cold, 
indifferent and absent-minded.3 He finished his studies at Harn6sand 
in the spring of 1837 receiving the lowest grades of his school years.4 
The summer was spent assisting his aged father at Burtrask 
in preaching, visitation and group meetings. The following winter, 
as was customary for students in theology, he conducted a preaching 
trip throughout Lappland.5 Among spiritual friends he was happy but 
when the warm, personal and accepting spirit of fellow-believers was 
absent he was easily discouraged. A lack of financial resources.de-
layed his going to Uppsala to complete his theological studies. 
Rosenius anticipated going to Uppsala with grave misgivings. 
He spoke of going to the city where satan resided describing its evils, 
its worldliness, its concern for culture, fUn and knowledge.6 Ill-
ness in the late fall made him weak in body and depressed in mind 
when he arrived in December of 1838.7 
His brother Anton had begun his theological studies at Uppsala 
1todin, _sm. w., p. 44. 2aosenius, .212· ill·, p. 23. 
3Lodin, .!lll· ~., p. 48. 4~., p. 50 • 
. 5Rosenius, .s;w. ,g,U., pp. 25f. 6.llW1., p. 28. 
7Lodin, .212• ill., p. 6o. 
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earlier in October. But Carl Olof still felt very much alone and 
longed for the congenial circles of the awakened.l The following 
spring his health began to fail. He found it difficult to study and 
began to be harassed by spiritual doubts. Financial necessity 
prompted the acceptance of a position as tutor for two boys at Lenna 
near Stockholm in May 1S39. Here his feelings of spiritual doubt 
became almost overpowering.2 He spoke of having terrible thoughts, of 
being td thout God day and night, of doubting the existence of God and 
the truth of the Bible.3 
This intense struggle of mind and spirit made it impossible 
for him to continue his studies and take his student examinations.4 
He wrote to an old pastoral friend who advised him to continue to 
read the Bible and wait for the Lord to restore his faith. This 
advice brought temporary help but weeks of intense doubt followed. 
2. Supportive Spiritual Guides 
The spiritual growth of Carl Olof Rosenius was aided by fel-
lowship with Christian friends. Most helpful was Marie Elizabeth 
Soderlund of Skelleftei with whom he kept in constant contact from 
1S34 until her death in 1S51. The other was George Scott, to whom 
he went for counsel, with whom he became associated in religious work 
and whom he succeeded as pastor of the English chapel in Stockholm. 
lRosenius, .su2· 5CU., pp. 29f. ~., pp. 46f. 
311Wl., p. 49. 4Holmquist, .sm. w., p. 66. 
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i. Marie Elizabeth StSderlund 
Miss Soderlund was converted while in her early twenties by 
the new readers in Pitei. She worked as a maid in Kismark from 1821 
to 1823 and resided with her brother-in-law in StorkSge from 1824 
until her death.l She was one of several women Who participated in 
the laymen's awakening movement who became an able spirl tual coun-
selor.2 She traveled about to the villages reading Luther and other 
devotional books. She would often remain in a community for two, 
three or even seven days at one time. After repeated warnings by 
the authorities for conducting such groups she gave up all meetings 
except within her own home, where she continued to hold morning and 
evening prayers with large groups in attendance.3 Rosenius regarded, 
her as the wisest and most experienced of the new readers. 
Rosenius first heard her in the summer of 1834 and met her 
in 1835. She directed him to consider as the essential of faith his 
personal relationship to Jesus Christ. She saw in him the' danger of 
becoming lost in self-analysis and being ruled by shifting feelings.4 
Rosenius was impressed by her humble simplicity and deep spirituality. 
She became his •sjals fortrogna van• (soul's confidante friend). Her 
letters were a constant source of encouragement, reassurance, joy and 
peace. He regarded her counsel as of greatest help in his spiritual 
development. 
ltodin, _sm. ill·, p. 12. 
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ii. George Scott 
George Scott was born in Edinburgh in 1804 of Scotch Pres-
byterian background. He experienced his first awakening at twelve 
but came to the assurance of salvation in 1827 among Methodists. 
Through self-study he became a Methodist traveling minister in 1829 
and on July 12, 1830 was ordained to be the Methodist Missionary to 
Stockholm.l This was a mission founded in 1826 for English workers. 
On September 27, 1830, Scott organized a Methodist society 
in Stockholm which numbered fifteen members at the close of the year. 
This group included a few Swedes, members of the English legation, 
but only a few of Owen's English workers. In November 1831 Scott 
began preaching in Swedish. Due to influential friends, he continued 
undisturbed for several years. Services were well attended and, in 
the winter of 1832 and during the fall of 1834, awakenings took place.2 
Scott's activities extended in several directions. He super-
vised the distribution of tracts of the Evangelical society. He 
worked ardently in behalf of the Swedish Bible Society. In 1834 he 
organized, 11Mission Tidings, 11 a paper promoting missionary interest 
throughout Sweden and in 1835 founded the Swedish Missionary Society. 
He was also active in the temperance movement. 
In 1838 with the help of justice minister, Mathias Rosenblad, 
Scott was given the right to buy land and to erect a chapel, completed 
in 1840. In 1839, by request, he organized a Methodist society among 
his Swedish friends but without separation from membership in the 
l.lmJl.' pp. 77f. 2lli.Q., p. 79. 
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folk-church. This led to attacks by the press and the spokesmen of 
confessional Lutheranism. But it was these severe criticisms that 
convinced Rosenius that Scott was a true Christian. Members of this 
Methodist society were related to the family where Rosenius was em-
ployed as tutor. Thus it was that Rosenius came to seek out Scott 
for spiritual counsel. 
In the city mission at S.tockholm, Scott furthered an evan-
gelical influence within the framework of the folk-church. He felt 
that the teachings about God's grace in both Methodism and Lutheranism 
should be expressed in personal piety and social concern. He aimed 
to IIIake his mission the center for the scattered awakenings through-
out the land.l He held that the dominant question in life was sal-
vation from sin's ~as contrasted with Lutheranism's and the new 
reader's concern with salvation from the guilt of sin. 2 Gradually, 
however, his Methodism became secondary to the more pietistic elements 
of the awakenings. 
(l) Becoming a Lay Minister 
Rosenius sought out Scott in the hope of finding release 
from his doubt about the existence of God and the truth of the Bible. 
Scott reminded him that the Bible had for centuries been accepted as 
God's Word, a fact more reasonable to believe than to disbelieve. 
After this initial interview Rosenius felt enlightened and comforted. 
But doubts soon returned to trouble him. The following week Scott 
counseled him to write down all ideas that came to his mind both for 
lHolmquist, .sm. ill·, pp. 66f. 2todin, .sm. w., 86f. 
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and against the Bible. Rosenius did so and three days later vas moved 
to tears for now it seemed to him that, "all was true, absolutely true, 
divinely true, and all remained which I had mourned as lost!"l He 
was assured of his salvation. His childlike trust in God had re-
turned. The Scriptures alone satisfied him.2 
During the fall of 1839, Rosenius visited Scott regularly, 
often wlldng to Stockholm on Saturday afternoons and remaining there 
until Sunday evening or Monday morning.3 Christmas vacation he spent 
with the group at Scott's mission. On the afternoon of New Year's 
day he conducted his first meditation among them. He sought Scott's 
advice in many questions concerning his spiritual life and calling. 
Rosenius regarded all his past life as a preparation for the Lutheran 
ministry and felt that he could soon complete the remaining require-
ments for ordination. He felt bound to Lutheran teaching and practice. 
However, gratitude to Scott for his counsel and the opportunity to 
work among awakened groups resulted in his decision to become Scott's 
assistant.4 It also meant giving up any fUrther thought of ordination 
in the Lutheran Church. 
This decision was made thoughtfUlly and with regard to family 
and friends. He wrote to his aged father asking his permission in 
relinquishing his studies at Uppsala, culminating his tutorship at 
Lenna and in moving to Stockholm to become assistant to Scott.5 His 
older brother Anton expressed surprise and sympathy. He counseled 
laosenius, _sm. ill., p. 5.3. 
.3~., p. 58. 
5Rosenius, Jm• ill·, pp. 62£. 
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careful consideration through prayer and waiting upon the Lord. He 
also expressed the hope that this decision would help to dispel his 
long-extended depression. After Easter Rosenius moved to Stockholm, 
spent the following summer in Norrland and returned to Stockholm in 
September to begin his work as assistant to Scott. 
(2) Scott and Rosenius in Stockholm 
It was Scott's recommendation that Rosenius become his as-
sistant supported by The Foreign Evangelical Society of New York. 
This vas not unusual since a number of Protestant Missionary asso-
ciations in England and America were promoting international missions 
in order to revive pure Christianity in nominally Christian lands. 
Rosenius worked among the Swedish Lutherans. He preached 
on weekdays, Sunday evenings and during Scott's absence. He trav-
eled throughout the land in the interest of evangelical Christianity. 
He assisted awakened groups by his leadership, inspiration and fel-
lowship.l In Stockholm his work included counseling, teaching and 
writing.2 
Rosenius felt that many of Scott's followers lacked the evan-
gelical spirit. He noted that they combined their understanding of 
justification with sanctification which resulted in a lack of clarity 
as to the actual basis of salvation and a resultant failure to rely 
completely upon God. But he felt personally close to Scott as a 
lRoseoius, Lechard Johannesson, utg. (Kristna Klassiker; Uppsala: 
Lindblads, ingen datum), p. 9. 
2Rosenius, .Hmui W ~ Verksamhet, _sm • .s;j,l., p. 73. 
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Christian friend and co-worker. 
Scott's trip to England and America in the summer of 1841 to 
gather funds for his work left Rosenius in charge of all the Swedish 
services.l Attendance increased as the months passed.2 Scott 1s trip 
abroad was a financial success. It enabled him to reduce the church 
debt substantially and provided an amount of two hundred dollars 
annually for two assistants. Besides counseling and preaching, 
Rosenius was to assist him in editing a new monthly religious paper 
called, "Pietisten"' (The Pietist), meaning, the true Christian. It 
was to be of practical edification for Christian living as well as an 
organ for uniting all Christians in Sweden.3 
While in America Scott gave a talk wherein he criticized 
Sweden, the prevalence of swearing, the misuse of Sunday, excessive 
drinking and vicious behavior. When reports of this reached Sweden 
it resulted in a growing opposition to him within the Stockholm con-
sistory.4 Through all this tension Rosenius remained calm and confi-
dent. B.Y nature he was neither bold nor daring but he possessed a 
strong and positive trust in God which sustained him at such times.5 
He, too, was criticized but continued active in his work. 
The climax of this agitation occurred during the afternoon 
service conducted by Scott on Palm Sunday in 1842. Noises outside and 
within the church became so great when Scott began to preach that he 
stopped, complained that a quiet service could not be held in a 
lLodin, .QJ2. ill., pp. 105f. 
3lJ21si., p. 112. 
5~., p. 115. 
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Protestant land and left the building. Scott was thenceforth forbid-
den to preach in SWedish and his enemies threatened to break into his 
home. He secretly left for England on April 30. 
Upon Scott's departure Rosenius continued his work in Stockholm 
which included conducting services and devotional meetings held in 
homes, editing The Pietist, corresponding with awakened groups and 
counseling the troubled. In July he also became editor of Mission 
Tidings, begun in 1834 by the Swedish Mission Fellowship.l Scott's 
recommendation that Rosenius become his successor was accepted by the 
foreign society in London and, much to Rosenius's relief, a call was 
extended in the late fall of 1842.2 Thus, beginning in 1841 and ex-
tending to the close of his life in 1868, Rosenius was personally in-
volved in this crusade to free European Christianity from its tradition-
bound and doctrinally-centered churchliness and to give it a more 
personal and dynamic faith.J 
Scott's departure was a shock to Rosenius. He lived for a 
time in the hope that he would return. Scott had led him from doubt 
to faith. He had provided him with the work he felt called to do as 
a lay pastor. Rosenius matured in this work and became well known 
throughout Sweden.4 Scott brought Rosenius into contact with the 
temperance movement. Working with Scott broadened Rosenius' per-
spective of Christianity so that he came to identify Protestantism 
with Christianity, a universal and holy community of believers.5 
1~., pp. 123f. 
3Arden, .212· W·, p. 48. 
5~., pp. 119-121. 
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3. The Leader of a New Evangelism 
Rosenius never anticipated becoming the leader of a new evan-
gelism. But circumstances developed after.Scott's leaving which placed 
him at the center· of the movement. As editor of The Pietist and Mission 
Tidings and as pastor of the English Chapel, he increasingly serv~ 
as spokesman of the awakenings throughout Sweden except among the fol-
lowers of Schartau. He came to be regarded as the most influential of 
the leaders of the Swedish avakenings.l In 1843 he also took charge of 
the Methodist work of laypreaching and distribution of books. 2 His 
Norrland background coupled 'With a democratic layman's viewpoint gave 
him a firm place among the liberal middle classes. Holmquist holds 
that it vas the people's Lutheran catechetical training that made 
possible the spread of the awakenings. It provided a background of 
warmth and content so that the movEllllent generally did not digress into 
fanaticism.3 
Rosenius identified himself 'With the readers movement, re-
ceiving a great deal from the old readers seriousness.and the new 
readers open faith. He had supreme confidence in the Word, a thorough 
knowledge of Lutheran tradition and a rich personal religious experience. 
His bringing together both seriousness and joy gave his piety a greater 
depth and a firmer confidence than that which vas found in either 
the old or the new readers. Rosenius could view in proper perspective 
the human heart's inner depravity, pride and hostility to God, but 
laustaf Aulen, Hypdra w syensk lqrkodebatt, (Stockholm: Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1953), p. 10. 
2nolmquist, ..2l2· w., pp. 70f. 3.l1;Wi., pp. 7lf. 
he also saw the greatness and glory of salvation's overflowing riches. 
i. Critics and lmemies 
The departure of Scott left Rosenius open to direct criticism. 
Having Methodist associations, being supported from abroad and fre-
quently criticizing the folk-church and its clergy, Rosenius was sus-
pected of holding a theology out of harmony with Lutheran teaching. 
His critics were particularly active during the first decade of his 
work in Stockholm. 
His decision to become a city missionary rather than an ordained 
pastor was regarded disdainfully in Norrland, particularly among the 
. 4 
readers at Umea where some excluded him from their company .1 Rosenius 
vas accused of having abandoned Lutheranism and becoming a Methodist.2 
Rosenius in reply characterized the Lutheran pastor as one interested 
in ritual, form and self-interests who did not fraternize with his 
people nor with spiritually-minded friends. 
The liberal press of Stockholm opposed Rosenius, the most 
severe criticism coming from rector Johan Ternstrom and his bi-weekly, 
•Nordisk Kyrkotidning" (The North's Church Paper). He spoke of thee 
work of Rosenius ae~ being easier than that of a Lutheran pastor. He 
regarded the leadership of women among the new readers as contrary to 
Scripture. He objected to the unhindered permission given to prop-
agate his false teachings and hold unlawful gatherings. He judged 
his adherents as being corrupt in mind and negligent in faith. 
Rosenius gave no direct answer to these scathing accusations. 
lRosenius, .5212· m., pp. 134£. 2~., p. 78. 
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He felt that God had honored his cause and would Himself conclude 
it when He so desired.l But later, in response to friends and in 
defense of the truth, he answered some of Ternstrom 1s questions. The 
first was his understanding of the order of grace in preaching. 
Rosenius accepted it but refused to make it a theologically necessar,y 
way through Which people must proceed step by step to know salvation. 
In place of it he chose the simple and practical preaching of law and 
gospel found in the New Testament and Luther.2 The second question 
was about God 1 s wrath. Rosenius understood God 1 s wrath as His holi-
ness and righteousness whereby He loved righteousness but hated and 
punished unrighteousness. God 1 s wrath was directed to the unbeliever 
who chose not to acknowledge Christ. The acknowledgement or rejection 
of Christ meant either life or death, grace or wrath.3 The third 
question concerned the use of the word, "flesh." Rosenius used it 
to describe man's depraved nature, belonging to both his body and 
soul.4 
The outcome of Ternstrom 1s attacks simply extended Rosenius' 
influence. After 1849 Ternstrbm 1s paper ceased but The Pietist con-
tinued for another eighteen years.5 
The middle forties saw the circle of believers about Rosenius 
grow despite the closed English church since Scott's departure. Many 
opened their homes for meetings often with disturbances from enemies 
outside. Late in 1851 the government permitted the reopening of the 
1Lodin, .212· ill·, PP· 142f • 
3~., pp. 154£. 
5_!W., p. 161. 
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English church. Rosenius was overjoyed having delayed requesting 
this action earlier because of the possibility of a disturbance.1 
From 1850 and on the enactment of laws granting greater freedom of 
worship helped his work as did his activities as a writer and 
publisher. 
ii. Author and Fdi tor 
Rosenius interest in writing began at the age of twelve when 
0 
at school in Pitea he wrote brief letters on spiritual topics. He 
continued a lively correspondence with friends of the awakened groups 
while at Harnosand and Uppsala. As editor of The Pietist he becama. 
the voice of the awakenings throughout Sweden. He avoided controver-
sies in religious or temporal affairs. He printed nothing in defense 
of attacks upon himself.2 
The growth in circulation of The Pietist was phenomenal, 
from 600 copies in 1842 to lO,OOOin 1861 • .3 Its contents were highly 
respected and all yearly editions were reprinted and same articles in 
pamphlet or book form. Translations included Norwegian, Danish, 
Finnish, German and a considerable circulation among Augustana 
Lutheran pioneers.4 
The Pietist helped to satisfy the spiritual hunger of the 
times, the need for a personal heart religion among all classes of 
peoples. Rosenius' style was "winsomely warm and Northernly placid." 
He touched upon the inner meaning of the Bible as well as the inner 
1~., pp. 299f. 
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longings of the human heart.1 A.. dignity of expression, crystal clear 
simplicity and never-failing Christian fervor endeared him to his 
readers. 
Rosenius also edited the Mission Tidings, the official paper 
of the Swedish Mission Society conducting work in Lappland but also 
supporting Protestant missionary work in other parts of the world. 
The heathen's fears, anxieties and degradation were depicted in such 
a realistic way as to create a love for missions that prompted to 
activity.2 
iii. The Awakenings and Separatists 
During the eighteen-fifties throughout Europe there was a 
strong desire for religious, political and cultural freedom. In 
Norrland, where awakenings had occurred early in the century, there 
was strong opposition to the so-called •new books" which included 
Lindblom's catechism, the church handbook of 1811 and the psalmbook 
of 1819. These were considered to be humanistic, furthering a works 
Christianity. The church handbook arid psalmbook were gradually ac-
cepted despite opposition in various congregations. In Luleg, Pitea, 
0 
and Skelleftea parishes there were those who refused to conform to 
royal decree and separated from the folk-church, organizing their 
own independent congregations.3 They were know as "Separatists." 
Rosenius opposed these and all other separations from the 
1c. 0. Rosenius, Ih§ Believer Eta ll:.2m Ih§ lta.H, Adolph Hult, trans. 
(Rock Island, Illinois: Augustana Book Concern, 1923), pp. 16r. 
2todin, .212· W·, p. 273. 3,1W., p. 189. 
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folk-church. He urged loyalty to the established church and its min-
istry through Word and Sacraments and its adherence to the confessions 
of Christendom. He sought to calm the troubled, to enlighten the 
ignorant and to strengthen the faint-hearted. He firmly adhered to 
the regulations of church and crown.l 
The efforts to achieve religious freedom in Sweden were re-
lated to the work of Rosenius but he felt called to a spiritual min-
istry and expected nothing from government reforms. His activities 
were remarkably free from government intervention due to his caution 
and care so as not to violate the law nor offend the authorities. 
He did not feel it wise for the readers to be in the forefront in the 
battle for religious freedom.2 Rosenius believed that reform could 
come through laymen from within the church. Thereby the awakening 
benefited from the traditions, the Biblicism and the tenets of con-
fessional Lutheranism. 
4. Marriage and Family Life 
The fluctuations between extreme depression and heartfelt 
joy in the life of Rosenius needed the stabilizing influence of home 
and family. This became his through marriage, fatherhood and the 
fellowship of the awakened in his new home in Stockholm. 
Rosenius married Agatha Lindberg, the daughter of the re-
spected country treasurer in Umea, on August 2, 1843. Six children 
were born of this union three of which died in early childhood. 
laosenius, .Han§ W .Q.Q.ll Verksamhet, .2J2· w., p. 250. 
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Rosenius regarded their loss as an expression of God 1 s chastening 
because of his overmuch regard for the things of earth. The birth 
of his sixth child after the loss of three by death was the occasion 
for great joy and thanksgiving.1 Yet this rejoicing was not without 
a certain constraint,2 the feeling that one dare not rejoice overmuch 
for fear of placing too much importance upon the human side of life. 
This was an expression of inner strain between his understanding of 
the law and the gospel, which tended to inhibit his full enjoyment 
of life. 
Rosenius always enjoyed to have friends about him. Many 
remembered the refreshing and enlivening hours spent in his home 
when he spoke over a text, counseled with individuals, related his 
own experiences or asked for thoughts about a subject.3 Yet, be-
cause he feared what he called, the poison of success, he missed a 
great deal of happiness. As his bodily health wavered he grew tired 
of life and desired to die.4 After a severe stroke he passed on 
peacefully on February 24, 1868. 
5. A 1:heology of Crises 
i. Its Origin and Focus 
The theology of Rosenius came from the new readers Luther-
anism of Norrland touched by the seriousness of Pietism and the heart 
concern of Herrnhutism. It was an evangelical faith affirming the 
lRosenius, .srg. ,Qll., p. 302. 
3Rosenius, ~· ill·, p. 362. 
2Lodin, ~. ill., p. 223. 
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authority of the Word and adherence to the sacraments, confessions 
and the folk-church. It differed from 11Schartauism" of southwest 
Sweden which strictly adhered to churchly order in theology and 
practice. 
It focused upon the critical state of man's lostness and 
subsequent glorious state of his roundness in Jesus Christ,the Saviour. 
Rosenius stressed the importance of both self-analysis to discover 
one's sin and after that, the importance of looking to Christ on the 
cross to find forgiveness and absolution.l It was for Rosenius a 
theology of personal crises as evidenced in his spiritual struggles 
that led to clarity, peace and power. He discarded the order of 
salvation because he neither found it in the New Testament nor in 
Luther. He objected to its focus upon the orderly steps rather than 
Jesus Christ. 2 
What was essential was, 11hvad Gud sjelf har gjort och sagt" 
(what God Himself has done and said).3 The Bible alone recorded the 
truth about man, his sin, God, Christ and the Holy Spirit, satan and 
evil. Man by himself was unable to understand the Word and needed the 
Holy Spirit to interpret it to him.4 Man's awakening and true faith 
came in simply hearing the glad message of God's grace in Christ. 
Rosenius' theology was a continuation of Pauline and Lutheran 
lLetter from the Rev. Dr. Per-Dlof Sjogren, Gothenburg, JanuarY 
19, 1959. 
2Lodin, .sw. ill. , pp. 148£. 
3Roseinus, fietisten, ..sm, • .£ik., XI, 190-192. 
4Per-Dlof Sj~gren, AQfaktelsen en1igt Rosenius, (Uppsala: Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokfo'rlag, 1953), p. 100. 
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thought. It represented a modification of the new and the old readers. 
It was a conscious reaction against the rationalism of the enlighten-
ment and the legalism of the old pietism. It proclaimed free grace 
according to Luther and Herrnhutism and the Lutheran orthodox teach-
ing of the Atonement. Its strength lay in its concentration upon the 
question of salvation as the one thing needful. Its weakness lay in 
its one-sided focus upon spiritual feelings or emotions to the exclusion 
of community consciousness. Thus all worldly pleasures, science, art 
and culture were wrong or of minor significance.l 
ii. Rosenius and Luther 
Rosenius, with Luther, viewed man's helpless condition in sin 
and pointed him to the Saviour. Both regarded temptation in the be-
liever as a usefUl chastening, cleansing.and preparation for heaven.2 
Rosenius directed people to the Word as the way to overcome temptation 
but Luther also suggested the use of the sacraments, personal confession 
and Christian fellowship.3 Rosenius felt that union with Christ oc-
curred generally outside the sacraments. The pastor spoke in God's 
behalf but he, too, had to be reborn and to love Jesus to be of help 
to one tempted. 
Luther enjoyed people, jested and joked freely and was a man 
among men. Rosenius, while light-hearted by nature, repressed these 
feelings as contrary to his religious outlook. Luther's fresh humor 
and open acceptance of the cultural climate of his day was lacking 
lHolmquist, .sm. ill., pp. 69f. 
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in Rosenius. But Rosenius reflected a tremendous spiritual power 
seldom found in equal intensity in anyone else. However, it became 
an exclusive religious outlook and thereby set limits to his influence 
among men.l 
Luther regarded every honorable task, however simple, as work 
in the service of God and of equal significance to the minister's 
calling. Rosenius felt that every man's worlc was important and ought 
to be done faithfully, but he did not view secular work as equal in 
importance to spiritual work. The religious was a higher call than 
the secular since it directly furthered God's kingdom. A worldly 
calling could also become a hindrance to the spiritual development 
of man. The followers of Rosenius had to a large extent, therefore, 
withdrawn themselves from being vitally engaged in the tasks of the 
community such as political, social and economic betterment. This 
was evident in Rosenius 1 refusal to become involved in the struggle 
for freedom of religious worship in Sweden. 
Rosenius regarded himself as an obedient son of the church. 
Yet the folk-church was chiefly for him a dark mission field into 
which in the small circles of readers he sought to inject what was 
lacking and mistrusted in the large body. His warm evangelical 
spirit met a need but, tragically, neither he, the awakened groups 
nor the folk-church were able really to understand each other and to 
work for the common good of all.2 
lErnst Lonegren, ~. Q. Rpsenius, Skrifter Till 1800-Talets Kyrko-
historia; (Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt och Soners Forlag, 1913), p. 10. 
2~., pp. 15, 17. 
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iii. The Meaning of Temptation 
The believer vas tempted to doubt God's love because of his 
sins. Life experiences which were hard to bear caused him to doubt 
that his prayers were heard. He might also doubt his state of faith 
and sonship.l Rosenius advised such to seek again the righteousness 
of Christ in the Word. When intellect or feelings questioned the 
truth of the Word, Rosenius advised trusting the Word alone for mind 
and feelings belonged to the flesh and were enemies of God.2 But God 
was the sick soul's doctor, the sinner's friend, the purifier of His 
own.3 Suffering or pain in committing sins vas evidence that the be-
liever vas in the faith, friendship and help of God.4 
The believer also feared losing Christ's love for him. The 
complaint about love for sin, a feeling of aloneness and a spiritual 
dryness shoved that he truly loved God for it indicated doubt as to 
his own efforts and a ~sh for God's righteousness alone.5 
The believer first trusted in Christ, grew in love for Christ 
and, therefore, kept God 1s commands, loved the brethren and stood 
under God's fatherly discipline. The purpose of temptation vas to 
test a person's character, to make Christ's life all in all for the 
tempted one.6 In the experience itself there were times of light, 
peace, joy and security in God.7 
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iv. The Use of the Sacraments 
Rosenius did not stress Baptism and the Lord's Supper as 
means of grace in Luther's sense of their being sufficient in them-
selves to effect life and salvation. They were rather, as in pietism 
and Herrnhutism, man 1 s experience of the Spirit. This was to claim 
the promises of the Word and an inner knowledge of fellowship w.i th 
Christ.l 
(1) Holy Baptism 
Baptism was viewed in accord with God's words as instituted 
in Christ's commission to His disciples.2 It was the life-giving 
water of the kingdom of grace, a washing to new birth in the Holy 
Spirit, a Divine gift, precious and useful) It meant participa-
tion in Christ's complete atonement.4 In looking to the promised 
words of Christ in faith man was made clean and saved.5 
Every believer that vas baptized, in spite of his sins, was 
before God cleansed, holy, precious and one with God. Reason pro-
tested but never perceived this secret of grace.6 
(2) Holy Communion 
The Lord's Supper was for Rosenius a festival of remembrance 
of Christ's redeeming death on Calvary and a fellowship with God and 
lll21sl.' pp. 188f. 2t.fatthew 28:19. 
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men. It was a boundless source of comfort to those plagued with sin. 
Its effectiveness was dependent upon the Spirit's work, a longing for 
Christ in the believer. Rosenius spoke of the sacramental eating of 
Christ's body and blood as differing from the spiritual eating, 
"Faith's eating," which was most significant.1 Conununion was a miracle, 
grasped not by finite minds but by faith in the Word of the Almighty 
and Righteous One.2 
The purpose of Christ's Supper was a remembrance of His aton-
ing death as a place of rest for tired pilgrims along life's way, a 
means of renewed strength. In times of spiritual weakness and dis-
order the believer should turn to the Lord's Table of grace just as he 
would turn to the Word.3 
In leaving the Conununion Service Rosenius sensed that he 
was a powerless, great and unworthy sinner but he also knew he had 
received Christ's own body and blood shed for the forgiveness of sins 
and upon the authority of His Word, his own rational objections and 
feelings were insignificant. Through this intimate fellowship be-
tween Christ and His own the believer received Divine love, purity and 
power_.4 
6. A Layman Pastor 
Rosenius described the scope of his ministry in a letter of 
October 10, 1849 to Dr. Baird of The American and Foreign Christian 
Union which supported his work. His task was fourfold: first, he 
lsjogren, .212· ~·t- pp. l8lf. 2Rosenius, .QJ2. ~., pp. l2lf. 
3 17 4Ro . ,..; + 131 Lodin, .!m· ,gll., p. 3 • sem.us, ~. ~·, p. • 
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edited Mission Tidings and The Pietist; second, he held daily conver-
sations with anxious people; third, he preached at gatherings and 
services of awakened groups; and fourth, he corresponded ~th friends 
in the outlying areas.1 Every day anxious people visited him from 
all parts of Sweden.2 
i. Preaching and Teaching 
Holmquist held that no one since the days of the Reformation 
in Sweden had so intensively presented tbe question of the soul's 
salvation as the one thing needfU1.3 Rosenius' simple, serious and 
earnest manner made a strong impression upon his listeners. He spoke 
freely, using often the phrase, "came, such as you are," urging the 
anxious and troubled to come to faith in Christ. He was continually 
aware of man's sinfUl nature and warned against all careless living. 
Waldenstrom, who often heard Rosenius preach in Stockholm, 
characterized his sermons as simple, natural, lacking in high-sound-
ing words and forced mannerisms. He never sought to stir up the 
feelings of people. His bearing vas calm and dignified. He never 
spoke loudly nor whispered from the pulpit but communicated calmly 
and evenly. His sermons communicated the feeling of God's awesome-
ness but also His warm and accepting love for the sinner. 
The personableness of Rosenius was ~ore evident in the smaller 
circles of friends. Here in conversations about spiritual matters he 
lLodin, .2!2· ,SCil., p. 173. 
2Rosenius, .lUmi .X,.U: ~ Versmnbet, .2!2· .Qi:t., p. 136. 
3Holmquist, ~· ill·, p. 112. 
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became what he aspired to be, 8Lasarenas lasara• (the reader• s read-
er).l His closing prayers~wer~ often gripping,.expressive of his love 
for God and for people. 
ii. .l Counseling Ministry 
Rosenius regarded counseling as a significant part of his 
ministry and people in increasing numbers came to talk with hilll. 
They thronged in the hallway of his home before he arrived and some-
times he scarcely had time to eat his meal. Rosenius also made hos-
pital calls and carried on a large correspondence Which included more 
than one hundred pastors.2 
These: personal interviews seemed to have been informal conver-
sations with this sensitive, humble and spontaneous man of God. His 
pastoral care to individuals was to comfort, to teach, to admonish 
and to wm.3 Above all, he was the great comforter. He often di-
rected his attention to those who found it difficult to believe. 
Comfort was given not b.1 a play upon feelings, a mystical experience or 
a loyalty to Rosenius but by a clear and unquestioned pointing to the~ 
great saving truths in Scripture. The Word itself would raise up and 
fortifY the suffering consciences. This was in contrast to the super-
ficial and sentimental type of awakening emphasis. Rosenius believed 
that the Spirit never spoke directly but always through the Word. 
Nor was soul care for him the same as psychology, taken up with the 
lRosenius, _sm. ,gil., p. 356. 2Lodin, .sm. ill·, pp. 2l4f. 
2Per-Dlof Sjogren, "Rosenius--som sjalasorjare," Budbararen, 
No. 25, (1958), p. 389 •. 
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person's movements, feelings and experiences. He warned against de-
pending upon reason and feelings and felt that Christian faith should 
lay hold of the great promises in Scripture and expect all from Christ. 
Rosenius attributed to God 1 s working in him his love for people 
and the drive within to much activity and suffering in behalf of his 
convictions which he knew he would never have done in his own strength.l 
He used his time well. While visiting in Gane he withdrew to his 
room rather than engage in general conversation but invited those who 
wished to converse with him individually. While his advice was usually 
encouraging, he did not hesitate to reprove when he felt it was needed. 2 
Except for one possible instance, he did not absolve his coun-
selees. Soul care for him was that of a Christian brother, comforting 
and admonishing a fellow sinner. He was very alert to the sin of 
self-satisfaction. He felt that a person was in grave spiritual danger 
who no longer had any doubts about himself for the true Christian must 
always be aware of the subtlety of the self.3 Whether he met the in-
dividual in the quietness of his prayer chamber or through the spoken 
or written Word, Rosenius used well his God-given gifts to minister to 
the souls of men and became in this respect one of the church's great 
pastoral counselors.4 
7. Selected Letters of Spiritual Counsel 
Rosenius' first letters of spiritual counsel were written to 
friends while a student in Harnosand in which he shared his experiences, 
lLodin, gn. ,ill., pp. 2Z7f. 2aosenius, s;w. w., pp. 336f. 
3T"ornvall, gn. ill., pp. 169f. 4sjogren, .5m· ,ill., No. 26, p. 405. 
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encouraged to steadfastness in faith and answered questions of anxious 
individuals. The earliest known letter was written from Burtrask in 
the fall of 1834 and was addressed to two aged sisters who had been 
forced to move to a place where they had no fellowship with Christians. 
Rosenius counseled them to sense their sinfulness and need of salvation, 
to claim by faith God's forgiveness and to live for God.l 
In 1838 a publisher, P. A. Huldberg, a follower of Scott who 
wished to further the new readers movement, visited the awakened 
circles in Norrland and gathered from them fifty-four letters which 
he published in book form under the title, 11Brev i Andeliga Amnen!' 
(Letters in Spiritual Subjects). They were Scripture centered, focused 
upon the atonement and advised separation from the world. Some fif-
teen were by Rosenius. 
A. three volume work by Rosenius also entitled, 11Brev i Andeliga 
Amnen~' was published with his consent tcn.rard the close of his life. 
The letters to be considered in this investigation are taken 
from volume four of "Samlade Skrifter" (Collected Writings) of Rosenius 
published by the Fosterlands-stiftelsens Forlags-Expedition in Stockholm 
in 1897. They include several of the published 11Brev i Andeliga 
Amnen," by another publisher to which the Forlags-Expedition had 
secured the ownership rights and which, perhaps more than any other of 
his writings, permits the reader to view the compassionate heart of 
Rosenius as the shepherd of souls.2 
lRosenius, ~· ~., pp. 12-14. 
2c. 0. Rosenius, Samlade 5krifter, (Stockholm: Fosterlands-
Stiftelsens Forlags-Expedition, 1897), IV, preface page. 
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i. The Nature_ o:r This Material 
The section in volume four o:r Rosenius' Collected Writings 
entitled, "Letters in Spiritual Subjects, 11 comprised one hundred and 
seventeen pages. The letters are numbered from one to forty-nine, 
divided in terms of general subject matter. Thirty-five or thes~ 
groupings consist of a single letter, ten have two letters each, two 
have three letters each, one has seven letters and another fourteen 
letters making a total of eighty-two letters. They cover the period 
from 1842 to 1868 with the years 1847, 1856, 1860, and 1861 having 
no letters in this collection. Only two letters are expressly written 
to the same individual. 
ii. People Addressed and Their Needs 
Table 2, page 115, indicates the kinds of people addressed 
and the kinds o:f problems to which Rosenius• replies were directed. 
Each letter was classi:fied according to its pressing need or prevail-
ing question. The resultant kinds of problems numbered twelve group-
ings listed in the order of their frequency or occurrence. 
The categories o:f persons addressed are less definite than in 
Schartau (see Table 1, page 52). The kinds o:r problems are identical 
with the addition o:f Religious Vocations. B.y combining the less 
frequent Religious Writings and Other Christian Fellowship categories 
or Rosenius into one the total groupings remain the same as in Schartau. 
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TABLE 2 
PmPLE ADDBFSSED AND THEIR INDIVIDUAL PROBl'..»>S IN ROSENIUS' 
EIGHTY-TWO "LETTERS IN SPIRITUAL SUBJ~TS" 
Kinds;; of People Addressed 
Kinds of Problems 
Broth en· Sister Other Pastors 
Feelings of Sin.f'ulness 12 2 2 1 
Religious Doubts 10 1 .... 1 
Feelings of Depression 7 1 2 •••• 
Family Conflicts 1 5 1 •••• 
Christian and the World 6 .... 1 . ... 
Religious Vocations 5 .... 1 . ... 
Supportive Friendships.. 4 .... 1 . ... 
Being a Minister 1 . . . . .... 3 
Loss of Loved Ones •••• 3 1 . ... 
Illness and Death 2 2 . . . . .... 
Religious Writings and 
Other Christian Fellowship 2 .... . ... 2 
The Sacraments 2 .. . . . .... . ... 
Totals 52 14 9 7 
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.• 
Totals 
17 
12 
10 
7 
. 
7 
6 
5 
4 
. 
4 
4 
4 
2 
82 
I 
(1) Kinds of People 
Four letters were addressed to two or more persons, all others 
to one person. Seven letters were written to pastors. Twenty-five. 
salutations were to a "brother," twenty to a "friend,"· and seven to 
a 11person," all included under the category, "laymen." There were 
fourteen letters to a "sister." There were two letters each to a 
"tempted soul" and to the "brethren.": A single letter was addressed 
to each of the following: a student, a brother and a sister, a young 
believer, a dear child and to parents. 
The term "brother" included religious teachers, parents, youth, 
workers and students. It was an informal and affectionate way where-
by members within the circles of the awakened addressed one another. 
It was indicative of a oneness in their common desire for spiritual 
renewal and rebirth within the folk-church. 
The term "friend" was applied to laymen whom Rosenius did not 
know personally but sought to help in response to their request or 
question. It implied a desire to be understanding and helpful. This 
was also implied in a less personal way by those addressed as "you" or 
a person. 
Those addressed as "sister" were Christian women within this 
same fellowship. It was expressive of the warm regard and personal 
concern of one Christian for another. 
Those included in the category 11other" were addressed in terms 
of their particular problems. 
Rosenius was the counselor to the awakened circles among the 
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peoples of the folk-church as well as to his own congregants in 
Stockholm. These included high and low, young and old, learned and 
uneducated, all who felt a need for a vital and vigorous faith. 
(2) Kinds of Problems 
Table 2 lists twelve concerns to which Rosenius directed his 
"Letters in Spiritual Subjects .• •·· 
Feelings~ Sintu1ness dealt with the Christian's awareness 
of his failure to love God above all else. He felt depraved, unworthy, 
wretched, weak, tempted and oppressed. 
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Religious Doubts were expressed by individuals searching for a 
confident faith, peace of mind, help in temptation and courage before 
men. The quest was for a demonstration of the validity of faith in 
specific life situations. 
Letters expressing Fe,vlings ~. Depression indicated a sense of 
inadequacy. Some were weary of their changing moods. Others were 
keenly aware of their own frailties, testings and unresolved questions 
making their point-of-view predominantly negative. 
The limlJy Conf1icts.correspondence was concerned with the 
appropriate attitude and behavior of the Christian youth, teacher or 
wife with regard to non-Christian family members. 
The Christian .aDSi ~ Hor1d was the concern to serve God among 
unbelievers in forgiving love, forthright witness and daily associations. 
Religious Jocations, a category found only in Rosenius, in-
cluded that of becoming a colporteur, pastor or school teacher. Personal 
credentials, vocational knowledge, motivations and Divine call were 
all significant factors in coming to a decision. Each calling was 
worthy before God. 
Letters of Sgpportiye Friendship were written to those who 
needed a word of assurance in the midst of difficulties and a feeling 
of comradeship in worthwhile endeavors. 
The letters about~~ )Hpistor were in answer to pastors 
who sensed their own inadequacies and desired help in fulfilling the 
demands of preaching, evaluating their religious feelings and applying 
their teaching to life situations. 
The~ $2! Loved~ involved letters to people having lost 
family members or close friends. Rosenius also dealt with the loss 
of an unconverted member of the family. 
The meaning of Il1ness and Death was of real concern to several. 
It called for acceptance and spiritual resources to endure the same. 
Concerning other Beliiious Writings Rosenius advised the read-
ing. of Luther. ~ Christian Fellowship concerned other Protestants 
and free religious gatherings outside of the folk-church. 
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A letter was concerned with Rosenius• acceptance of an invitation 
to a baptism and another was in reply to a concern about receiving the ·• 
Lor4's Supper together with unbelievers. 
(3) Implications for Pastoral Care from Table 2 
l. The use of the terms brother, sister and friend in the 
salutations of Rosenius' letters expressed his desire to relate closely 
to the counselee. Rosenius as lay pastor drew people to him. His 
position and person did not express the prestige and authority usually 
associated with a minister of the folk-church. Therefore, he could 
the more readily reach the individual at his point of need. 
2. Rosenius identified with the weaknesses and failings of 
men by a consciousness of his own imperfections. He made each person 
feel that he, too, was struggling with personal inadequacies and 
spiritual needs. 
J. As a lay pastor within the folk-church Rosenius could 
objectively view the parish ministry and other full-time religious 
work. Therefore, ministers and laymen shared their attitudes, feel-
ings and questions about their particular religious vocation. They 
accepted gratefully his advice. His counsel was strengthened by his 
own refusal to abandon the Lutheranism of the folk-church while cham-
pioning a renewal of vitality and personalized faith within each 
congregation. 
4. The most frequently met problems were forty-four letters 
concerned with personal feelings of sinfulness, despair, discourage-
ment and doubt. Here Rosenius sought to reassure the doubtor, to 
release the guilt ridden, to comfort the despairing and to encourage 
the hopeless. Those who viewed life negatively sought his counsel. 
This reflected his own melancholic spirit. 
5. Letters concerned with family harmony, illness and personal 
loss were predominantly addressed to women. They found him to be the 
sound and sensitive counselor in these interpersonal relationships. 
6. Relating to the world or community were letters addressed 
to men. Here Rosenius expressed an over-apprehensiveness lest the 
enjoyment of goods, fellowship and anything not strictly religious 
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become detrimental for the life in God. This represented the spirit 
of the awakenings, a judgment of the over-indulgence of the organized 
church but also, a lack of appreciation of culture, associations and 
things that, used wisely, could greatly enrich life. 
7. Rosenius accepted the Lutheran understanding of the sac-
raments but he did not stress their potential value for building up 
the Christian life. Thereby he minimized their continuing meaning 
in the believer's experi~nce. Rosenius failed to appreciate the worth 
of the Lord's Supper in nurturing and sustaining faith. His ow focus 
was upon the faith response of the individual to God's gift of for-
giveness. 
iii. Specific Incidents of Spiritual Advice 
Twelve counseling situations will illustrate the Kinds of 
Problems found in Table 2. The title given to each letter points 
to its major concern. 
{1) The Depravity of Sin 
A letter of October 26, 1859 was from a man inquiring as to 
how long he would continue to feel badly about his sins.l 
1. Rosenius had corresponded with him before and replied in 
a friendly way. 
2. This indi vj,dual regarded Rosenius as one who could under-
stand his deep feelings about his sins and direct him to a more sat-
isfYing solution than his ow religious experience heretofore had 
1~., p • .399. 
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given him. 
3. Rosenius viewed his sense of sin's depravity as necessary 
until he no longer depended upon himself but claimed God's mercy 
alone for salvation. Rosenius admitted his o~ weakness in this 
respect. 
4. The way to cope with sin's depravity was to see and to 
believe in God's complete work for all man's sin in Christ's Atonement. 
This meant death to the self life and dependence upon God's mercy 
alone. 
5. Rosenius stressed here the Lutheran teaching of salvation 
by grace alone. 
6. In closing Rosenius mentioned the brevity of his letter 
due to his busyness. He admonished this brother to commit himself 
to the care of God. 
7. This man would mature if he came to see the futility 
of human endeavors to win salvation and received it as God's gracious 
gift. 
(2) Doubt About Being a Christian 
A letter of April 9, 1848 was addressed to one anxiously 
concerned about being called a Christian but not living up to its 
standards.1 
1. Rosenius felt close to this person since he too had ex-
perienced this same fear. His attitude vas kind, enthusiastic and 
concerned. 
lllWl., pp. 364f. 
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2. This person felt free in sharing his soul-struggles with 
Rosenius. He looked for enlightenment and understanding. 
3. Rosenius viewed this person as a Christian despite his 
inability to be Christlike. He regarded the human heart as depraved 
by sin but he also directed attention to the Divine gift of salvation 
received by faith. 
4. The solution of this paradox, between what the Christian 
was according to his failings and what he ought to be according to 
Divine standards, lay in trusting the grace of God's heart in Christ 
and standing in His goodness alone. The fact that God died for men 
counted for more than all man's sins, for the mercy of Christ covered 
all sins. Rosenius also wished that this anxious person who lived 
alone could have a Christian friend with whom to share spiritual 
fellowship. 
5. Rosenius contrasted the depravity of man with the purity 
of God. He stressed the Christian's need to keep ever before him 
the gracious gift of salvation. 
6. Rosenius reminded his anxious Christian friend that he was 
infinitely precious to God. Even if reason and feelings did not con-
cur, the promises of God's Word were What counted above all. 
7. Rosenius sought to help this person to face life in the 
confidence of a relationship with God that nothing could alter as long 
as the Christian lived in simple dependence upon the Saviour. This 
would further personality strength by causing a person to live hope-
fully and calmly. In realistic knowledge of self and in deep fellow-
ship with God Christian maturity came to fruition. 
1~ 
(3) A Depressed Faith 
A letter dated January 12, 1844, was written to a friend 
who felt alone, sinful, confused and unresponsive to things spiritual.l 
l. Rosenius approached this person's complaints in a friendly 
spirit. He encouraged an attitude of comradeship and hope in the 
midst of utter discouragement. 
2. This individual turned to Rosenius hoping for a renewal 
of faith in the midst of trouble. The counselor embodied in faith 
and life what this person lacked and deeply desired. 
3. Rosenius noted that this person regarded feelings as 
central in the spiritual life. Feelings of loneliness, inability 
to pray and confusion of mind plagued this individual. 
4. The remedy was in affirming that beliefs were more essen-
tial than feelings. God was constantly with His ow, Jesus came to 
save sinners and the Spirit helped the one whose prayer was but a 
sigh. Rosenius counseled quietness, "like a child in its mother's 
bosom." 
5. Rosenius refuted each complaint with a promise from the 
Scriptures advising complete reliance upon the mercy of God in Christ. 
6. Rosenius requested a reply if health permitted and hoped 
that this person "be enclosed in Jesus' arms of grace in life and 
deathtt2 
7. The responsibility lay with this person to affirm the 
positive truths of God and thereby overcome feelings of aloneness 
lll21sl., pp. 428f. 2112iJ;l. , p • 429 • 
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and difficulty. If this individual accepted this counsel prospects 
for future wholeness were bright. 
(4) Working for Unbelievers 
Two letters, one dated June 16, 1845 and the other written a 
year later were addressed to a young Christian lady employed as a 
teacher in a worldly home. Her concern was in knowing when to speak 
and when to remain silent among these agreeable people. Her second 
letter indicated that she had progressed in this matter. 
1. Rosenius felt deeply about her concern because he had 
experienced the same as a tutor in a worldly home. He expressed 
his hope that she might perservere in the faith. 
2. She found in Rosenius a counselor who could appreciate 
her situation and give her support and practical suggestions in liv-
ing her faith in the household and before the children. 
3. Rosenius knew her inner anxiety and despair about teaching 
in an unbelieving home. He cautioned that her watchfulness and 
prayer were still not strong enough for her always to avoid sinning.~ 
Therefore, she needed continually to claim God's forgiveness. 
4. Rosenius advised that she seek to learn from the Word 
how to identify sin and to overcome it. He also cautioned against 
certain sins becoming a habit. She should not be controlled by 
reason or emotions. He counseled·a continuation in the Christian 
practice of sensing sin, accepting grace, cultivationg the spirit 
and putting to death the flesh.2 
ll!W;i., pp. 447f. 2~., pp. 449f. 
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5. Rosenius upheld the tenets of Godlikeness in the midst of 
indifference, ungodliness and secular living. 
6. Rosenius closed the first letter by commending her to God's 
care and asking that she inform him how things were going. The second 
letter expressed pleasure that she had begun to read the Bible for the 
children and encouraged her to continue despite some opposition and 
again requested a reply. He also sent greetings from his wife. 
7. These were supportive letters to a young person facing the 
quiet but difficult opposition to a dynamic Christianity from the 
people for whom she worked. It would help her to carry on in both an 
understanding of people, of herself and of the Christian faith. How-
ever, too great an emphasis upon worldliness could lead to a less 
effective witness where judgment and separation from people would 
destroy the possibility of any real communication. 
(5) Love for Things 
A letter of April 21, 1859 was addressed to one troubled 
about "his heart's idolatrous love to the visible.nl 
1. Rosenius felt strongly toward this person because of his 
distress. They had corresponded and fellowshipped together in the 
past so that the relationship was intimate. 
2. This individual turned confidently to Rosenius for anal-
ysis of what caused his misery and in hope of help. 
3. Rosenius pointed to this friend as one who by nature was 
strongly influenced by what he saw, felt and heard. This hampered 
lll;Wi.' p. 360. 
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his focus upon the eternal things of God. 
4. The way to overcoming vas found in remembering that all 
men were as nothing and that God alone was everything: power, grace, 
goodness, love and salvation, in spiritual as well as in temporal 
things. All this individual's sins could not affect for one moment 
this relationship in God's grace as long as Christ was his life and 
sin, his pain and dread. Rosenius exhorted him to use the gospels 
to refresh his soul and become assured of being a child of God in 
spite of his sins. This would give to him new desire and power to 
overcome sin, wrath and impatience.l 
5. Rosenius directed this distressed friend to look to God 
as the way to overcoming love for visible things. It was in the in-
dividual's appropriation of Divine resources that sin would be con-
quered. Here Rosenius vas the herald of the Christian way. 
6. Rcsenius concluded his letter vith the exhortation to, 
"more and more make firm the heart vith grace, 11 meaning, to use the 
resources of God for spiritual strength and growth. 
7. Rosenius furthered the growth of personality by a frank 
analysis of human desires. He urged an awareness of them and gradual 
triumph over them. 
(6) Becoming a Colporteur 
Two letters, one dated May 26, 1855 and another undated, were 
from two young men interested in becoming colporteurs or distributors 
of religious literature. 
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1. Rosenius was interested in and actively furthering this 
work. 
2. These young men consulted Rosenius as one who knew a 
great deal about this vocation. He also was a lay worker. 
3. The first reply was to one disappointed in having to 
accept the vocation of colporteur rather than the ministry. Rosenius 
spoke of colporteurs and pastors as having equal opportunities to 
work for souls.l 
In reply to the second, the fact that he had not sought the 
call but that a responsible group sought his services was valid 
reason to accept the call to become a colporteur.2 
4. The first young man was urged to quietness, submissive-
ness and openness to God's Spirit's teaching in the matter. 
The second was admonished to humility and cooperativeness 
in working for the group that had called him. He should be careful 
not to cause offense and suffering in the congregations he visited. 
5. Rosenius accepted the human and Divine elements in the 
choice of a religious vocation. Both would be helpful in guiding 
to a decision. His practical outlook was seen in helping a youth 
to accept disappointment in serving as a colporteur rather than as 
a pastor. 
6. His parting words were to invoke God's peace and wisdom 
to one and His humility and nearness to the other. 
7. Each young man was asked to make his vocational choice 
in terms of knowledge of the work, personality traits, his own abilities 
l.JJWi., p. 451. 2.I.W., p. 459. 
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and limitations, and with consideration for those for whom he would be 
employed. This was sound advice for anyone making a similar choice. 
(7) Words of Mutual Encouragement 
A letter of October 5, 1857, was addressed to a dear brother 
thanking him for his several letters of encouragement. Rosenius 
wished to reply in the same spiri t.l 
1. This was a mutually helpful relationship. Rosenius spoke 
to him freely of his own melancholic mood. This man had listened and 
replied with understanding and supportiveness. 
2. This man had written frequently to Rosenius and found in 
him a trusted friend. 
3. This man spoke of trials and sufferings without relating 
specific instances. 
4. Rosenius urged him to regard his difficulties as part of 
God 'a directing of his life for his highest good. He advised him to 
find the strength to carry on through trials by claiming the Divine 
promises and by remembering that his faith was in Christ alone. 
5. Rose~us considered all trials bearable for those who by 
faith are found in a personal relationship to Christ as Saviour and 
Lord. 
6. A parting word commended him to God's care and encouraged 
• watchfUlness and prayer. 
7. The mutual concern of one Christian for another gave 
courage to persevere in the midst of trials and sufferings. 
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(8) Pastoral Experiences 
• letter of March 31, 1842 was written to an anxious pastor 
hampered by illness, spiritual coldness and a feeling of inadequacy.l 
1. Rosenius was most cordial to him for his problems brought 
to mind his ow spiritual trials. He empathized with him in his 
struggles and commended his desire for a deeper experience of God. 
2. This pastor looked to Rosenius for spiritual understanding, 
Scriptural clarity and renewed inspiration. It was a friendly and 
confidential relationship where he could unburden his inner self and 
find acceptance, comfort, courage and direction for a more rewarding 
ministry. 
3. Rosenius noted in him a pride which desired to understand 
before accepting God's truth. He viewed his spiritual coldness as 
a chastening driving him to Christ. Illness was a testing whereby 
God was teaching him humility and obedience. All the factors making 
up his anxieties were ways whereby God was calling him to greaten 
service. 
4. Rosenius felt that he ought to seek help directly from 
God. Christ's teachings were first to be loved and secondly to be 
understood. He advised humility under God, an obedient reading of the 
Scriptures, self-examination and constant prayer. His own relation-
ship to Christ would be strengthened by recalling Christ's death on 
the cross as the basis of universal forgiveness, including his own 
sins. God's gifts of grace would be received when he felt most 
1I!21ii., p. 376, 379. 
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anxious and uncertain about bimself.l 
5. In this letter Rosenius emphasized man 1s sin and God 1s 
grace. He vas declaring to a minister that all were in need of the 
resources of God both for themselves and for their ministry. 
6. The final thought expressed by Rosenius vas an awareness 
of the troubled times. He wished for him God's strength, courage 
and power to offer himself wholeheartedly to the work of God's 
kingdom.2 
7. Rosenius urged this pastor to grow in a deeper experience 
of his Lord. He admonished the curbing of pride, self-will and dis-
obedience by turning to God and receiving His forgiving and renewing 
grace. He urged him to begin this deeper walk with God immediately. 
Here vas an analysis of the past, an awareness of immediate needs and 
a clear challenge to renewed dedication as a shepherd of souls. 
(9) The Loss of a Child 
A letter of July 31, 1858 was addressed to parents who had 
lost their daughter. 
1. They were close friends of Rosenius and his wife. As 
godparents for this little girl they felt deeply this loss. Rosenius 
sensed the shock, the questions and the futile search for meaning that 
this event aroused. 
2. These friends did not turn to Rosenius for counsel but, 
having him as godfather for their daughter, they had indicated their 
trust in him as a Christian friend and guide. 
lniQ., p. 380. 2.lllW., p. 381. 
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3. Rosenius felt that this loss called for a consideration 
of one's attitude toward God. He regarded it as God 1 s doing but he 
had no absolute answer as to its meaning. He felt it needful to 
affirm God's goodness, justice and purpose. 
4. Rosenius was wrestling vi th this problem both for him-
self as well as his friEnds. He had lost three children by death. 
He held that God was the cause but He acted with a wise, holy and 
gracious intention.l The several conditions that men regarded as 
causes were in God's hands. God did not hurt his children except 
when forced to do so in order perhaps, as in this case, to protect 
the daughter from the future or to accomplish some good in the hearts 
of her dear parents through their sorrow. A future day would reveal 
the deep faith and love in this act of God for the good of man's 
salvation.2 
5. Rosenius upheld the rightness of God's action in the death 
of this child and maintained that He acted in love for the welfare of 
both child and parents. 
6. He concluded the letter by assuring the sorrowing parents 
of sharing in their loss and by invoking the help of the God of comfort 
vho would give to them a glimpse of His glory, transforming their sorrow 
into joy.3 
7. These parents could be helped to accept their loss and to 
look beyond it to its deeper meaning and thereby be strengthened and 
enriched. But there was also the risk of arousing real bitterness 
llmJl.' p. 396. 
3llW;l.' p. 398. 
2l9J,4., p. 397. 
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toward God unless the deep sense of loss were given opportunity and time 
to be worked through by these parents. Rosenius in his own experience 
took such events as reproof for his personal sins but he also pos-
sessed a maturity of faith that could move beyond tragedy to its more 
fruitful meaning in God's providence. 
(10) Concerning Two Mothers 
A letter of September 1851 was addressed to a daughter who 
had lost her Christian mother and a letter of 1866 was written to a 
daughter whose unsaved mother was dying.l 
1. Rosenius had recently visited with the mother who had 
"fallen asleep in the Lordu2 and wrote in response to her last request. 
He felt close to this family as pastor and friend. Rosenius' pastoral 
concern sensed the anxieties of the daughter whose mother was dying. 
He accepted her fears and tried to deal realistically with her situ-
ation. 
2. Both daughters looked vi th confidence to Rosenius as one 
who would understand their need. They expected and found in his coun-
sel strength to bear loss and clarity to act wisely as believers. 
3. The first letter reassured the daughter of her mother's 
faith and of its value in facing the loneliness of separation. The 
second letter was directed to the daughter's anxieties about her mother's 
salvation. Rosenius empathized with her need to face feelings of help-
lessness, disappointment and frustration in her hope that her mother 
would find salvation. 
1
.ll;Wl. ' pp. 434£. 2llW1.' pp. 444f. 
4. In the first case Rosenius counseled gratitude to God for 
a mother who had died in the faith. God would care for the daughter 
and dispel her loneliness with His peace, comfort and joy. In the 
second case, Rosenius pointed to the truth that God alone was Lord and 
Saviour. He advised the concerned daughter not to assume the respon-
sibility of her mother's salvation. He suggested reading about sin 
and grace to her but, above all, to leave her in the hands of a faith-
ful God. He encouraged her by the assurance that God had heard her 
prayers and that often Christ's salvation was accomplished even in 
difficult situations. 
5. Rosenius declared the blessedness of those who died in 
the Lord and the concern of the Almighty to save all. God alone 
understood, redeemed, comforted and sustained his children. 
6. In the first case Rosenius commended her to God whose 
presence would dispel her sense of loneliness. In the second case 
he urged no demands of God but simply a trusting faith. 
7. The first daughter if responsive would be helped through 
this loss to value the Christian qualities of her departed mother 
and to use them in her own life more effectively. The second daughter 
if responsive would come to know that much in life was best left 
with God. She needed to learn to live more acceptingly with her own 
limitations and to leave the ultimate spiritual responsibility for 
loved ones vi th God. 
1.3.3 
(11) Relations With Baptists 
Two letters, dated January 2, 1863 and March 4, 1867 were 
addressed to brethren concerned about their relationship to the 
Baptists. The first was about their threat to the unity of a con-
gregation and the second opposed cooperation with them because of their 
causing confusion and unrest. 
1. Rosenius viewed these problems with keen perception. He 
was a close friend and respected counselor to the inquirer and his 
congregation addressed in the first letter. He concurred with the 
fir.m stand taken against the Baptists in the second letter as favor-
ing the spiritual well-being of the weak in faith. The atmosphere 
was one of helpfulness and moral support. 
2. Rosenius, as a lay pastor and professing Lutheran, could 
be trusted in these matters. He had always remained loyal to the 
Church and encouraged a revival of life within its fellowship. He 
was constrained to serve as a helpful liaison between leaders of the 
Church and the awakenings. It was natural then to turn to him also 
with regard to the coming of the Baptists. 
3. The first situation was caused by indifference, coldness 
and self-satisfaction within the congregation. Attention was placed 
upon differences rather tha~ upon oneness in Christ.l In the second 
situation Rosenius concurred with those who excluded the Baptists 
since their presence had precipitated confusion and strife.2 
4. In the first letter Rosenius faced the reality that this 
1~., p. 470. 2~., p. 471. 
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congregation might never again be wholly united but perhaps some had 
been awakened by the coming of the Baptists who otherwise would have 
continued to sleep on to their eternal condemnation. He counseled 
closeness to Christ in reverence, prayer and quietness. Rosenius 
rejected the invitation to visit this congregation feeling that it 
would be more beneficial for them to vork it out in the spirit of 
prayer and love. 
To the second group Rosenius counseled answering the Baptists 
with the pure truth but warned that association with them would hinder 
the truth for the spiritually immature. 
5. Rosenius in these letters stands firm in defense of the 
church as God's vehicle for reaching man. He felt the church should 
be reformed from within its membership. He also was sensitive and 
protective of the weak and bewildered persons in the congregation. 
6. In closing his first letter, he admonished to a joy in 
the Lord that acclaimed Him King. To the second group he urged 
prayer and quietness before God.l 
7. The call for reform within the church and the rejection 
of the attempted inroads of the Baptists could result in spiritual 
maturity or isolation. Rosenius' counsel vas that the gospel message 
should be kept intact and strengthened, that people should be aroused 
to a living faith, that bickering and strife should be replaced by 
prayerful submission to God. 
l.llWl.' p. 472. 
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(12) Holy Communion in the Church 
A letter of 1854 was addressed to a young man anxious about 
whether or not it was right to receive the Lord's Supper together 
with unbelievers in the folk-church. 
1. Rosenius' attitude towrd the question of communion was 
one of helpfulness. He rejoiced that this young man took the matter 
so seriously. 
2. The young man turned to Rosenius as one 'Who would under-
stand his complaint since he, while faithful to the teachings of the 
church, represented the awakened groups fram which this criticism 
chiefly arose. He looked for clarity and guidance. 
3. Rosenius began his consideration of this question by 
stating that God's enlightenment of the soul was more important than 
whatever he might say about the question.! While deploring the large 
groups that attended communion and admitting that many of them were 
ungodly, he held that there vas not real spiritual fellowship between 
such unbelievers and believers for the believing sought only fellowship 
with the Saviour. This was the purpose, spirit and meaning of the 
Lord's Supper. The individual believer could have his more exclusive 
fellowship with men at his ow table at home.2 Commup.ion in the church 
vas not for the faithful a "strange yoke" but their just right, it 
vas only strange to the ungodly who were the hypocrites.3 
4. Rosenius advised going to the Lord's Supper to receive 
lllisi. ' pp. 46lf. 
3~.' p. 465. 
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the body and blood of Christ. If one were disturbed with all that 
could be criticized it would mean fleeing all things good. But 
leaving the church would be contrary to Christian practice for Christ 
continued as long as allowed in the temple and synagogues. Christians 
should have above all clean hearts, good consciences and a sincer&: 
faith. This was in harmony with Christ and the teachings of the 
apostles. If one's soul's welfare meant not communing in the church 
that was the thing to do, but in other cases the opposite would be 
true. 
5. Rosenius upheld Holy Communion in the folk-church with-
out stressing its importance or the significance of attendance. There 
was no question as to its basic meaning but rather the prevailing 
practice of the day. Here Rosenius allowed for those who wished to 
separate from the church but he did not condone a condemnation of all 
Who are branded as unbelievers at the Lord's Table. He himself took 
communion in the church. 
6. He concluded by imploring God's light and leading in the 
whole matter.l 
7. This consideration could contribute to personality whole-
ness if the individual came to regard the Lord's Supper as a personal 
encounter with the living Lord. 
iv. Implications for Pastoral Care from 
Letters in Spiritual Subjects 
The selected letters in spiritual subjects reveal some of the 
characteristics of Rosenius as a counselor to individuals. These will 
l.llWl., p. 466. 
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be noted under seven groupings representing the seven-point framework 
of evaluation. 
(1) Pastor's Attitude 
Rosenius readily identified with particular human needs. He 
lived through their experiences with them. He saw in the problems of 
those with whom he counseled his own past or present difficulties and 
struggles. His own failure to complete school and to be ordained into 
the Lutheran ministry was not easily forgotten. His frequent negative 
outlook made it natural for him to sense a kinship with a melancholic 
brother pastor, with a man burdened by feelings of sinfulness, with 
one in doubt about being a Christian or a young believer concerned 
about her behavior while working for unbelievers. Having lost three 
children of his own, Rosenius the more easily identified with a mother 
who had lost her child. This quick identity with the problems of 
his counselees drew people to him. It was an expression of mutuality 
of experience and comradeship in Christian living. He regarded himself 
more as a spiritual friend or brother than as a lay pastor towards his 
counselees. The lack of data as to extended counsel with Rosenius 
does not make it possible to know fully whether such identity hurt 
or helped the counseling relationship. 
Rosenius expressed a contagious friendliness in his corre-
spondence with individuals. The dominant feeling tone was that of 
the good man of God who silently bore reproof, avoided conflicts when-
ever possible and defended himself only as a last resort. He remained 
friendly with those he counseled. Although sharp in rebuke of 
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worldly pleasures, he maintained a congenial feeling toward the indi-
vidual. Among the people of the awakenings his attitude would stimulate 
spiritual conversations. Among the status quo Lutherans of his day 
he would feel unhappy, strange and seek to withdraw much as he did 
while studying at Uppsala. 
Rosenius was enthusiastic and hopeful with those he counseled. 
He felt that God could help each and every one of them to face their 
problems, to bear them if necessary and to overcome them in time or 
eternity. His role was that of helping them along the way. 
(2) Parishioner's Attitude 
Individuals felt close to Rosenius. The lack of spiritual 
warmth within the folk-church and its clergy, the clear and penetrat-
ing Bible-centered articles in The Pietist, and the freedom from form 
and the accent on individuality in religion according to Rosenius, all 
drew people to him for counsel. He became the symbol of the highest 
and best of the awakenings without any loss of the tenets of Luther-
anism. 
Rosenius became for many the image of their spiritual aspira-
tions. He was also the means towards its realization. There was 
Scriptural clarity in his counsel, strict confidence in his person-to-
person encounter, sincerity in expressing differences of opinion with-
out guile and an earned respect for his knowledge of the Christian Way. 
People sensed in him that spiritual conversation was his very life's 
breath, the element in which he lived, worked and fellowshipped. Just 
to have been with him or to have received a letter from him was to 
have felt the presence of God. 
People sought Rosenius' counsel because they felt that such 
a relationship would lift their eyes from the sobering realities of 
their lesser selves to view the infinite mercies and possibilities in 
God. There was comfort, support, confidence and renewal of life in 
such a relationship. They were free to share their heart concerns 
without fear of condemnation or rejection. They were welcome to re-
turn at any time. 
{3) The Analysis of Problems 
Rosenius was a careful and critical analyist of human problems. 
Every human need had its roots in sin's depravity, the desire to live 
according to feelings, fantasies and human reason. Until the believer 
confessed his helplessness and claimed the forgiveness of God in Christ 
he did not fully recognize sin's depravity. Whenever the focus was 
centered upon the self as was the case with a friend with a depressed 
faith, a minister who wished to understand before accepting God's 
truth and a man not as yet ready to claim God's forgiveness alone, this 
condition remained. Here Rosenius was calling for a profound change 
within man's being. 
The work of effecting this change was totally in the hands of 
God. The attitude of man whereby this transformation could occur was 
described as, lying quietly at Jesud feet, to be as nothing, to see 
one's ALL in Christ or to believe God's eternal Word of truth. 
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Rosenius viewed the individual's problem much as he had wres-
tled with his own. God's supremacy in human life needed to be reaffir-med. 
Sometimes unpleasant realities had to be faced such as the case of the 
young lady who had no assurance that her dying mother would turn to God 
before death. Christian knowledge was needed so that the tenets of 
faith could be applied to practical human situations. But every dif-
ficulty was also a means whereby God corrected, called and guided into 
deeper consecration which issued in more fruitful service. Rosenius 
did not thereb,y deny a measure of mystery and wonder in human events 
that baffled and hurt God's children. But he believed that there was 
Divine sifting and teaching even in the most crushing loss. Thus the 
death of a Christian mother carried with it rewarding memories for a 
sorrowing daughter. Even the loss of a child could help those re-
maining to reexamine their ow faith and dedication to God. Rosenius 
viewed each problem as a Divine reminder to reasses one's own alle-
giance to God. It might mean a drastic change in one's subsequent 
behavior toward men. 
{4) The Solution of Problems 
The solution of each and every problem was to be found in 
turing to the Scriptures. Thiswas for Rosenius the effective means 
and the adequate resource for pastoral care. Here one met the Christ 
and came to know His presence and power. Here one learned to rely 
upon God alone and not one's own feelings and imaginations. The. 
proper attitude if the Word was to be of greatest effectiveness was 
an open, humble, quiet and obedient spirit. 
The outcome of the individual's contact with the Word was 
almost limitless. It could heal sin's wounds when the penitent 
quietly submitted to its promises. It gave a knowledge of God's com-
plete Atonement in Christ which the believer first came to love and. 
later to understand. It meant trusting the mercy of God's heart in 
Christ. It was to see His wise and holy will in tragic loss. It 
was to accept God's hurt for sin as a loving chastisement. It was 
to learn to love Christ in one's brother man. It was to remember 
always that man was nothing and God was everything. It was up to 
the individual to accept whatever happened, to learn from the event 
and to live in the firm conviction that God willed the best for him. 
TUrning to the Scriptures for enlightenment, guidance and 
comfort was done with prayer and in the spirit of quietness. The 
call for quietness implied for Rosenius an openness toward God, a 
relaxedness of being, a reverence of spirit, an alertness of mind, a 
dedication of one's whole being to Divine ends. There was also the 
need for the undergirding of friends and the fellowship of the like-
minded. Rosenius recommended a Christian friend to one lonely person. 
He did not directly counsel fellowship with the awakened groups be-
cause this was formally forbidden by the folk-church. He responded 
to their invitations to attend meetings and to conduct expositions. 
of Scripture. But he was intensively active in and personally indebted 
to the supportive strength of such gatherings throughout his life. 
(5) The Pastor as God's Spokesman 
Rosenius was the spokesman of the Word. The grace and mercy 
of a holy and loving God were clearly presented in his pastoral care. 
The one thing needfUl was man's salvation. The contrast was always 
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striking, man's nothingness and God's completeness. The Christian 
witness was for Rosenius clear, kind, timely and without compromise. 
He stood for the faith and practices of the folk-church although he 
found its most congenial expression in the circles of the awakened. 
Rosenius expounded Scripture with reference to man's relation-
ship to God in Christ. The order of salvation of Lutheran orthodoxy, 
the experience of Holy Communion could be helpful but were not essen-
tial. Sin was overcome in appropriating God's promises as in the casa 
of the woman who loved the things of this world. Rosenius became more 
the expositor of Scripture and the voice calling for individual respon-
siveness to faith than the spokesman of the given tenets of Lutheran 
confessionalism. 
(6) The Termination of the Interview 
Rosenius • parting words to parishioners were always kind, 
hopeful and supportive. A. depressed and ill friend was commended to 
God's care in life or death. A doubtor was reminded of his infinite 
worth to God. A shy and fearful young lady was encouraged to live 
quietly for God among unbelievers. God's light and leading would 
point the way. 
Rosenius gave the impression that he wished to converse with 
the parishioner again. There seemed to be nothing final about his 
interviews, the subject at hand was neither completed nor cut off. 
He was rather anticipating a reply to his letter or a personal inter-
view in the near future. In this sense Rosenius 1 counsel never came 
to an end. He himself felt the continual need for fellowship with 
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awakened believers and depended upon their interest and contact to 
sustain his Christian faith. Pastoral counseling was an ongoing 
nurture of the Christian life. 
Rosenius often summarized his counsel and expressed his con-
tinuing prayerful concern. The feeling was communicated that he 
never dropped his clients but continued to uphold them in prayer to 
God. Several letters also carried a personal family greeting or word 
of appreciation. 
(7) Values of the Counseling Relationship 
Rosenius' primary goal in pastoral care to individuals was 
to further the man-God relationship to the point of acceptance of 
salvation and commitment to Divine values and goals. It was what 
God bad said and done that was important. Therefore, be encouraged 
a progressively greater dependence upon God and an ever diminishing 
reliance upon the self. This was for him the meaning of personali~ 
growth, placing one 1 s life within the care and under the direction of 
God. Any sign of self-confidence he interpreted as an indication of 
pride as was the case of a minister who sought to understand before 
accepting God's truth. Rosenius would place acceptance before under-
standing; that is, a subordinate relationship to the Almighty by faith 
and then, a gradual revealing of the mysteries of life and God. Honest 
doubt could thereby be regarded as sinful without exploring its causes 
and seeking to deal with its objections. 
Dependence upon God meant independence of thought and action 
only as -an outcome of the experience of salvation. The individual 
who responded to this restricting Christian way was usually numbered 
among the fellowship of the awakened ones. This could mean dependence 
not on God alone but upon the supportive relationships of awakened 
peoples. Personal responsibilit,y, creative expression and the growth 
of persons could be furthered but there was also the risk of being 
removed from the reality of life situations or depending upon the 
spiritual atmosphere stimulated qy the group or its leader. 
Rosenius concentrated upon the positive promises of God in 
counseling. He asked the grieving to recall the affirmations of 
faith, the discouraged to claim the hopeful passages of Scripture and 
the doubting to view the greatness and glory of the Atonement. This 
overcoming of the negative by stressing the positive factors in Chris-
tianity would be helpful to those Who could and would make an effort 
in this direction. This was Rosenius 1 own experience with Scott. It 
could produce a more objective analysis of a problem but it also was 
in danger of overlooking the true nature of a situation by the shift 
of focus from the negative to the positive. 
Rosenius firmly believed in the Divine will being a part of 
all human events. The good and gracious will of God operated in 
human affairs even when tragic or mysterious. Here again there was 
the emphasis upon the good end, the needed chastening, the moulding 
of life through suffering, the accomplishment of Divine ends unseen 
but to be know in eternity. He used this affirmation of Divine pur-
pose in all human events as a comfort in sorrow, as support whereby 
to bear up under difficulties, as the means of going on in faith into 
the future. However, this could easily confuse the individual's 
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concept of God, His love, His judgment, His 'Will. It would then work 
contrary to personality strength and growth. 
The intense supportive nature of Rosenius' counsel raises the 
question as to the quality and quantity of growth it would further. 
The reason for this focus vas his own personal needs and experience. 
He had been greatly supported by particular individuals and the new 
readers groups and became the spokesman of this helpful spiritual 
undergirding. But it could foster overdependence upon another person 
or group. 
The objective counsel of Rosenius to those contemplating tak-
ing up a Christian vocation was helpful. Besides the Divine call he 
took into account personal aptitudes, individual interests and needs 
to be served. 
8. The Extended Influence of Rosenius 
Rosenius• life was comparatively short but his individualized 
concept of pastoral care had a deep and wide-spread influence. His 
impact in Sweden was greatest in Norrland but also in parts of Sm~land, 
Ostergotland and Skane.l He also came to be known in Denmark, Norway, 
Finland and Ger.many principally through his writings. 
It was to a large extent the Rosenian awakened peoples who 
emigrated to America, the land of religious and political freedom. 
As will be shown, Augustana's pioneers, including the churchmen chosen 
for this inquiry, Erland Carlsson and Jonas Swensson, were touched 
by this movement. The predominant piety of Augustana's pioneers was 
lLodin, _sm. ill·, pp. 320f. 
Rosenian together with a strong tone of Lutheran orthodoxy.l They 
read selections from The Pietist in their ow church paper, 11Ratta 
Hemlandet," and sang many of Rosenius' hymns in 11Ferntio .Andliga 
Singer" (F.i.fty Spiritual Songs) and later in "Hemlandssanger" (Songs 
of the Homeland). 2 It was this exhaltation of the wisdom and powe~. 
of God before whom man was but dust and ashes, yet redeemed and 
exalted in Christ, that characterized their faith and pastoral practice. 
!Holmquist, .w2· ill·, pp. 88f. 2Lodin, .s;w. ill·, p. 329. 
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IV. ERLAND CARLSSON 
This chapter will consider the personal faith and practical 
pastoral care of Erland Carlsson. The spiritual climate of mid-America 
in the nineteenth century vas the environment that challenged his 
best efforts. But it vas Sweden, where he vas reared, schooled, 
ordained and served his first parish, that prepared him for his pas-
toral role among Augustana 1 s pioneers. His extensive pastoral acti vi-
ties will be noted. The available cases and letters of pastoral con-
cern will be classified according to the kinds of people addressed 
and the kinds of problems presented. Representative letters will be 
examined within the applied framework of evaluation. (see pages 24-26) 
This information will provide the primary data for examining the 
nature of his pastoral care to persons. 
1. The American Religious Scene 
Christendom in America vas characterized by democratic atti-
tudes and methods.of organization that affected all denominations. 
Nowhere else in the world vas there the diversity of forms of religion 
and their day-by-day contact with one another. As a result the prin-
ciple of independent voluntary churcbmanship became a basic tradition 
in the United States.1 
lsydney E. Ahlstrom, "The Lutheran Church and American Culture: 
A Tercentenary Retrospect,"~ Lutheran Qyarterll, IV, (November 
1957)' pp. 324f. 
i. Protestant Christianity 
The mid-nineteenth century found the religious world, in-
eluding Lutheranism, in a state of agitation caused by the conflicts 
between nationalism, orthodoxy and pietism, between unionism and 
confessionalism, and also due to the rise of heretical movements 
and proselytism. The rise of spurious religious movements such as 
Mormonism, Spiritualism, Eric Janssonism, the Millerite Second Advent-
ism and experiments in religious communism added to the confusion of 
the times. 
Religious movements were also affected by a great national 
financial panic, several severe epidemics, the rising unrest over 
the slavery question, the growth of secret societies and the feelings 
against foreigners as culminated in the Know-Nothing movement and 
the creation of the Native American party in 1853.1 
The churches felt called to follow the movements of people 
westward. Nearly all Protestant bodies formed home missionary soci-
eties. The American Home Missionary Society, organized in 1826, was 
interdenominational and composed of Presbyterians, Congregationalists 
and representatives from Dutch Reformed and Lutheran churches. Its 
purpose was to further the Gospel in the West by assisting churches 
unable to support their own vork. Pastors who received such financial 
aid were required to belong to a recognized religious body.2 Augus-
tana's first two pioneer pastors, Lars Esbjorn and Tuve Hasselquist, 
lr. o. Nothstein, "The History of Lutheranism in Illinois, 11 Ill~ 
Augustana Quarterly, XXVII, 57f. 
2oscar N. Olson, ~ Augustana Lutheran Church in America, (Rock 
Island, Illinois: Augustana Book Concern, 1950), pp. 37f. 
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received aid from this Society for several years, enabling them to 
establish churches among their countrymen. 
ii. Lutheranism in America 
Lutheranism in America vas as old as the nation and older than 
the republic. Scandinavian Lutheran churches were begun at Fort Albany, 
New York in 1623, at New Amsterdam on Manhattan Island in 1625 and at 
Wilmington, Delaware in 1638. These congregations experienced the 
intolerance of the Dutch, the difficulties of brief pastorates as well 
as the privations of frontier life. The Swedish colony after two cen-
turies of existence was absorbed by the Episcopalians with the death 
of Pastor Nils Collin, the last minister from Sweden, in 1831.1 Sweden 
treated this settlement as a mission field to Swedish settlers. Young 
clergymen were sent for short periods but no provision was made to 
train an indigenous clergy. 2 A foreign language, control from overseas 
and high churchliness in worship precluded any effective cooperation 
with other Lutherans. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century Lutherans in America 
were both conservative and liberal. The conservatives represented by 
Charles Porterfield Krauth adhered strictly to the Scriptures and the 
confessional writings of Lutheranism. The so-called liberals, led by 
Dr. S~ S. Schmucker of Gettysburg Seminary, gave slight attention to 
1E. Norelius, ~ Syensk4 Lutersk& FOrsamlingarnas ~ Svenskarnes 
B1storia i Amerika, (Rock Island, Illinois, Lutheran Augustana Book 
Concern, 1890), I, 1. 
2Abel Ross Wentz, 4~ History~ Lutberanism in America, 
(Philadelphiaz Muhlenberg Press, 1955}, p. 14. 
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creeds and attached slight value to the Augsburg Confession.1 Schmucker 
was tolerant of non-Lutherans and opposed denominational exclusiveness. 
Those from Germany and Scandinavia were strongly aware of the 
evangelical awakenings which revived the ideas of Pietism in their 
homeland as well as the various movements of doctrinal reaffirmation 
~thin established Lutheranism to counteract the influence of Rational-
ism and Idealism. There was also the appeal of frontier revivalism in 
mid-nineteenth century America led by Charles G. Finney, a Presbyterian 
become Congregationalist. He was an itinerant revival preacher who 
became professor of theology and the president of Oberlin College. 
He became a symbol for the pervasive influence of revivalism in Luther-
anism merging ~th Pietistic traditions. This was seen as preaching 
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for decision, the demand for a regenerate membership and a superficial 
legalism which became prevalent in American Lutheran thought and practice. 
It furthered an anti-doctrinal bias which tended to stifle religious 
thought and teaching even when it did not lead to doctrinal deviation.2 
This was the religious complexion of Lutheranism at the time of the 
coming of the pioneer pastors of Augustana. 
iii. The Swedish Lutherans 
The Swedish Lutheran pastors who emigrated to America were 
concerned ~th the preservation and nurture of the Lutheran faith of 
the immigrants. They knew of and appreciated the value of the awak-
enings in the homeland. They also sensed a need for the support of 
American Protestants, notably through the American Home Missionary 
1~., pp. 139f. 2Ahlstrom, .su2· ill·, pp. 33lf. 
Society; and the fellowship in faith and practice of other Lutherans, 
in particular, the Synod of Northern Illinois which Esbjorn, Augustana 's 
first pastor, joined in 1851 and which became a part of the General 
Synod of American Lutherans the following year. Most of the Swedish 
immigrants were hostile to the folk-church they had left and desired no 
transplanting of it in America. The pioneer pastors, most of whom were 
on a leave of absence from the church of Sweden, became the targets for 
taunts against the folk-church.l They organized an independent church, 
similar in faith and culture to the homeland, but congregation-centered 
in its polity. 
Esbjorn joined the Synod of Northern Illinois with reservations. 
Its constitution held to the Word of God as the authority in faith and 
practice but considered the symbolic books of Lutheranism and the 
Augsburg Confession, summarizing the essential teachings of the Chris-
tian religion, as "mainly correct.n2 ESbjorn held, together with his 
• Norwegian brethren in the Synod, that these writings of Lutheranism 
were the foundation of their faith next to the Scriptures. This con-
fessional loyalty he never abandoned. It was in part the cause of the 
break with the General Synod and the formation of the Augustana Synod 
composed of Swedish and Norwegian congregations in 1860. 
It was during these doctrinal controversies that our chosen 
churchmen, Erland Carlsson and Jonas SWensson, came to America and 
stood solidly with Esbjorn in his confessional loyalty and took part 
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in creating what was to become the Augustana Synod. They were men 
who personified a faith withstanding persecution and growing stronger· 
in the frontier environment.! The waves of immigrants who followed 
them were indelibly evangelical and doctrinally conservative. They 
served to swell the tide of confessional loyalty present in eighteenth 
century Lutheranism. 2 While the Lutherans in the East tended to melt 
into American society, the Scandinavians appeared to other Americans 
as aloof, strange, and cold. The circumstances of migration and the 
frontier communities to which they came shaped them into little cul-
tural islands with almost unalterable attitudes.3 
The church that our pioneer churchmen helped to create was 
both Swedish and American. Its teaching and worship life remained 
essentially that of Sweden. Its church order was patterned after the 
Presbyterian system common among American Lutherans, without granting 
to the laity the important place in fashioning policy held in other 
American communions. The fellowship with other congregations was based 
upon loyalty to the Scriptures and the Lutheran confessions. The pastor 
tended to be set apart from the congregation with great attention 
given to ordination. The church favored Lutheran unity but differ-
entiated themselves from non-confessional Lutherans, the Schmucker 
group, and the super-confessional Lutherans, the Missouri Synod (who 
added something to the confessions as a requirement for fellowship). 
They showed zeal for charity, social interest in temperance and missions 
lstephenson, ~· ~., p. 176. 2wentz, ~· ~., p. 133. 
3~., pp. 157-159. 
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and a growing concern about moral problems.~ It is to one who helped 
to shape this conception of Lutheranism in America, Erland Carlsson, 
that our inquiry now turns. 
2. Childhood and Youth 
i. Home and Family 
Erland Carlsson was born in Elghult, Sm~land on August 24, 
1822. His parents, Carl Jonson and Stina Carlsdotter, were respected 
peasant farmers. 
At the age of six he was sent to a Christian widow nearby to 
learn to read. Her admonitions and prayers he never forgot. Shortly 
afterward he continued his learning at home. He read his daily 
lessons at his mother's side. Saturday evenings he reviewed what 
he had learned during the week and read the coming Sunday's texts to 
his father. 
When Erland was ten years of age his father died. His mother 
carried on his instruction alone. She was a religious, determined 
and able woman. Morning prayers vere said by the children before 
breakfast. In the evenings they kneeled about her and recited their 
prayers. On Sunday afternoons the family held devotions. Short 
sermons, Scripture, Luther 1 s prayer.s, church hymns and songs from the 
Moravian Brethren's hymnbooks, "Zion's Songs 11 and "Mose and Lambsons 
Wisor" were a part of these devotional exercises.2 Carlsson regarded 
lConrad Bergendoff, "Augustana 1s Idea of the Church," Augustana 
Seminary Review, VII, (Second Quarter 1955), pp. 22f. 
2Norelius, ~· ~., pp. 393f. 
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this religious legacy as a precious inheritance which gave to him 
in later life victory over temptation and comfort during strife and 
suffering.1 
ii. Confirmation 
Confirmation day, Pentecost 1838, found Erland anxious and 
troubled because he felt he had failed to make the most of his cate-
chetical instruction in preparation for his first coli1DlUDion. When the 
class to be confirmed assembled about the altar of Elghult church 
many of the confirmands were moved to tears but he was not. However, 
after kneeling at the altar and receiving the benediction he felt that 
God had forgiven him. This happiness in God was strengthened the 
following Sunday when he received his first communion. 
On the afternoon of Confirmation Sunday his class gathered 
at his own home for social fellowship. Their levity disturbed him 
so that he left them and went to his room to read his Bible. In the 
days that followed he often took his Bible with him during the day's 
work in order to read in spare moments. He would also read an hour or 
two before retiring at night. What few books he had he read well. 
The summer after Confirmation he memorized the Bible passages in 
his catechism. 2 
iii. The Desire to Become a Minister 
The wish to enter the ministry encountered many hindrances. 
Erland's mother, stepfather and the pastors of his home church all 
1~., p. 395. 2~., pp. 395f. 
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advised against it because he vas already over sixteen years of age, 
his fUnds were limited and his personality too shy. Pastor Ekelund 
who confirmed him advised against it because of its many difficulties. 
Carlsson found A. H. Franke • s book, "Guidance in Praying in a Correct 
and Divinely Acceptable Way, 11 helpful in his prayer life.l 
Late in the year 1838 Erland counseled with Pastor Peter 
Lorenz Sellergren. Pastor Sellergren listened to the young man explain 
his desire to become a pastor, but he reminded Carlsson that concern 
for the salvation of others vas a normal Christian attitude but vas 
not necessarily a Divine call to enter the ministry. He advised 
quietness in prayer to God asking either for release from the desire 
to study for the ministry or for specific opportunities to begin his 
theological training. Erland followed his advice, continued as his 
stepfather's hired man but used every spare moment in a study of 
the Bible.2 
3. Preparing for the Ministry 
The urge to enter the ministry persisted and in the spring of 
1839 Erland Carlsson met Pastor J. P. Hultbring Who promised to tutor 
him together with another young man, C. J. Fovelin, on a trial basis 
for three months. 
Erland applied himself so well to a study of Latin that after 
three months Pastor Hultbring assured him that if he continued thus 
he would complete his studies for ordination. Carlsson stayed on 
until the spring of 1842. Latin, Greek, history, geography and 
1~., pp. 397f. 2IW., p. 399. 
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mathematics were the major subjects. In the same year Carlsson became 
tutor at Lenhofda but continued to study under Pastor Montelin who also 
taught him German and French.1 He concluded as tutor in Lenhofda early 
in December of 1842, spent Christmas at home and then moved to two rooms 
in an old house near Elghult's church where he lived alone while study-
ing under Pastor Fredrik Thelander, recently graduated from Uppsala. 
In September 1843, he enrolled at the University at Lund and 
completed and passed his student examinations at the end of the spring 
term in 1844. He spent the summer at home to improve his health and 
secured additional fUnds by preaching in the V~o diocese, being 
granted a license to preach by Bishop Isaias Tegner. Everywhere he 
went he was encouraged to complete his studies. 
He returned to Lund in the fall but because of illness was un-
able to resume his studies in earnest until the new year. He pursued 
his theological studies for four years with such enthusiasm that his 
health was endangered. 
In the spring of 1848 he completed his theoretical and practical 
examinations with highest honors.2 Illness and poverty he regarded as 
helpful in teaching him total dependence upon God. He helped support 
himself by tutoring students ten to twelve hours each week and by 
supply preaching during vacation periods. 
Erland Carlsson found fellowship at the university with a few 
Christ-minded teachers and students. During his academic training he 
came to know and to value many persons who represented the various 
1~., pp. 400f. 211Wl., pp. 402f. 
spiritual emphases throughout Sweden vi thout joining or judging any 
of them. He found spiritual enrichment in rea~ng Schartau, Rosenius, 
Nohrborg, Arndt, Luther and, above all, the Bible.1 He emerged from 
his student~s thoroughly grounded in classical knowledge, theolog-
ical teaching and the varying practical expressions of faith within 
the folk-church. 
4. Pastor in Sweden 
Erland Carlsson was ordained together with four other young 
men on June 10, 1849 in Vexio cathedral church.2 The delay of nearly 
a year after the completion of his theological examinations was due 
to the over supply of pastors in the diocese. During the interim he 
preached and conducted Bible expositions together with Pastor Thelander 
in Elghult which resulted in an awakening among the youth who gave 
up worldly pleasures for Bible study and religious fellowship.3 
Carlsson vas first called to serve the industrial parish of 
Lessebo as well as to be tutor for the boys of a recently widowed 
countess.4 He began his parish work on June 24 and was also permitted 
by his superiors to hold Sunday afternoon Bible expositions. In 
addition, he organized a Saturday school for children. An ever in-
creasing number of those who attended his Bible studies asked for 
individual counsel. At first these private interviews were held in 
his church office but after complaints about the 11readerstt·who wore 
out the beautiful diocesan carpets, consultations were held in the 
ll];Wi.' p. 404. 
3,IW., p. 405. 
2lW.' p. 408. 
4.ltW;l. ' pp. 4o6f. 
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church. After the close of the Sunday afternoon Bible exposition all 
who desired individual counsel remained at the rear of the church. 
Carlsson took his place before the altar and held individual interviews 
before the eyes of all. 
Carlsson's clerical superiors severely reprimanded him for 
these so-called, "after meetings." Carlsson explained to them that 
it was awakened and anxious souls who asked for interviews and he felt 
it his pastoral duty to counsel with them. His critics maintained that 
when the people had heard the sermon they should be satisfied.l How-
ever, Carlsson held to his convictions about the matter and continued 
his counseling ministry. 
Carlsson was well received wherever he preached and was fre-
quently called upon to hold Bible expositions throughout the diocese. 
He always secured permission from the proper authorities but his bishop 
resented this and consequently moved him from place to place. He sent 
him to Hemmesjo in l85Z-and forbade him to hold what he called con-
venticles. Carlsson informed the bishop that on the basis of his under-
standing of his pastoral calling and the Apostle Paul he would hold 
Bible expositions when invited to do so despite his disapproval. They 
were held in the church which the bishop could not deny him. This, 
Carlsson did in Tegnaby where he preached on the Sunday after his 
conversation with his bishop.2 This question was never brought up 
again. 
Carlsson's support of the temperance movement in Sweden also 
irked the bishop. Due to the illness of one of the pastors at the 
l.IlW;l.' pp. 409f. 2ll21!1.' pp. 411-413. 
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si ed to C
onduct' a large caWhetf:c.ll reviev on the grOUDds of ~Sd ~ ~ . 
the hospital. It vas a festive occasion' toncluding vi th the serving 
of liquor and the playing or cards. CarlSson conducted the catecheti.;. 
cal review, encouraged the keeping of f.-ily devotions, s~ in· favor 
of sobriety and then left the gathering. He was criticized .~ f'ellov 
k:lergy for his blunt presentat.iOD in W.Slf of temperance. vn.knovn 
I . 
I . 
j to him a prominent liquor manufactur~s 'Wife was in the •dience. 
I . 
j At the beginning of 1853 Carla~on became assistant pastor of' 
two small churches outside of' Vexio, iirlof and Ojaby. Here he served 
for only six weeks when he received t.e call to caae to Chicago .1 
5. Jmigratinfto America 
The circumstances that br~ht Erland _Carlsson to America, 
the long and trying voyage overstts and the status of' the church to 
which he came vere significant factors in vhat vas to be the chief' 
contribution of' his life as a pastor to Svedish :Wtheraa immigrants. 
__, 
i. Peter~eselgren and Peter Fjells;eclt 
. ·# 
~---
The Sveclis~ Luth~ans in America found in tstors Wieselgre 
and Fjellstedt their most.ardent friends and sup~rs. Their ad~ce 
and encouragement were major factors in the early dlvelopment o£ 
Augustana Lutheraaism.2 Both Ksbjom and Hfsselquis~ Augustana 's 
first two pastors, had known them in Sweden.~ Peter lli~elgren becaae 
' 
1~., pp. 414-416. 2stephenaon, _sm. JiU., p. 36• 
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the leader of the temperance movement within the church, traveling 
over the greater part ef Sweden particui~tly during the eighteen 
forties and f.ifties.l Peter Fjellstedt returned from the mission 
field in India because of poor health and became the chief figure in 
the history of missions in Sweden. 2 The calls extended to both Erland 
Carlsson and Jonas Swensson were sent through Pastor Fjellstedt for he 
knew of and kept in touch with possible candidates for the Augustana 
church. Carlsson corresponded with Wieselgren after coming to Chicago 
sharing his own impressions and feelings in his work.3 Our chosen 
churchmen were fortunate in finding in these two leaders in the home-
land sympathetic, alert, cooperative and helpful understanding of their 
needs in the struggle to establish a new church in America. 
ii. The Call and Voyage to America 
Pastor J. P. Dahlstedt of Hoff.mantorp in Vexitl diocese was 
initially called to become pastor of the Immanuel Lutheran Church in 
Chicago. The call was sent to Pastor Fjellstedt who because of 
Dahlstedt's absence from Sweden due to ill health, forwarded it to 
Erland Garlsson.4 
The call came as a surprise to Carlsson. Erland read in the 
1Holmquist, ~· ~., pp. 50f. 2~., pp. 73, 75. 
3Gunnar Westin, Jm1 granterna ~ kyr:kan, (Stockholm: Svenska 
Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1932), pp. 104, 105, 223, 284. 
(Letters of Carlsson to Wieselgren) 
4olof Olsson och Carl A. Swensson, utg. "Svenska Evangeliska 
Lutherska Immanuels--Forsamlingen," Kprsbaneret, Kristlig Kalender 
~laW., Andra Arbok, (Chicago: Enander och Bohman For lag, 1880), 
pp. 80-82. 
Swedish press about the desperate conditions of his fellow countrymen 
in Chicago. He consulted his doctor about his own health and was 
assured that the climate in mid-America would benefit him. He obtained 
a six-year leave of absence from the folk-church. By June 1853, he 
was prepared to board the ship for America.l Carlsson's experiences 
with the folk-church with its mechanical forms and ceremonies,2 its 
criticism of the awakenings, its censoring of his pastoral activities 
of Bible expositions and individual counseling, its opposition to the 
temperance movement and his bishop's antagonism demonstrated in moving 
him from place to place within the diocese, all were factors contrib-
uting to his decision. 
The immigrant group that embarked from Kalmar, Sweden numbered 
one hundred and seventy-six, mostly strangers to Carlsson. Delays, 
illness, the death of more than twenty passengers, made the journey 
difficult. Carlsson conducted morning and evening prayer when the 
weather permitted and held regular Sunday Services. The travelers 
were impressed when he accompanied a group of SWedish singers among 
the immigrants on his violin. Carlsson spent as much time as possible 
studying J!hglish. The ship anchored in New York harbor on A.ugust 13, 
and his company reached Chicago on August 22. Here upon arrival he 
was welcomed by members of his churCh and received temporary quarters 
at the home of one of the members.3 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 417f. · 2stephenson, ~· ~., p. 5. 
3Norelius, .2R· .QU., p. 419. 
iii. Immanuel Lutheran Church in Chicago 
The beginning of the Immanuel Lutheran Church of Chicago was 
linked with a small company of immigrants from Vastergotland who 
arrived in the summer of 1852. They traveled by steamer to Sheboygan, 
Wisconsin where they were left stranded on the pier. After a few days 
there they returned by boat to Chicago and found housing with some 
families who were members of the Norwegian Lutheran Church. Some of 
them became sick with cholera and requested the visit of a Lutheran 
minister. Pastor Paul Andersen called on them. Later they attended 
and joined his church. He saw the need for the establishment of a 
Swedish Lutheran congregation~ and together with Hasselquist helped 
organize Immanuel Lutheran Church on January 16, 1853. It was the 
immigrants from Vastergotland that composed the majority of its 
initial membership. 
From the time of its organization until the coming of Carlsson, 
the congregation gathered each Sunday afternoon in the Norwegian church 
for worship when a sermon from a postil or sermon book was read. In 
the spring Pastor Esbjorn from Andover visited, preached and conducted 
a communion service. 
Carlsson held his first service on August 28. For more than a 
year the Swedes used the Norwegian church for SundaY afternoon worship. 
Then the Norwegians outgrew this building and sold it and an adjoining 
lot to the Swedes.2 Of the eighty who had joined the church in January 
1853 there were only eight families and twenty single persons left, a 
lolsson and Svensson, ~· ~., p. 79. 2olson, .2,1;2. ill., p. 174. 
total of thirty-six adults when Carlsson began his ministry. The others 
had either moved out of town or joined other groups.l These remaining 
members had all come to America in 1852 except one who had arrived the 
previous year. They lived in •shanties•·or in small rented rooms. At 
-
first Carlsson secured room and board ~th a Norwegian family. Here-
ceived no salary. His only income in 1853 vas the Christmas offering 
amounting to $18.75.2 Although he felt alone he began his work with 
this motto vri tten on the first page of his church records, 1 "Relying 
upon Divine assistance I am determined to declare the truth openly and 
faithfully, whatever difficulties may be thrown in my vay." 13 
6. Personal Life in America 
Erland Carlsson was single when he came to Chicago and for 
the first tvo years lived in private homes. One of the charter mem-
bers of the church, Eva Charlotte Anderson, who came to America with 
her parents in 1851, married Carlsson in 1855. She was a person with 
sound judgment, genuine piety, a friendly spirit and a lively interest 
in Christian work and human velfare.4 The Carlssons had nine children 
of which four, two sons and two daughters lived to maturity.5 
Carlsson ministered to both the spiritual and temporal needs 
of his countrymen. His home was often filled with hungry and anxious 
immigrants. 6 It became a "miniature Castle Garden" for the Swedish 
newcomers. 7 During the cholera epidemic of 1854 ten per cent of the 
lOlsson and Svensson, .212· w., pp. 82!. 2~., p. 90. 
3,IW., p. 83. 4olson, _sw. ill·, p. 178. 
5Norelius, ~· ill·, p. 438. 6olsson and Svensson, .2.12· ill·, p. 68. 
?stephenson,~·~., p. 172. 
congregation's adults and a great per cent of their children died.l 
Carlsson was busy early and late comforting, guiding, helping both 
sick and dying, grief stricken and impoverished.2 The parsonage often 
served as both an immigrant's home and a hospital. 
Carlsson was known as the friend of all men. As a conver-
sationalist he was kind, interesting and a trusted confidant.3 He 
was particularly attached to his family. A letter while traveling 
in the East expressed his longing to be wi. th them and remembered his 
daughter's confirmation day.4 Johannes Tellen spoke of Carlsson's friend-
liness to young and old. He mentioned his sitting calmly by sick beds, 
night or day, wi. thout regard for his own fatigue or hunger. Carlsson 
would often be moved to tears. His w.hole life was characteriz~d as a 
ministry of mercy. He was a man of prayer and sang in his study to 
drive away his sorrows.5 A nephew remembered the interesting and 
natural way in which he conversed about God and engaged in prayer•6 
After twenty-two years of trying and tiring labors in Chicago 
Carlsson moved to Andover in 1875. Here he spent the closing years of 
his ministry in a less demanding situation. A typical Sunday at Andover 
was described by a frequent young visitor. Carlsson's sermon was warm, 
lolsson and SWensson, ~· ill·, p. 114. 2lli.s;l., p. 116. 
3IW., p. 71. 
4Letter from E. Carlsson to his wife, May 9, 1872. (E. Carlsson 
papers, Augustana Lutheran Church Archives, Rock Island, Illinois) 
5Memoirs of E. Carlsson, written January 1920 by Johannes Tellen 
and sent to Mrs. Emmy Evald in Chicago. (E. Carlsson papers, Augustana 
Lutheran Church Archives, Rock Island, Illinois) 
6undated letter about Uncle Carlsson.(Carlsson papers, Augustana 
Lutheran Church Archives, Rock Island, Illinois) 
orderly, true to the Scriptures and edifying. After dinner at the 
parsonage there would be Bible study and the singing of hymns at the 
church. Then a return to the parsonage for more singing and sharing 
of interesting anecdotes.l Carlsson suffered a stroke in 1884 which 
made it impossible for him to preach and to serve a church. After a 
brief period as registrar and treasurer of Augustana College and 
Theological Seminary in Rock Island, Illinois, he was reluctantly 
forced by ill health to settle on a farm near Lindsborg, Kansas where 
he passed away in 1893. 
7. The Faith and Life of the Congregation 
For more than thirty-five years Erland Carlsson labored as 
a parish pastor, four years in Sweden and thirty-one years among his 
countrymen in America. 
i. The Worship Service 
Erland Carlsson accepted the Lutheranism of the folk-church 
of Sweden but also reflected the awakenings of his time. He was an 
organized and practical thinker who drew from the standard exegetical 
works, classical languages, dogmatics, and symbolics to enrich his 
thought.2 He was an intensive student of the Bible. His preaching 
was valued for its clear content and simplicity of language.3 Carlsson 
did not identify with any emphasis or movement within or without 
11. S. utgivare, 11Erland Carlsson, 11 Korsblomm.an- Kristlig Kalender 
for ~' trettonde ~rgang, (Stockholm: Z. Haeggstioms Boktryckeri, 
1894)' pp. 76f. 
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Swedish Lutheranism but knew many of them and chose from them that 
which could be helpful to his people. His message was one of the 
Divine law's demands and the Gospel's gracious gift. He impressed 
his hearers as an alive, serious and holy person.l People gathered 
to hear and to worship but also to ask his fatherly advice in spiritual 
and earthly questions.2 It was this linking of the proclaimed message 
with the pastor's counsel with individuals that constituted the focus 
of his ministry. He sought to honor God, to convert sinners and to 
nurture believers.3 Through his preaching and the difficult circum-
stances of the times the congregation experienced periods of revival.4 
This was particularly true in the fall of 1857 and the winter of 1858.5 
Sunday Morning Services followed the folk-church liturgy. 
Sunday evening services were less for.mal with gospel songs and free 
prayer. Weekly prayer meetings were informal Bible studies or the 
reading from well-known devotional books, together with prayers by 
several members of the congregation.6 Since Pastor Carlsson was also 
the spiritual leader of congregations in St. Charles and Geneva, 
Illinois, and was also called to other parts to preach and to perform 
ministerial acts, he was in his own church only every other Sunday. 
He instructed all his congregations to conduct an orderly read service 
according to the Swedish handbook every Sunday when he was absent.? 
lc. A. Swensson and L. G. Abrahamson, utg. Jubel-AJ.]mm, (Chicago: 
National Publishing Company, 1893), p. 42. 
2t. S. u tg. , Korsblomman, .212. ill., p. 72. 
3Norelius, 
.212· W·' p. 420 • 4olson, .212· ill·, p. 178. 
5Norelius, .sm. ill·, p. 390 • 6o1sson and Swensson, ~· ill., pp. lOOf. 
7Norelius, 
_sm. ill·' p. 432. 
Immanuel church became the example for the standard order of service 
used throughout Augustana 1s congregations. This orderly churchliness 
gave strength to the congregation.l 
The Church Council met twice monthly and carried out a program 
of distributing tracts, home visitation, calling at the poor farm and 
general hospitals, establishing mission Sunday Schools which later 
became congregations and holding religious meetings among those dis-
tant from the church. 2 
The difficulties that faced Carlsson were several. Many of 
the immigrants were dissolute, rough, and ungodly persons seeking 
selfish ends 'Without regard for the church or Carlsson. His fearless. 
denunciation of evils caused groups to disturb his services with 
noise, the breaking of windows and the kicking open of doors. 
The Swedish American press was often hostile. Mr. Svante 
Cronsioe, editor of The Swedish Republican in North America, wrote 
abusive articles against Lutheranism and its ministers. Strife and 
confUsion were created by the unscrupulous proselytizing of other 
Protestants. The social and cultural club named 11Svea 11 proved to 
be anti-churchly in its activities.3 However, in all this opposition 
Carlsson held to his convictions and carried on his mission with 
fortitude, patience and kindness. 
ll!U.sl.' p. 384. 2ll?isi., p. 391. 
30lson, ~· ~., pp. 178f. 
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ii. The Administration of the Sacraments 
Carlsson administered the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's 
Supper according to the handbook of the Lutheran church of Sweden. 
(1) Holy Baptism 
Baptism, for reasons not given, vere usually performed in the 
home of the parents or at the parsonage. After the completion of the 
new church in 1869, they were held in the pastor's study downstairs, 
usually on Sunday afternoons between the worship service and the Sunday 
School. Since many of the parents had no relatives or friends in 
America, baptisms were frequently delayed, contrary to Swedish prac-
tice, until the mother herself could be along. The parents often 
served as sponsors. 
(2) Holy Communion 
Carlsson held no communion service in Chicago until the second 
Sunday in October of 1853. He delayed in order to learn something 
about the spiritual life of his congregation before sharing with them 
the Lord's Supper. Communion vas celebrated once each month and the 
service preceding the distribution of the bread and wine by the pastor 
included a meditation, the confession of sins and the absolution. Com-
municants registered their presence indicating their home parish in 
Sweden and their local address in Chicago.l 
Non-members who wished to commune vere required to see the pastor 
1olsson and Svensson, _sm. ill·, p. 104. 
in advance of the service. Carlsson granted this privilege only to 
such as he found to be sincere and who carried certificates from the 
churches to which they had belonged in the homeland.l A few individuals 
in Immanuel church were banned from the Lord's Supper because of 
addiction to alcohol. Such action was only taken after warnings and 
careful counsel by the pastor and the Church Council.2 If they amend-
ed their ways they could be restored to full church membership and 
attend the Lord's Supper. 
iii. The Religious Education of Youth 
The religious instruction to youth of all ages was next in 
importance to preaching and pastoral counseling for Erland Carlsson. 
Six weeks after his arrival in Chicago he began a Christian day school 
in a small schoolhouse. Eric Norelius, then a student, was the first 
teacher. Pupils were taught Swedish and Norwegian besides Christianity. 
170 
In the fall of 1856 a school house back of the church was built 
at a cost of six hundred dollars. The lower floor was used for in-
struction While the upstairs was rented for living quarters. It was 
here that the Swedish Lutheran Publishing Society had its first home 
and in 1860 the entire building became the cradle of Augustana College 
and Theological Seminar,y. Carlsson and Esbjorn were teachers and the 
students lived on the second floor. 
The Sunday School worked in harmony with the Christian day 
1frotokol ~ - Svenska Evangeliska Immanuels Kyrkan, Chicago, 
1854-1868. p. 6o. 
2~., p. 104. 
school. While the Norwegians and Swedes were together in the same 
church the Swedish children attended the Norwegian congregation's 
Sunday School held in the English language. The Swedes had their 
own Sunday School in 1856 with the English language continuing until 
later when Swedish was used. The Bible, particularly the New Testament, 
was the basis of instruction.l 
Each year Carlsson organized a catechetical class which met 
for six months v.i.th him studying Barth's Bible History and Luther's 
Small Catechism. Carlsson used his own guide for catechetical studies. 
He emp~asized the relationship of knowledge to life. Shortly before 
confirmation day he held individual interviews with each child about 
his relationship to God. While this tended to be general in form 
there were times, such as in 1870, when several of the youth were 
thereby led to a deep awakening of God's forgiving love. Confirmation 
signified the ability and will to confess one's faith before men and 
confirmed the life in God received in baptism. 
Carlsson's interest in youth never ceased. Reporting to Synod 
in 1881, he recommended that youth be given tasks of responsibility 
in the life of the church. He urged the winning of their confidence 
and the encouragement of their efforts. He looked to them as the 
hope of the future. 2 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 389f. 
2oscar N. Olson, ~ Augustana 1uthetan Church in Alllerica ~­
.J.:llQ, ~ Formative Period, (Davenport, Iowa: Litho. in U.S.A. by 
Arcade Office and Letter Service, 1956), p. 57. 
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iv. Church Membership and Church Discipline 
The pioneer pastor was called upon to decide whether or not 
all who presented church letters from Sweden should be admitted to 
church membership or whether or not only those should be received 
who could profess to be converted Christians.l A partial solution 
was found in Carlsson's first annual congregational meeting, January 
27, 1854. It was decided that anyone who practiced unChristian conduct 
was not to be received. Prospective members were to inform the pastor 
of the intention to join the congregation. After he had personally 
interviewed them and consulted with his Church Council as to their 
Christian and moral integrity, they were to be received at a Holy 
Communion Service before the altar. 2 Here, before the assembled con-
gregation, they would promise to uphold the Lutheran faith and con-
fessions and to assume the responsibilities of church membership.3 
Thereby Carlsson gave a serious tone to church membership which 
implied a call to personal commitment to God and a corporate dedication 
to the life and work of the congregation. 
Church discipline was resented but it was felt to be necessary 
to maintain the church's moral and spiritual influence.4 There were 
those who forsook, misrepresented or openly opposed the faith of the 
church. Others were guilty of ungodly living such as drunkenness, 
immorality, profanity, desecration of Sunday, quarrelsomeness, slander 
and other actions that brought public offense to the congregation. 
lolson, ~ Augustana Lutheran Church in America, 1846-1360, 
.212· ill.' p. 175. 
2P.rotokol Bok, .2I2· ill·, pp. 2f. 
30lsson and Swensson, .2I2· ill., pp.llOf. 40lson, .Ql2. £il.,p.l77. 
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However, no one was excluded until the cause for complaint had been 
carefully examined and the person in question dealt with according to 
Matthew 18:15-18. It was the responsibility of the pastor and the 
Church Council to admonish all guilty ones. If this brought no re-
sponse it became necessary to exclude such who were guilty of known 
offenses. Such action was regarded as an act of the congregation and 
was announced at a Sunday morning service.l A penitent offender was 
placed on probation but temporarily excluded from communion. Some 
church members regarded this discipline as too lenient while others 
felt it was too strict a punishment. 2 
v. The Social Outreach of the Church 
Carlsson's congregation became under his leadership the means 
of carrying out a ministry of mercy to the poor, afflicted, bewildered, 
forsaken and bereaved. 
(1) New Immigrants 
Carlsson was the servant of the arriving immigrants. His 
week was described as follows: Preaching to them on Sunday; seeking 
work for them on Monday; helping them with some difficult matter on 
Tuesday; welcoming and directing a newly arriving group on Wednesday; 
serving as interpreter at court on Thursday; writing and reading letters 
for them on Friday; and caring for other particulars on Saturday.3 
He arranged for baggage, tiekets and fUnds for those moving West. 
1 frotokol ~, .212. ill· , PP. 3f. 2Norelius, _sm. ill·, p. 391. 
3olsson and Swensson, ~. ~., p. 69. 
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He helped those remaining in the city to find rooms and to buy pro-
visions. A friend seeing Carlsson one day on top of a load of baggage 
being transferred to another railroad asked if he had changed his work. 
Carlsson replied, '"No, Sir, I am in my Father's business and follow 
my Master's example who was among the poor and sick and needy to com-
fort and to help them.ttrl 
In 1854 the Synod of Northern Illinois of the General Synod 
of the American Lutheran Church asked Carlsson to write an immigrant's 
guide for his countrymen.2 It was entitled, 11Nggra Rad och Under-
rattelser for Utwandrare 11 (Some Advice and Information for Immigrants). 
It was printed in the Swedish newspapers. Carlsson neither encouraged 
nor discouraged immigration. He regretted that so many attempted it 
thoughtlessly.3 He mentioned the difficulties of living in America. 
He advised as to the best way to travel, what to take along and how 
to act on board ship.4 He warned newcomers not to contract for work 
for more than one month. He cautioned parents not to permit their 
children to be clothed by strangers lest they be stolen.5 He spoke 
of God's Presence in the Swedish Lutheran Churches in America but also 
asked God's blessing upon the folk-church of Sweden and its people.6 
He suggested besides the Bible, the bringing along of Luther's postil 
lNorelius, ~. ~., pp. 433f. 
2o. V. Anderson, ''Erland Carlsson's Immigrant Guide, 11 .:Ill§ Augustana 
Quarterly, XXVII (1948), 149. 
3Erland Carlsson, ~ ~ ~ Vnderrattelser ~ Utwandrare, 
(Vexio: H. G. Cederschiold, 1854), (Photographed copy), p. 3. 
4~., pp. 4-8. 5,1W., pp. 12f. 
6Anderson, ~· ~., pp. 160f. 
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and Lutheran devotional works used in the homeland. This factual, 
objective and understandable guide was of great value to those con-
templating emigration. 
(2) Church Members 
The cholera epidemic of 1854 was particularly fatal to new 
arrivals taking two-thirds of them in that year.l Carlsson was oc-
cupied early and late in comforting, counseling and helping the sick, 
dying and impoverished. He contracted cholera but after a few weeks 
rest at Geneva, Illinois he regained strength to resume his work. 
The financial crash of 1857 saw banks close and money become. 
worthless. People left the city for the country to eke out a living. 
Few newcomers arrived and many who remained in the city walked the 
streets in search of work. The major financial support of Immanuel 
church during that year came from members employed as maids.~ Carlsson 
refused his total salary of four hundred dollars, accepting three 
hundred and fifty as adequate to meet his needs.3 
At its annual meeting in 1864 Carlsson's congregation estab-
lished a treasury for the aid of needy newcomers, sick and poor mem-
bers. Each member was assessed fifty cents annually and free-will 
offerings for this fund were to be received on communion Sundays. 
Those receiving aid were to regard one half of it as a loan to be 
1Norelius, ~· w., p. 382. 
2olsson and Swensson, ~· ~., pp. 116f. 
3Norelius, ~· ~., p. 383. 
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repaid as soon as possible.l During 1864,$430 was received, $33 
returned and $310 disbursed for thirty-eight hospital cases and for 
aid to thirty-one other families and individuals.2 In 1865, $319 was 
spent and $300 received. Small amounts were distributed by the pastor 
and larger gifts by the Church Council.3 In 1867 this fund went 
mostly to help widows, dependent children and the sick. 
Carlsson's concern for human need was further demonstrated 
in 1865 when he turned to Passavant's Lutheran hospital in Pittsburgh 
and Milwaukee for assistance in securing hospital care for people. 
In January 1865, the hospital board at Pittsburgh decided to open a 
hospital in Chicago. A house was secured and the women of Carlsson's 
church furnished linens, provisions and some furniture. Passavant 
and Carlsson opened this "hospital" with twelve beds. Most of the 
patients were immigrant Swedes and Norwegians. It was destroyed in 
the Chicago fire of 1871 but repuilt fourteen years later as the 
Passavant Memorial Hospital. In 1884 the Augustana Lutheran Hospital 
was founded in a house belonging to Carlsson. It was damaged by 
fire but in 1887 a new hospital was built on Carlsson's property.4 
Thus Carlsson throughout his ministry sought to serve the whole man, 
fUrthering the healing of body, mind and spirit through the social 
outreach of the church. 
lfrotokol ~' _sw. ill·, pp. 76f. 
3~., pp. 95f. 
21mJ1., p. 84. 
4olson, Ilul Augustana Lutheran Church in 4merica 1860-.l.2l.Q, 
.212· m., PP· 88r. 
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8. A Pastoral Concern for Individuals 
Erland Carlsson believed that pastoral counseling was as much 
a part of his calling as preaching, teaching and community service. 
He regarded a single interview as of more value than many sermons.l 
He was always available to those sincerely desiring counsel. 
i. Cases and Letters 
The most detailed accounts of Carlsson's personal interviews 
are found in "De Svenska Luterska Forsamlingarnas och Svenskarnes 
Historia i Amerika" (The Swedish Lutheran Congregations and the 
History of the Swedes in America) volume one by Eric Norelius. The 
Chicago chapter of this book, pages 367-438, of which pages 420-428 
have to do with Carlsson's counseling with individuals, was written 
by Carlsson. He and Norelius read the manuscript together before 
its publication.2 Seven cases of extended duration give a vivid 
picture of Carlsson as pastoral counselor. 
The second source for Carlsson's counsel to individuals is 
the Jonas Swensson correspondence.3 Ten letters in this collection 
were written by Carlsson to Pastor Jonas Swensson expressing his 
personal feelings about himself and his work. 
Original copy or letter books constitute the third source of 
lNorelius, ~· ~., p. 420. 
2Erland Carlsson saw the manuscript and worked with Norelius on 
this material before the book was published. Interview with the Rev. 
Dr. o. v. Anderson, Kenilworth, Illinois, December 19, 1959. 
3Archives of the Augustana Lutheran Church, Rock Island, Illinois. 
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information about Carlsson's counsel to individuals. Many of these 
are illegible having faded with the years. Of the letters that were 
legible seventeen were found that related to his pastoral care. 
ii. People Interviewed and Their Needs 
The kinds of problems that were brought to Carlsson and the 
people with whom he counseled are indicated in Table 3, page 179. 
Each case or letter was classified according to its presented need 
or question. These were grouped into eight categories in the order 
of their frequency of occurrence from top to bottom and from left 
to right. 
(1) Kinds of People 
Twenty of the twenty-seven letters of Carlsson were addressed 
to pastors, ten to Jonas Swensson, two to Eric Norelius and eight 
single letters to other Augustana ministers. Two cases and three 
letters were concerned with men, three cases and one letter with women, 
two cases and one letter with married couples, one letter to his 
parents and one to a group. 
The lay people addressed were such as had made direct or in-
direct contact with Carlsson through the churches he served and its 
members. They included a former sea captain, two criminals, youth, 
families and the aged. The majority were SWedish immigrants but a 
few were American born. These people for the most part worked as 
maids, caretakers and laborers; as craftsmen including shPe.makers, 
tailors, smithies, carpenters, painters, stone masons and printers; 
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TABLE 3 
PEX>PLE ADDRESSED AND THEIR INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS IN CARLSSON 1S 
THIRTY-FOUR CASP.S AND LETTERS OF PASTORAL CARE 
Kinds of People Addressed 
Kinds of Problems Man Pas- Lay-
tors jLaymen and Other Totals women Wife 
Supportive Friendships 5 3 1 1 .... 10 
Illness and Death 5 . . . . .... . ... 1 6 
Feelings of Depression 1 1 1 1 .... 4 
Church Concerns 4 . . . . .... . . . . . ... 4 
Loss of Loved Ones 2 .... 1 . ... . ... 3 
-
Temporal Needs 3 .... . . . . . ... . ... 3 
Family Conflicts . . . . .... . . . . 2 . ... 2 
Feelings of Sinfulness . . . . 1 1 .... • ••• 2 
-
Totals 20 5 4 4 1 34 
_,_-._ 
-
and a few were shop owners. They were mostly people from the folk-
church in Sweden. Their loyalty to the faith of their fathers varied 
greatly in the new land. Many tended to use the church and its pastoral 
ministries to serve their own personal needs. 
179 
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(2) Kinds of Problems 
There are eight concerns listed in Table 3. Their meaning 
for Carlsson's counseling ministry will be briefly stated. 
Supportive Friendships concerned the need for unburdening 
one's inner difficulties and pent-up feelings to the pastor. Lay 
people and pastors received from it release from disappointments and 
renewed courage, hope and purpose in living. 
Illness ~ ~ concerned itself with the meaning of life 
and death, the ability to bear suffering, the hope for improvement 
and the value of eternal life. 
reelings ~ Pepressign came out of extreme discouragements, 
the darkness of uncertainty and the limitations imposed by age and 
ill health. They were negative feelings of aloneness, worthlessness, 
despondency and defeat. 
ChurCh Concerns included correspondence having to do with 
pastors and people in relation to the welfare of the congregation. 
The ~ ~ A ~ ~ considered the unexplainable passing 
of a child or close friend. 
Temporal~ were concerned with providing food, clothing, 
shelter and emergency funds for needy persons. 
Family Conflicts_were the inabilities of husbands and wives 
to live harmoniously together in accord with Christian teaching. 
Those troubled by feelings £! Sinfulness were anxious persons 
needing assurance of and guidance in accepting God's pardon and love. 
j 
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(3) Implications for Pastoral Care from Table 3 
1. Carlsson was a counselor to pastors. Personal feelings 
as well as parish problems were discussed with him. He possessed a 
professional maturity that could deal with problems peculiar to the 
ministry. 
2. Carlsson valued the supportive friendship of his col-
leagues. In the exhausting task of counseling others he felt the 
need for a personal confidant and for sharing the burdens of his 
life and work with someone else. 
3. Carlsson was a counselor in family conflicts. His sense 
of fairness and desire for objectivity sought to know all sides in 
a controversy. He was concerned with the persons involved whether 
they responded to or refused his advice. 
4. Carlsson showed concern for temporal as well as spiritual 
needs as demonstrated by his ministry in Chicago. He provided for 
pastors in need of material help but his aid to immigrants far sur-
passed this. His life and ministry were an expression of loving con-
sideration and dedicated helpfulness to those in need of comfort and 
guidance. 
5. Where the occasion required it as a pastor or church leader, 
Carlsson handled religious controversies or doctrinal disputes with 
clarity and conviction. But his practical nature focused upon the 
relationships of the individual to God and to man and the expression 
of this faith in the complex and difficult relationships of each day. 
iii. Individual Interviews 
Eight counseling situations composed of two published cases, 
two groups of two letters each and four single letters, a total of 
two cases and eight letters, will illustrate the chief concerns of 
the eight kinds of problems found in Table 3, page 179. The frame-
work of evaluation (see pages 24-26) will be applied to each of these 
situations. 
(1) Comfort in Trial 
Two letters, one dated February 23, 1856,1 tells of Carlsson's 
personal trials; and the other, dated November 25, 1861,2 tells of 
his comforting one whose faith was severely tried. 
1. Carlsson's worries over church members, his inner struggles 
of soul and his frequent ill health weighed heavily upon him. In the 
second letter he showed deep regard for one under similar conditions. 
2. The second letter was to one who looked to Carlsson for 
enlightenment to endure his trials. 
3. Carlsson viewed the testings of life as God's instructing 
and chastening grace. 
4. Trials could be useful for spiritual growth and development. 
5. Carlsson looked for God's positive meaning in all one's 
affliction. 
lErland Carlsson, "Copy Books 11in possession of the Rev. Dr. 0. V. 
Anderson, Kenilworth, Illinois. Book No. 1, pp. 305f. 
2~., No. 2, p. 316. 
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6. Carlsson concluded his letter by the reminder that God 
makes kno'Wll His mercy through trial. 
7. The faith of an individual can be bolstered in knowing 
that others experience similar trials. 
(2) A Friend's Illness 
A letter of December 17, 1871 was in reply to a letter received 
from P. Cedarburg telling of his wife's illness.l 
1. Carlsson felt deeply his kinship with fellow pastors 
in their sorrows as well as in their joys. He was moved to inter-
cessory prayer in her behalf. 
2. This minister knew and loved Carlsson. He was confident 
of a sympathetic response. 
3. Carlsson sought not so much to explain this experience of 
trying illness as to express his participation with them in it all. 
4. Carlsson reaffirmed the blessedness of having peace with 
God, the assurance of the forgiveness of sins and the hope of eternal 
life. Trusting in God she could bear illness and face death. 
5. Carlsson upheld the truths of the Bible concerning life 
and death. 
6. He concluded the letter by reminding them to believe the 
promises of God. 
7. This attitude could promote growth in Christian maturity 
through illness and firm up the faith of both sufferer and husband. 
1~., No. 6, pp. 4-6. 
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(3) The Loss of a Child 
A letter dated July 20, 1854 was written to a mother who had 
lost a child.1 
1. Carlsson empathized with the painfulness of her loss. 
His tone was one of sympathetic support and sincere comfort. 
2. She looked to him for strength to carry on and to accept 
this crushing loss. She felt he would be able to make more real to 
her the promises of Scripture concerning death and eternal life. 
3. Carlsson began with an awareness of the deep hurt. He 
proceeded to help her to accept the fact and to look beyond it. In 
spite of her feelings about it her little one was really taken home 
to the Father's house. 
4. The way of working through such a loss was to ponder the 
greater advantage of the heavenly home, a place where she would join 
her loved one some day. God's Word would show the way and give to her 
both the desire and the power to carry on. 
5. Carlsson is here the comforter, upholding the reality of 
the future blessedness of those who die in the Lord and the sustaining 
power of God for those who remain on earth. 
6. His final words indicated an awareness of her temporal 
needs which God would also provide. In closing his letter he ex-
pressed the hope to visit her on August eighth. 
7. He comforted by noting the reality of her loss, cited the 
happy state of her child and the future hope of reunion with her loved 
1~, No. 1, p. 70. 
1~ 
one. He sought to help her adjust to her loss by counseling her to 
take seriously God's. promise to give her guidance, purpose and power 
in living in the present. Her response would assure personality 
growth and fUlfillment. But dwelling upon the fUture alone would 
make her unaware of the importam,ce of accepting the present and work-
ing through her loss. 
(4) Anxieties of a Criminal 
A man came to Carlsson severely troubled about two murders 
he had committed in Sweden five years before.l 
1. Carlsson assured him that he regarded their conversations 
as confidential. He listened carefUlly to his story, secured addi-
tional pertinent information and gave him specific advice. 
2. This man in desperation turned to Carlsson for help in 
deciding upon how to relieve his anxious conscience. 
3. Carlsson first made sure of the facts in the case. He 
learned that this man had come to feel that the only way he could 
find peace of conscience was by returning to Sweden, surrendering 
himself to the authorities and accepting the punishment for his 
crimes. This was the advice he had received from two other clergymen. 
Carlsson learned that the first person this man had killed was con-
sidered in Sweden as a death by suicide. The second death for which 
this man was responsible was regarded in Sweden as a death by heart 
attack. This man was particularly upset by the second death which 
had been that of an only son of a prominent family. But in neither 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 427f. 
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case was anyone else blamed or unjustly punished. 
4. Since no one else had suffered for this man's crimes, 
Carlsson considered his going to Sweden and giving himself up to 
the authorities as ill advised. The murders were merciless and 
awful sins but since five years had passed it would only make mat-
ters worse for this man to confess his crime to the authorities and 
the people concerned. The parents, who deeply mourned the loss of 
their only son, would have greater sorrow in knowing that their son's 
death was caused by a merciless person. It could embitter them to 
the injury of their health and well-being. 
Carlsson also held that the forgiveness of sins would not 
come more quickly by suffering punishment under the law for his crim-
inal acts. The only remedy for his feelings of guilt was to seek 
pardon in Christ's atonement, since he could do nothing to make a-
mends for the wrongs he had committed. 
5. Carlsson regarded this sin as equally serious before God 
and men. 
6. Carlsson's last words to him urged the accepting of God's 
forgiveness. 
7. If released from the burden of guilt for past crimes, he 
would gain strength to live as a law-abiding citizen. 
(5) A Job Recommendation 
Two letters written in November, 1862 were addressed to Jonas 
Swensson asking whether or not he could use a hired man for the coming 
1~ 
winter and summer.l 
1. Carlsson was concerned that this man secure work and a 
good place to live. 
2. This man turned to Carlsson who knew his situation and 
would give him a favorable recommendation. 
3. Carlsson spoke of his poverty and misery of body and soul. 
He mentioned the periods of doubt he had endured. He noted his lim-
ited physical strength. He also pointed to his mental normality, 
quietness, orderliness and willingness to serve without regard to pay. 
He believed Swensson would be satisfied with him. 
4. While this man's immediate problem of employment and hous-
ing would be met if Swensson accepted him, Carlsson also felt that 
the spiritual environment of Swensson 1s home would be supportive. 
5. Carlsson expressed God's concern for the whole man, body, 
mind and spirit. 
6. A final word to Svensson about this man's usefulness to 
him. Carlsson desired to keep in touch with him whether or not 
Svensson accepted him. 
7. Employment by Svensson could give this rather shy fellow 
needed confidence to proceed on his own initiative in the future. 
(6) A Disappointing Decision 
Carlsson wrote to Swensson on February 17, 1869 telling of 
the congregation's decision not to provide him with pastoral assistance 
lJonas Svensson Letters, Archives of the Augustana Lutheran Church, 
Rock Island, Illinois. 
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any longer.l 
1. In his discouragement over a parish problem Carlsson turns 
to a brother pastor. 
2. Carlsson and Swensson were of mutual support and encour-
agement to each other. 
3. Carlsson vas left without much needed help. He also found 
that his former assistant blamed him for the termination of his serv-
ices and made no effort to discuss the matter with him. 
4. Carlsson chose to handle this misunderstanding by prayer 
and silence. He saw no value in explaining to one who did not wish 
to have the matter clarified. Carlsson vas sympathetic with him for 
the assistant had also been refused a position elsewhere. 
5. Carlsson evidenced no ill will because of the congre-
gation's decision. He vas more concerned for his former assistant 
than with himself. 
6. The final word was a line about the uncooperativeness 
of one of his church organizations. 
7. Carlsson's relating of a parish disappointment to a 
fellow pastor whom he could unreservedly trust relieved him of some of 
its hurt. It enabled him to carry on in spite of it. 
(7) A Drinking Husband 
It vas customary in Carlsson's congregation to register in 
advance one 1s intention to commune. A man and wife did so after a 
Thursday evening service. Carlsson suspected the man of drinking and 
called at his home. He spoke to him privately regretting his behavior 
and reminded him of his recorded intention to receive the Lord's Supper. 
Carlsson held that going to the saloon and the Lord's Table were con-
trary to each other. The man accepted this fact. Carlsson expressed 
the hope that, if he was serious about giving up drinking, he would 
show it by his attendance at church. 
The following Sunday this man came to church and brought his 
two children to Sunday School in the afternoon. He asked for and 
faithfully read several good books, attended services and prayer meet-
ings regularly and remained sober for nine months. Then he took to 
excessive drinking again. The pastor and members of the Church Council 
called on him, admonishing to sobriety and warning against the conse-
quences of continuous inbibing. He received them cordially and per-
mitted them to read and to pray for him. Frequently after their de-
parture he went on a drinking spree reviling both the pastor and the 
church members. He was then suspended from church membership and could 
not receive communion. He was again admonished to mend his ways for 
three years after which final action by the Church Council as to his 
church membership was to be ta~en. The day he was to appear before the 
Council he came home with a pistol vowing that he would shoot first his 
wife and then himself and thus be free from the Church Council. 
His wife reported his intention to Carlsson before the meeting. 
He counseled her to return home and to remain quiet committing herself 
and her family to God's protecting hands. The man did not attend the 
meeting. The Council unanimously voted to exclude him fron the 
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congregation on the basis of his drinking and ungodly life. After 
this decision Carlsson related the gun incident. Prayer was said 
in his behalf that he might harm no one and be converted. 
The following Sunday, as was the procedure, this action was 
announced at the morning service. Carlsson explained that it had 
been taken with sadness and in prayer. The man was in church and 
returned home disturbed and glum. He abstained from liquor that day 
but soon returned to excessive drinking, left his family, became ill 
and a patient at the county hospital. Members of the Church Council 
who visited patients there each Sunday, met him and found him friendly 
and appreciative. He asked for Pastor Carlsson who visited him several 
times. He was friendly and penitent, received the Lord's SUpper and 
a few days later died peacefully.l 
1. The pastor sought to help this parishioner. His visit to 
his home informing him that he could not attend communion was done 
with kindness and pastoral concern. Carlsson viewed him as a person 
of worth before God and men. He hoped the suspending and excluding 
action of the congregation would awaken him to repentance. Each sub-
sequent contact was viewed as a potential opportunity for him to turn 
to God. 
2. This man respected his pastor. He accepted the rightness 
of his being excluded from communion. He tried to abstain, succeeded 
for a time but then slipped back into the old habit. The constant 
advice of his church to abstain fro~ alcohol stirred up resentment 
as seen by his threat to kill himself and his wife and his frequent 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 422-425. 
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episodes of heavy drinking after being advised by church people. The 
pastor and the Church Council did not explore the deeper causes for 
his alcoholism but their sustained interest in him never completely 
cut him off from their influence. 
3. The analysis of his situation began with a restriction 
followed by suspension and exclusion from the church. This was the 
accepted order for church discipline. It did not consider other fac-
tors such as his attitudes toward family, work and church. An evil, 
alcohol, was attacked and dealt with but in the process the whole 
person, attitudes, feelings and relationships, became secondary. 
Fortunately, pastor and people were given the opportunity to renew 
contact with him. 
4. The way suggested to meet the problem was both decisive 
and difficult, to stop drinking and to turn to God in repentance. 
5. Carlsson was God's spokesman, the declarer of the law's 
judgment upon those who drank excessively, but also the embodiment 
of mercy, forgiveness and hope to every penitent soul. 
6. Every decisive step in the discipline of this man was 
taken within the framework of prayerful concern. This, rather than 
the action taken, made it possible for him to accept the forgiveness 
of God. 
7. Carlsson 1s attempts to help the parishioner to overcome 
the habit of compulsive drinking failed. He was repeatedly reminded 
of how contrary his drinking was to the faith and life of the church. 
This caused frequent relapses into defiance of the discipline of the 
church. The pastor did help him to know that God cared for him and 
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awaited his restoration into His fellowship. 
(8) Accepting Forgiveness 
A woman thirty years old came to Carlsson in despair about 
her sins.1 
1. Carlsson accepted her request for help counseling her to 
claim the forgiveness of God. When she did not do so and became vagua 
and elusive about her sins, he pointed out that until she was 'Willing 
to face honestly her sins he could not help her. He then terminated 
the relationship. Later when ill she sent for him. He again con-
fronted her to make confession of sin and she responded affirmatively. 
2. She sought Carlsson's counsel in the hope that he could 
be helpful without probing deeply into her life. Her withholding of 
information about her past sins gave her no release. After the ter-
mination of counseling she requested his prayers. When ill she 
seemed more ready and willing to accept his counsel. 
3. Carlsson suggested two possible causes for her troubled 
state. Either she had a troubling sin she was unwilling to surrender 
or a sin of conscience she was unwilling to confess. 
4. Carlsson agreed to pray for her if she herself was willing 
to pray. He felt that both of them should ask God for the grace of a 
full repentance and acceptance of forgiveness. 
5. Carlsson believed in forgiveness on the authority of 
Scriptural promises. In visiting her when ill he asked her if she 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 42lf. 
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believed them. When she replied affirmatively he absolved her from 
her sins in Christ's name. In making this more real to her he used 
the laying on of hands. 
6. The termination of the counseling relationship indicated 
that an impasse had been reached. It prepared the way for her to 
resume the relationship when she was ready and willing. 
7. Carlsson helped her to be honest with herself and also 
with him. This contributed to her personality growth for it demanded 
of her sincerity before God and man which alone could release from the 
despair of her sins. 
iv. Implications for Pastoral Care from 
Cases and Letters of Counsel 
The selected letters and cases demonstrate characteristics 
of Carlsson as a counselor to individuals. These are summarized under 
seven headings representing the seven-point framework of evaluation. 
(1) Pastor's Attitude 
Carlsson's genuine love for people made him responsive to 
every indication of human need. He expected openness and honesty 
from his counselees. He terminated counseling where this was lack-
ing. He resumed it where new forthrightness was in evidence. He 
regarded the cooperation of the counselee in revealing and explain-
ing all aspects of his problem as absolutely essential for effective 
pastoral care. 
Carlsson regarded himself as the shepherd of all his people. 
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He responded to every request for pastoral services. He sought to 
minister to each person's present need. Carlsson's faith in God's 
ability to change human behavior, however unresponsive in the past, 
made his ministry effective with many who had previously refused to 
counsel. 
Carlsson viewed the basic needs of food, housing, work and 
health as pastoral concerns. Where they were wanting he and his con-
gregation sought to meet them. 
Carlsson in counseling took into account the practical and 
social consequences of the counselee's action. The individual was 
to view his behavior as it touched the lives of others as well as 
his own. 
Carlsson gave himself unsparingly in pastoral support of 
the sorrowing, depressed and guilt ridden. He enlisted the prayers 
and personal visits of church members to assist him in this ministry. 
(2) Parishioner's Attitude 
People saw Carlsson as the friend of man. He gave to them 
the impression that all Who desired pastoral counsel should have the 
opportunity. Consequently, parishioners readily sought his advice. 
Carlsson's personable and positive attitude drew many into 
a counseling relationship. Individuals who knew him expected to 
face directly their problems. They anticipated advice that would be 
helpful and hopeful. They respected his consistency of action and 
strict adherence to religious principles. They accepted his emphasis 
upon responsive action. 
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The parishioner felt himself to be the focus of attention in 
the counseling relationship. The parishioner's need dominated the 
interview. Many unwilling or unready to take Carlsson's advice 
still wished to maintain contact ~th him, requesting his interces-
sory prayers. 
(3) The Analysis of Problems 
Carlsson's analysis of problems was thorough and factual. 
He asked for all the information about the problem from the counselee 
and sought additional facts when needed. Having fully viewed the 
problem with the help of all available information, Carlsson made 
his recommendation. 
Carlsson's counseling experiences in Sweden and America were 
extensive. He was a man of independent thought and action. He 
respected the judgments of others, but made his own carefUlly formed. 
and practically applied decisions. 
Church discipline called for strict and severe action. Here 
his analysis was just and tempered with consideration for the individ-
ual's primary need of God. It was also related to the community in 
which the individual worked, lived and worshipped. 
(4) The Solution of Problems 
The remedy for personal problems lay in turning to God as an 
unworthy sinner, accepting Divine forgiveness and being found in the 
fellowship of the redeemed, the church. However, Carlsson conceived 
of this as a continuing relationship of interest and effort on the 
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part of the counselee as well as the pastor. Without a willingness 
to receive and to act upon the advice of the pastor, the counseling 
relationship could be of only temporary value. The wholehearted 
acceptance of the pastor's advice was the first step toward the so-
lution or the parishioner's problem. 
Carlsson was in touch with the agencies and groups in Chicago 
who could provide the material aid often requested of him. Here he 
demonstrated the effective working together of various groups and 
disciplines in meeting human needs. 
Carlsson accepted the insolubility of some problems. These 
were to be born with patience and courage. Others would be helped 
by silence. Unfounded accusations were to be accepted without rebuke. 
The needs of bereaved peoples Carlsson met by stress upon the 
eternal spiritual realities. 
(5) ~e Pastor as God's Spokesman 
Carlsson upheld the authority of the Word for faith and action. 
He encouraged the counselee to experience peace of mind by accepting 
God's forgiveness. To those who sincerely repented he declared abso-
lution from their sins. Sometimes he employed the laying on of hands 
in declaring forgiveness to those ill. These were means whereby the 
parishioner was assured of God's pardon. 
(6) The Termination of the Interview 
Carlsson concluded many interviews by warning against the 
subtlety of human habit patterns. He suggested ways to persevere in 
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the faith, particularly, through the devotional life of the family. 
Carlsson's final words often summarized his counsel. Some-
times he made arrangements for or recommendations concerning further 
interviews. Carlsson left the impression that all who had responded 
to his counsel and needed further advice were welcome to return. 
(7) Values of the Counseling Relationship 
Carlsson's insistence upon sincerity and objectivity in the 
consideration of man's predicament served to further the accuracy 
of analysis. It provided the opportunity for the release from inner 
tensions and the receiving of spiritual resources for personality 
growth. 
Carlsson sought to guide his parishioners to manage their 
life in dependence upon God alone. This was experienced by turning 
to God for pardon, by participating in the life of the congregation 
and by acting in accord with Christian principles. 
Carlsson consoled those broken by grief and shaken by trials 
by affirming God's purposes in all human events. There was mystery 
but meaning in tragedy. 
Carlsson 1s counsel asked the individual to view life as lived 
in all its complex relationships. This included his attitudes and 
behavior as a member of the secular as well as the religious community. 
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V. JONAS SWINSSON 
This chapter will consider the individual faith and practice 
of pastoral care in Jonas Swensson. This faith had its roots in a 
Christian home. It was nurtured by church and school. It was ful-
filled in preparation for and ordination into the holy ministry. 
Swensson 's twenty-two years as a parish pastor, the last fifteen in 
America, will give evidence of his concern for individuals through 
preaching, teaching and counseling. Two published pastoral messages 
to former congregants in Sweden will be examined within the applied 
framework of evaluation. (see pages 24-26) Two available letter 
collections will be classified according to the kinds of people ad-
dressed and the kinds of problems presented. This will provide the 
primary data for examining the nature of his pastoral care to in-
dividuals. 
1. Early Years 
i. Family and Youth 
Jonas Svensson was born in ~thult parish in the diocese of 
Vi:ixi.lS, August 16, 1828. His father, Sven Manson, was a church warden. 
His mother, Katherine Johnsdotter, vas an aunt of Bishop Martin 
Johansson of Hernosand.l Jonas valued his serious Christian upbringing. 
lolson, ~ Augustana Lutheran Church in Alnerica, .J.&2-~, 
~· ~., p. 218. 
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He spoke in later life of the influence of his mother's advice and 
prayers during his growing years. Her pious seriousness he retained 
throughout his life.l 
Jonas desired to study for the ministry from the time he was 
a small child but the death of his father when he was nine years old 
made such a hope seem impossible. His mother was left with seven 
children and no resources to keep Jonas in school. 
Jonas was deeply moved by his pastor's confirmation talk on, 
"Simon, do you love me?tt2 However, the two years that followed found 
Jonas careless and indifferent in his behavior but suffering pangs of 
conscience because of it. He became an apprentice learning the 
blacksmith's trade. For a time he showed ability and interest. for 
this vocation. Suddenly in the fall of 1845 he decided to become a 
school teacher but this interest was also short lived.3 
ii. The Decision to Become a Minister 
Early in 1846 Jonas attended a teacher's training school in 
Vaxi~. Here the desire to prepare for the ministry was renewed but 
it met with no encouragement. His pastor, Joseph Bexell, advised 
against it because he was already eighteen years old and without 
financial resources. Bexell counseled that he pray to know God's 
will in the matter. 
The six weeks that followed proved to be an intensive period. 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 187f. 2John 2lzl5. 
3E. Norelius, "Pastor Jonas Swensson's Lefwerne och Werksamhet, 11 
Augustana, I, (No. 20, 1874), p. 483. 
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of soul struggle. He was fearful of becoming a minister because he 
felt that condemnation for unfaithfUlness in this calling would be 
unbearable. Peace of soul came only with the determination to preach.l 
According to his diary, the decision was made on June 7, 1846 and on 
July 8, he began his studies under the tutelage of Pastor Bexell.2 
iii. Preparing for Ordination 
The five years of study that preceded his ordination continued 
to be a time of trial.3 He had a clear understanding of his goal in 
life. He was exceedingly systematic in all his work. He labored so 
intensively during his student years that his health was undermined 
for his notebook indicates that he never enjoyed robust health.4 
Svensson still felt a need for an inner change of spirit. 
This came early in 1847 during the time that he studied under the 
Assistant Pastor in Bredaryd. His conscience was troubled by the power 
of his own carnal nature. He shed tears amid cries of anguish. He 
recalled wasted opportunities, spurned admonitions and spiritual 
defeats. He was determined to forsake sin but found that it ruled 
his heart. This turmoil continued for some three months until he came 
to find peace toward the end of March.5 He had advanced in his studies 
llli51. ' pp. 484f. 
2Evald B. Lawson, "Two Primary Sources for a Study of the Life of 
Jonas Svensson," Augustana Historical Society Publications, XVIII, 
(1957}, (Augustana Historical Society, Rock Island, Illinois; Augustana 
Book Concern, 1957), p. 9. 
3Norelius, .2J2• ,ill., p. 189. 4.Lawson, _sm. ill·, p. 8. 
5Ibid., pp. 15f. 
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very slowly. The encouragement of Christian friends, notably that of 
Arvid Zachrisson, an older hired man, helped him to find peace as a 
humble sinner in claiming God's forgiving grace in Chr.i.st.l He leftt 
Bredaryd late in April having finished his studies there. He spent 
the summer reading at home. He described it as a happy experience: 
with outward quietness and the encouragement ofPastor Bexell and 
friends. 
In the fall Swensson enrolled in Jonkoping School where 
Rector Fileen offered him help if needed. Jonas finished second in 
a class of six students of Latin and Greek. Twice during the year he 
served as tutor to two boys.2 In the fall of 1848 he entered Vaxio 
gymnasium or college where he spent two years, passing his student 
examinations on September 24, 1850. His pastoral examinations were 
completed at Uppsala on June 17, 1851. 
His school days were not without their trials. In May 1849 
he was both ill with rheumatism and spiritually tempted. His spiritual 
moods changed from one extreme to the other. He placed a great deal 
of importance upon his feelings in measuring his spiritual life. 
This focus upon himself often hindered a confidence of faith.3 
He returned home to Snollebo in June 1851 glad to have finished 
his studies, gratefUl for loans and gifts of friends and thankfUl for 
God's guidance and faithfUlness. He spoke of his greatest spiritual 
weakness while at Uppsala as being the temptation to neglect the Word 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 190f. 2tawson, ~. ~., p. 10. 
3Norelius, ~· ill·, p. 192. 
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and prayer for his studies and idle diversions.l 
Jonas Swensson was ordained on October 8, 1851 in the cathedral 
church in V8xio. He became assistant to Pastor Andren in the parishes 
of Unnaaryd and Jolluntofta where he was to serve for four and one 
half years before coming to America. 
2. A Pastorate in Sweden 
Swensson began his pastoral ministry on October 11. He 
prayed, '"grant me also some who allow themselves to be led to Thee."'2 
His first sick call disturbed him for it seemed impossible to minister 
spiritually to the ill person whose faith seemed dead. Svensson was 
faithful in calling upon the sick, dying and bereaved. He encouraged 
attendance at Communion and stressed the importance of catechetical 
reviews held in the homes of his people.3 He regarded the office of 
pastor as a serious and holy calling. 
Sllensson was strict with his own spiritual life examining 
thoroughly the basis of his faith. He feared a superficial, hypo-
critical and deceitful Christianity. This self-analysis stemmed from 
his own personal experiences of self-condemnation, conflict with temp-
tations and the endurance of trials. He viewed the so-called new 
evangelism critically because of the lack of Christian behavior in 
many who claimed to be children of God. 
1Lawson, ~· ~., pp. 18f. 2lli51.' p. 20. 
3carl A. Evald, 11Pastorn och Synodalpresidenten Jonas Svensson," 
Minnes-AlQym i Qig och Bild utgifvet AY FOrsta Sven5ka Eyangelisk-
Luthersl&a FOrsamlingen i Jamestown, lfmi ..Im, ~-.J.2.Q1, (Rock Island, 
Illinois: Augustana Book Concern Tryckeri, 1907), p. 49. 
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There were those who were awakened through his preaching. 
Many from outlying regions came to hear him and he held Bible expo-
sitions in several places. He carried on an extensive correspondence 
with those in spiritual need. He regarded his ministry to people as 
one of serving his fellow men in love. Hearing and obeying God's 
Word was essential no matter who proclaimed it.l 
Svensson's diary records several significant events during 
1853. He felt an unusual power to admonish to repentance in a Bible 
study held on January 6. At the close of the meeting three individuals 
remained, weeping audibly. Svensson did not know them but was re-
quested to speak with them. He gave to them words of encouragement 
and they seemed deeply moved. 
The veek of January 22 Svensson described as one filled with 
strife. He spoke of his own impatience, his desire to quit the min-
istry and his wish to be dead. He was certain of God's call but dis-
appointed by his parishioners most of whom he felt 11have never pro-
~sed beyond feelings and awakenings and have not come to a true 
life." Because they considered themselves true Christians they would 
not accept rebuke considering Svensson's admonitions too severe. 
Svensson vas in anguish about this matter for those whom he counted 
as friends turned against him. He also felt that God forced him to 
this testing in order to prove and to temper his own faith.2 
Once Svensson was visited by people who needed comfort but, 
according to him, were not sufficiently penitent to receive it. He 
felt powerless to speak to them. That same evening he vas visited by 
lNorelius, _sm. ill·, pp. 195f. 2Lawson, _sm. ill·, pp. 20f. 
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a person who also needed comfort and was open to receive it. Swensson 
felt that in spite of his own spiritual darkness at the time, the Lord 
enabled him to speak comfort to this lady. She was uplifted and SWensson 
also empowered for the moment. Another person who had shown interest. 
in the Christian faith was afflicted with spiritual pride and rejected 
Swensson's advice and became bitter and hostile to him. This response 
was difficult for him to accept. 
Swensson complained on February 7 of a hurtful cough which 
was diagnosed as consumption. He expected and wanted to die. He 
worried about his debts and blamed himself for his illness. By Feb-
ruary 9, the care of the people with whom he lived and his reading of 
Muller's "Vederkvickelsestunderll (Times of Refreshing) resulted ina 
marked improvement in his health.l He felt weak but continued to preach 
and to hold Bible expositions. On May 3, he noted a return to phys-
ical strength with a hearty appetite and relaxed sleep. He regarded 
this illness as necessary to learn complete reliance upon the Lord. 
He regarded the intercessions of faithfUl Christians as the cause of 
his restoration to health.2 But his spiritual anxieties continued. 
At times he felt that being a child of God was only his imagination.3 
Swensson's New Year's prayer in 1855 was to be led by God to 
strengthen and to guide his people. He felt the year would be one of 
great strife. Sunday, February 4, he believed would be his last. He 
conducted three funerals, felt faint while baptizing an infant and strug-
gled through the liturgical service to the place where the Apostle's Creed 
lNorelius, ~· ~., pp. 198f. 
3Norelius, ~· ~., p. 199. 
2Lawson, .Qll. ill·, p. 22. 
is said. Since his superior, the senior pastor was preaching, he left 
the church at this point and went home and to bed for two weeks suf-
faring with a high fever. He asked God to deliver him from this earth 
to be with Him. Twice during this illness he was troubled by the fear 
of being outside of God's grace. Through it all he came to know the 
all-sufficiency of Jesus.l On Sunday evening the 18th he was still 
weak but felt he would get well again. This he regarded as a miracle. 
While he still desired to die he was now willing to remain and to fight 
for the faith. 2 He returned to the active ministry on April 1.3 
He was feeble in body but confident in God's love.4 
In retrospect Swensson considered his parish ministry in 
Sweden as one in which he was encouraged by a few who were drawn to 
God and showed promise of spiritual stability and growth. But the 
majority were hard and unyielding, self-righteous, cold and lax in 
their behavior. However, his ministry had a profound influence upon 
many in Unnaryd where his memory still lives on in local legend.5 
3. The Call and Journey to America 
It was on May 12, 1855 that Swensson read in the religious 
journal "Vaktaren," that a congregation was calling him to America. 
lLawson, ~· ~., pp. 23f. 
2Norelius, 4Ygustana, I, (No. 24, 1874), op. cit., p. 581. 
3tawson, ~· ill·, p. 25. 
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4Evald B. Lawson, "Some Jonas Swensson Items, 11 ~ Augustana Quarterly, 
XIV, (April 1935), No. 2, p. 160. 
5Interview with the Rev. Dr. Evald B. Lawson, President of Upsala 
College, East Orange, New Jersey, March 6, 1961. Dr. Lawson has visited 
Unnaryd and corresponded with those who knew Swensson in Sweden. 
At first he believed no call would come and if it did he was determined 
to decline the same.l On June 24 he received the call in a letter from 
Dr. Peter Fjellstedt. Swensson experienced much inner conflict about 
it. The difficulties connected with its acceptance frightened him. 
He was sick and in debt, two factors that plagued him off and on 
throughout his life. But he found no peace within until by August 1, 
he became assured that it was God's work for him. The decision was 
made in personal prayer. Later in August he was encouraged in his 
decision in talking with Fjellstedt who promised him a loan if needed 
to cover the expenses of travel. On October 13, he accepted the call} 
Swensson married Maria Johansdotter Blixt on }~rch 29, 1856. 
He preached his farewell sermon on April 6 in Unnaryd. The church 
was crowded and the generous collections received together with of-
ferings in other churches where Swensson was well known, freed his 
mind from immediate financial concerns. 3 He boarded the 11Minona 11 in 
Gothenburg on May 1, arriving in New York City on July 5. 
Most of the one hundred and thirty immigrants aboard were 
on their way to Minnesota. Swensson conducted morning and evening 
prayer and divine services for them.4 He wrote to Carlsson in Chicago 
asking him to do what he could for these people when they passed 
through. He also inquired of Carlsson as to the use of the church 
lNorelius, Augustana, II, (No. 8, 1875), ~. ~., pp. 170f. 
2Lawson, "Two Primary Sources for a Study of the Life of Jonas 
Swensson, II J2,12. ru., pp. 26-29. 
~orelius, ~· ill., pp. 207f. 
4Lawson, 11Some Jonas Swensson Items, 11 ,SW. ill., p. 163. 
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handbook, catechism, hymnbook and his own means of support in America.l 
4. Pastor in Chandlers Valley and Jamestown 
The first two years of Swensson's ministry in America were 
spent in the Swedish communities of Chandlers Valley, Pennsylvania 
and Jamestown, New York. The original intention was that he would 
become assistant to Erland Carlsson in Chicago but at this time there 
was a greater need for an ordained Swedish Lutheran pastor in the East. 
i. The Swedish Lutheran Settlements 
The first Lutheran service in Chandlers Valley was conducted 
by a school teacher adventurer from Sweden, }~. B. G. P. Bergenlund, 
in the summer of 1853.2 He obtained a preaching license from Hasselquist 
because of the shortage of ministers. He left the East for the Middle 
West very abruptly two years later. The unrest created by his behavior 
coupled with the opposition of other Swedish religious groups made the 
situation in Chandlers Valley and Jamestown one of dissension, dis-
organization and unrest. 
Adjacent to Chandlers Valley was Sugar Grove where a church 
was built, twenty-five acres of land purchased and a small log parsonage 
erected in 1855~ The parish had no pastor visiting them for eighteen 
months before Svensson 1s arrival. A strong appeal in 11Hemlandet, 11 the 
pioneer's church paper, was for a pastor for this area. Svensson came 
lEvald B. Lawson, Jonas SWensson, fj.oneer Churchman, Notes on the 
Occasion of an Approaching Centennial, (1956), p. 5. 
2olson, .s;m. ill., p. 216. 
partly in response to this need. 
ii. First Impressions of America 
Jonas Svensson, his wife and sister-in-law arrived in Jamestown 
on July 9, staying as guests of the Swedish Methodist minister, J. 
Bredberg. They arrived in Sugar Grove on July 11, staying at the home 
of member Anders Peter Hjelm since the parsonage was rented out.l The 
Swenssons were well received and Jonas remarked at the beauty of the 
countryside. But inwardly Swensson struggled with the question, 1 11Wby 
should I have come here?"' 
Svensson's first sermon and Bible study was held on Sunday, 
July 13, in Sugar Grove church. He enjoyed conducting both but felt 
lonely for the Christian friends in the homeland. He noted that the 
freedom of America made many of its church members overly independent 
and vain so that God's message could not touch them. The future looked 
dark to him. His despondency increased so that a week later he felt 
that he could have been more useful if he had remained in Sweden.2 
However, the conviction remained that God had called him to this place 
of labor. 
July 26 marked the day of the organization into one church of 
the people living in the various communities of Chandlers Valley and 
Jamestown. Swensson prepared a constitution and the congregation 
lEvald B. Lawson "The Old Church in the Valley, 11 .lJ:w jrugustana 
QuarterlY, XX, (l94ll, No. 4, p. 325. 
2tawson, "Two Primary Sources for a Study of the Life of Jonas 
Svensson," _sm. ill·, p. 31. 
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accepted it.l The church in Chandlers Valley was named 11 the Hessel 
Valley" church because of pioneers who came from Hellesby in Sm%land, 
Sweden. Svensson conducted his first service in Jamestown on August 13.2 
iii. A Ministr,y of Transition 
Svensson's ministry in the East was to a poor pioneer community 
that had been disillusioned by the irresponsible Bergenlund and be-
'Wildered by proselytizing Protestants. The Swedish Lutherans were 
confused and contentious. They severely tried his patience. Swensson 
was by nature and training in Sweden an orderly churchman and accus-
tomed to large audiences. Here he found disorder and small numbers 
at services.3 Despite feelings of hopelessness his pastoral concern 
for people helped him to continue to bear with them. 
Swensson built a sound and churchly fellowship and some of 
the bickering and strife subsided. In the process he became increas-
ingly adapted to American pioneer church life. He firmed up the faith 
of believers and laid a solid foundation for both congregations. He 
provided a much needed transition from a loose Lutheranism to a strict 
and confessional faith. 
Being the only Swedish Lutheran pastor in the East, Swensson 
derived great encouragement in visiting with his brethren at church 
meetings, particularly 'With 0. C. T. Andrtn and Erland Carlsson. 
1 Lawson, "The Old Church in the Valley, II sm. ill- , p. 326 • 
2Norelius, .212· w., p. 210. 
3Norelius, Augustana, ~· ill., II, (No. 9, 1875), p. 195. 
Swensson remained quiet but alert to the goings on at his first 
Conference meeting. He noted the stability, knowledge and humility 
/ 
of Carlsson and Andren. He felt Hasselquist was superficial, indefinite 
and disorderly. Hokanson was zealous but leaned toward hyper-evangel-
ism. Swensson also attended the meeting of the Synod of Northern 
Illinois where he noted the doctrinal looseness of the American 
Lutherans.l 
Upon returning to the East he found a resurgence of confusion 
and strife among his people so that he felt it was doubtful that any-
thing could be accomplished among them. There seemed to be no real 
desire for the things of God. In a letter to Erland Carlsson dated 
October 27, he said that except for the inner assurance that God had 
called him here he would return to Sweden. He regarded Carlsson as a 
father in the faith.2 But Swensson concluded the year with gratitude to 
God for His preserving grace.3 
The yea~l857 and 1858 were filled with both encouragements 
and discouragements. In July and August of 1857 he was so depressed 
by divisions and bickerings that he was ready to resign. But when a 
call came the following month to become Carlsson's assistant he de-
clined it for he felt he was needed where he was. Toward the end of 
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the year he spoke of several who responded to his preaching in Jamestown. 
He was encouraged in speaking to spiritually concerned individuals. 
ltawson, "Two Primary Sources for a Study of the Life of Jonas 
Swensson," .2:12· JCU., pp. 32f. 
2Lawson, "Some Jonas Swensson Items," .2]2. ill·, pp. 169f. 
3tawson, "Two Primary Sources for a Study of the Life of Jonas 
Swensson," .2:12· ill·, p. 34. 
Svensson vas called to become pastor in Andover, Illinois on 
May 23, accepting the call on August 16. Svensson almost changed 
this decision when he thought of these people being left without a 
spiritual leader.1 His farewell sermon in Sugar Grove vas on August 
29 and in Jamestown on September 5. He departed for Andover on 
September 6 and did not return to the East until in November 1870. 
5. Pastor in the Andover Community 
During the pastoral vacancy preceding Swensson's coming to 
Andover the congregation vas split into opposing factions. Bergenlund 
had also served there before him. Some considered themselves true 
Christians as over against others regarded as unbelievers.2 0. C. T. 
Andren, who came to Moline in 1856, served as vice-pastor. Several 
' 
pastors called from Sweden declined. It was upon the advice of Erland 
Carlsson that a call was extended to Jonas Swensson. 
The Andover congregation which Esbjorn organized in 1850 with 
ten members had four hundred communicant members (confirmed, usually 
fourteen years and older) at the coming of Svensson. His wise leader-
ship and powerful preaching stabilized the congregation.3 These were 
years of great expansion and growth. In 1867 the new church vas 
completed. During his last year in Andover, the membership had grown 
to 1,855 baptized members of which 951 were confirmed. Svensson also 
1~., pp. 35f. 
2olof Olsson and Carl A. Swensson, utg. 11Svenska Evangeliska Luther-
ska Forsamlingen i Andover och dess Historia," Korsbaneret, Ktistlig 
Kalen4er ~ ~' (Chicago: Enander och Bohman Forlag, 1879), p. 72. 
30lson, ~· ~., pp. 137f. 
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served surrounding communities. 
i. Preaching 
Svensson's preaching gave the impression that he had one 
purpose in mind, namely, "concern for the salvation of souls, to lead 
them from sin and satan to Jesus, on the way of sanctification."l 
His sermons reflected his acquaintance with the Lutheran classics and 
the old pietism of his homeland.2 It had something of the orderly 
churchliness of Henrik Schartau. Swensson had been touched by the 
rigorous simplicity of proclamation, seriousness and quietness of life. 
fostered by Jacob Hoof in Svenljunga.3 His sermons were confident, 
instructive, earnest and rich in spiritual experiences.4 
Swensson was anxious and restless before delivering his 
sermons. But once he had begun to preach he did so with fearlessness 
and ease. He spoke rapidly, in a high trumpeting voice, with dignity 
and often for two, three or more hours. He declared spiritual truth 
with little appeal to the emotions. His themes were developed simply. 
It took a while to come to like his preaching but the more one listened 
the more one desired to hear him again.5 
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Svensson regarded his pulpit ministry as a Divinely given 
opportunity to awaken, to challenge, to nurture and to uplift his people. 
But he followed up this ministry with instruction and counseling. 
lolsson and Svensson,~· ru., p. 75. 2Norelius, ~·ill., pp. 217f. 
3tawson,~. ill. (interview) 4nolmquist, ~· ill·, pp. 39f. 
5olsson and Svensson, ~· ru., pp. 73f. 
ii. Catechizing 
Swensson was particularly thorough in the instruction o£ youth 
in preparation £or con£irmation. He used Luther's Small Catechism and 
a Bible History as his texts. On Con£irmation Sunday he addressed the 
class and then questioned them orally as to their knowledge and under-
standing o£ the Christian £aith. Swensson considered this oral review 
a natural dialog wherein the truths o£ the £aith were talked about 
simply and £orthrightly as understood by the con£irmands.l 
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Soon a£ter coming to Andover Swensson revived the annual question-
ing periods held in the homes o£ his parishioners. These were considered 
both in£ormative and inspiring. At such gatherings a whole a£ternoon 
would be devoted to a review of Luther's Small Catechism. 
Swensson made valued contributions to the Explanations of 
Luther's Catechism preparing the text for the catechism approved by the 
church in 1867.2 
iii. The Lord's Supper 
Swensson followed the Swedish Lutheran handbook in administering 
the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper. His emphasis was 
upon sincerity and readiness for holy communion. 
The constitution adopted at the organizational meeting of the 
Chandlers Valley and Jamestown congregations required that all who 
wished to receive holy communion were to consult with the pastor in 
lni!l.' pp. 79f. 2olson, ~. ~., p. 220. 
advance. This gave opportunity for pastoral exhortation and warning.l 
Swensson in Andover followed the practice established by 
Esbjorn in 1849 which was to examine the spiritual intent of each 
person through private consultation previous to attending the Lord's 
Supper.2 The indifferent were exhorted to repent, the careless to 
abstain for a time and those guilty of moral irregularities were 
banned by the Church Council unti~ they repented and changed their 
behavior. 
i v. Other Religious Concerns 
Swensson had a continual concern for those in need. The 
Augustana Synod resolved in 1867 to obtain land for an orphanage. 
Jonas Svensson secured a building in Berlin (later called Swedona) 
where he also was pastor, and the following year a children's home 
was begun with fifteen orphans. In 1870 Svensson purchased a one 
hundred and sixty acre farm in Andover for this home. It was moved 
to this farm in 1871.3 Thus he was instrumental in establishing 
care to dependent children. 
Swensson served the Augustana Synod well. He deplored dis-
sension and looseness of doctrine.4 When he spoke he expressed himself 
clearly and suggested steps which he felt were needed to meet the matter 
ltawson, "Some Jonas Svensson Items," ,2]2. ill., p. 174. 
2Norelius, .2]2. ~., pp. 132f. 
3olson, ~ Augustana Lutheran Church in ,America ~-.JaJ.Q, 
.2]2. ill-' p. 86. 
4Ibid., pp. 37f. 
in question. His alertness, impartiality and orderliness made him 
an effective secretary of the Synod for several years. 
When Hasselquist visited Sweden in 1870, Swensson was elected 
president of the Synod. He did not seek the office.l He carried out 
his responsibilities in an impartial and systematic manner. He was 
conscientious about his correspondence. He regretted his inability 
to visit the various congregations within the Synod because of parish 
duties and family illness. 
Swensson's presidential reports reflect his strong concern 
for the individual's spiritual welfare. In 1S71 he noted the in-
creased practice of church discipline and regarded this as good if 
exercised in a Christian spirit and as an expression of a congregation's 
spiritual consciousness. He believed that increased private consul-
tations with the pastor could further the spiritual life and growth 
of both pastor and congregation. He deplored unbelief, worldliness 
and dissension within the congregations.2 In his 1S72 report he 
called upon his fellow ministers to exemplifY a God-inspired honesty 
that resulted in exactness of action in fulfilling the pastoral call-
ing.3 He held that the confidence between pastor and people was built 
by a steady, humble striving to be a Christian servant.4 
lLawson, ~. ~. (interview) 
2frotokol, (Skandinaviska Evangeliska Lutherska Augustana Synodens 
Moten, Clinton, Wisconsin, June 5-11, 1860) (Rock Island, Illinois: 
Augustana Book Concern Tryckeri, 1917), Andover, Illinois, June 15-22, 
1870, pp. 8f. 
3~., Chisago Lake, Minnesota, June 8-18, 1871, p. 9. 
4l!Wl.' p. 12. 
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6. Home Life in America 
Jonas Svensson was devoted to his family. His wife became ill 
in 1860 and continued in poor health for the rest of her life. Her 
continuing ill health caused him personal struggle in keeping the 
faith.l Svensson also knew the grief of losing a son who died at 
the age of three after a three month illness.2 
Slrlensson was in good health when he came to America. But the 
endless tasks of a pioneer community with its difficult travel in all 
kinds of weather drained his strength. The last years found him 
troubled by gout and violent convulsions.3 He spoke calmly and 
acceptingly about it. The seizures passed quickly. He resumed his 
active life without an extended illness. No one thought his ailment 
to be of a serious nature. But it finally resulted in a prolonged 
illness and his death on December 20, 1873. 
Norelius upon first meeting Svensson was impressed by his 
manliness and sincerity. He was honest and unpretentious. He was 
sensitive to human need, patient with the sinner, strict in upholding 
believed principles but always fair.4 Among large groups he was quiet 
but in smaller circles of friends he was communicative and interesting 
and even ready to lead the conversation. He was polite to all but 
ltetter of December 4, 1869 to Norelius. Augustana Seminary 
Archives, Rock Island, Illinois. 
2Letter of August 4, 1865 to Norelius. Augustana Seminary 
Archives, Rock Island, Illinois. 
3olson, ~ Augustana Lutheran Church j.n Alnerica, ~-~, 
.Q.p. ill·' p. 220. 
4Norelius, Augustana, ~· cit., Vol. II, (No. 17, 1875), p. 391. 
slow to become intimate with people. 
Svensson was at times religious to a fault. His faith and 
zeal took so much out of him that he found himself physically ex-
hausted.l Most of the time he drove himself from dawn to midnight. 
His exactness of churchmanship, sense of responsibility in shepherding 
his people and melancholic spirit combined to make his pastoral task 
difficult if not impossible to achieve to his own satisfaction. 
7. A Pastor to People in Need 
Jonas Svensson regarded pastoral counseling as the outgrowth 
of his preaching and teaching ministry. When he noted that God's Word 
had made an impact upon an individual, causing anxiety over sin and 
longing for salvation, he sought out such a one and pointed him to 
God's Way. 
Some anxious ones who had much to say about their spiritual 
experiences Svensson turned away with short and rejecting words. 
He was keen to sense an immature, hypocritical or false faith. He 
refused to counsel with such until they were ready to respond with 
sincerity. He felt certain they would return if in earnest about 
their problems. 
Svensson exhorted the sincere to move forward in Christian 
experience. This meant to be guided by God's Spirit beyond being 
awakened to a full experience of forgiveness and faith in Jesus. The 
new life in God was nurtured by prayer and the use of the Bible. 
Svensson would empathize with and for those struggling with evil 
lLawson, ~. W• (interview) 
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by falling on his knees with them and crying to God for help. 1 
Swensson was untiringly faithfUl in visiting the sick. Here 
his own depth of spiritual experience, clarity of understanding, 
knowledge of human nature and identification with anxious persons 
made his ministry effective.2 
i. Writings and Letters 
There are no known recorded cases of Swensson's counseling 
with individuals. A knowledge of his pastoral care will be derived 
from two letters of exhortation addressed to his former parishioners 
in Sweden. The first, 11Nagra Uppmanningsord till Salighet Bekymrade 
Sjalar, 11 (Some Words of Encouragement to Souls Concerned About Sal-
vation) was written in 1854 and published in 1858. The second, "Brev 
i Andeliga Amnen 11 (Letters in Spiritual Subjects) was written from 
Andover, Illinois in 1859 and published in Sweden in 1862. 
The other record of Swensson 1s pastoral care to individuals 
is the Swensson letter collection supplemented by letters from the 
Evald B. Lawson collection. Fifty-six letters from the Swensson 
collection are concerned with human needs. Three are Swensson's 
replies while fifty-three are letters addressed to Swensson. The 
Lawson collection has eight letters written to Swensson. 
Except for Fjellstedt 1s letter to Swensson in 1855, all others 
were written during his ministry in America, 1856-1873. The dated 
letters include every year except 1864. The year 1868 has one letter, 
lLawson, "Some Jonas Swensson Items," .5ll.l· ill., p. 177. 
2Norelius, .52J2_. ill·, pp. 218f. 
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all other years two to six letters each. Four letters were undated. 
ii. The collections of Correspondence 
Table 4, page 220, groups the sixty-four letters from the 
Swensson and Lawson collections into five kinds of people addressed 
and into ten kinds of problems presented, both in the order of their 
frequency of occurrence, from top to bottom and from left to right. 
(1) Kinds of People 
There were thirty-one different persons represented in these 
sixty-four letters. Nineteen pastors wrote forty-two letters. ~land 
Carlsson wrote eleven, Andren and Hasselquist, four each, Esbjorn 
three, L. P. A. Lindahl and P. Sjoblom, two each and single letters 
were received from twelve pastors. Cedarstam wrote two letters to 
Swensson and received two from him. There were five single letters 
from college or seminary students. Three students who later became 
pastors accounted for thirteen letters, five from c. 0. Hultgren, 
four each from C. 0. Lindell and V. Setterdahl. The correspondence 
of each of these three students extended over a period of six to seven 
years, while in school and during the early years of their parish 
ministry. They regarded Swensson as a spiritual father and confidant. 
Three laymen and one woman also wrote to Swensson. One man 
and one woman were former parishioners deeply appreciative of his_ 
pastoral counsel. A businessman, involved in the particulars of the 
controversy about the cross placed on the steeple of the Andover church, 
expressed admiration for Swensson 1s Christian conduct when treated 
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TABLE 4 
THE PEDPLE AND THEIR PERSONAL PROBLEMS AS SEm IN 
TW LETTER COI.LIDTIONS OF SWENSSON 
Kinds of People Addressed 
Kinds of Problems Student Pas- Become Stu- Laymen Lay-
tors Pastor dents women 
Choosing a Pastorate 11 ..... 1 . .... . .... 
Church Concerns 9 1 ..... 1 . .... 
Feelings of Depression 7 4 ..... . .... . .... 
Supportive Friendships 3 3 3 ..... 1 
Illness and Death 5 1 . . . . . ..... . .... 
Family Conflicts 5 1 ..... . .... . .... 
-
Loss of Loved Ones . . . . . 1 ..... 1 . .... 
Temporal Needs 1 1 ..... . .... . .... 
Feelings of SinfUlness . . . . . 1 ••••• 1 . .... 
Being a Minister 1 ..... 1 . .... . . ~ .. 
Totals 42 l 13 5 3 1 
Totals 
12 
11 
11 
10 
6 
6 
2 
-
2 
2 
2 \ 
-
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inconsiderately by church members. A young man, who had left the 
Andover orphanage because of Swensson 1s strict discipline, wrote and 
asked for his forgiveness and desired to become a Christian. 
Swensson 1s counseling according to these letter collections 
was predominantly to pastors and students. 
(2) Kinds of Problems 
Table 4 groups ten kinds of concerns revealed by these letters. 
Each will be defined and explained with reference to the persons with 
whom he counseled. 
Qhoosing ~ Pastorate was the subject of eleven pastoral and 
one student letter. Six encouraged Swensson to emigrate to America and 
to move from the East to Andover, Illinois. Six others were from 
pastors and a student seeking advice in deciding upon a place of 
service. There was the question of the Divine call besides the prac-
tical considerations which included salary, parsonage, congregational 
attitudes and future prospects for parish growth. 
Qhurch Concerns dealt with various problems encountered within 
the parish ministry. These included the case of a resigned board 
member, a layman administering communion, a congregational uprising, 
the question of exclusion from the Lord's Supper, information about 
transferred members and the financial support of the seminary. A 
student requested advice in handling those who sought to control the 
congregation. 
Letters expressing feelings ~ Depre§sion came from anxious, 
tired, and discouraged pastors and students. Augustana's pioneers, 
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Carlsson, Esbjorn, Hasselquist and Norelius shared ~th Swensson their 
inner emotions. These included feelings of disappointment, inadequacy, 
defeat, aloneness and misunderstanding. 
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Letters of Supportive Friendship expressed the gratitude of 
pastors, students and a lady for Swensson's personal interest in their 
welfare. Students were grateful for enjoying the freedom and hospitality 
of the Swensson home as well as his counsel. Swensson's letters brought 
responses indicative of his effectiveness in strengthening Christian 
character and challenging to renewed endeavors. 
Il1ness ~ ~ in the families of pastors and church members 
was shared with Swensson. The loneliness and hurt that accompanied such 
trials Swensson could accept understandingly from his own experience. 
Swensson was consulted in regard to famjly conflicts by pastors 
confronted with these problems in their parishes. They included: a 
married woman who felt guilty about sexual relationships with another 
man six years previously, who, she believed was the father of one of her 
children; a married couple not getting along together; a married couple 
where the wife was pregnant by another man and had attended communion 
with this man in the pastor's absence; an older man who gave up alcohol 
but remained a free thinker yet desired to join his wife's church; the 
question whether a legally divorced and remarried person could belong 
to the congregation; and the case of a misbehaving adolescent who de-
sired to be confirmed. Swensson was here a counselor to counselors. 
Swensson's ministry to those who had~~~~ was 
comforting and reassuring. His counsel was found helpful in accepting 
and adjusting to their loss. 
The Temporal Needs of college and seminary students were often 
acute. Swensson and his congregation sent books, clothes and food to 
help supply their want. 
Feelings ~ Sinfulness were expressed by a seminary student 
who confided in Swensson as one who could help him to find peace and 
a more mature faith. A.young man who left the Andover orphanage be-
cause of Svensson's strictness now turned to be forgiven and to find 
salvation. 
~ ~ Minister was a deep concern to a doubting theological 
student who questioned his continuance in school despite Hasselquist's 
assurance that he should remain. He turned to Swensson for advice 
and intercessory prayer. Esbjorn respected Svensson's ability to 
differentiate clearly right from wrong teaching. An exploration of 
the deeper motivations for entering the ministry and the awareness of 
the tenets of the faith were both significant in Swensson's concept 
of vocation. 
(3) Implications for Pastoral Care from Table 4 
1. Table 4 shows Swensson to be a pastor's counselor. 
Ministers young and old, new and experienced sought his advice. His 
counsel was greatly valued by pioneer pastors of longer service in 
America and, except for Norelius, men older in years. Esbjorn turned 
to Swensson for solace when in want and in admiration for his strong 
confessional beliefs. Hasselquist looked to Swensson to help him in a 
congregational dispute and shared his discouragements as seminary 
president. Carlsson frequently spoke to Swensson of family hardships 
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and parish problems. Andr~ shared ~th him deep feelings and con-
victions. Norelius, in anxiety and confusion about his congregants, 
looked to Swensson for advice. 
Pastors found Svensson to be a humble, accepting and perceptive 
counselor. His religious life had come to maturity through intense 
struggle and independent decision. His strong manliness and fearless 
faith became increasingly apparent as they observed his orderly church-
liness and personal concern for individuals. His confidence could be 
trusted, his advice was always pointed but tempered with love, his 
counsel was unmoved by circumstances and unwavering in loyalty to the 
truth as he saw it. He was a pastor's pastor in the sense of one who 
empathized, challenged, rebuked, supported and kindly directed fellow 
pastors into a deeper understanding of themselves and a more rewarding 
ministry. 
2. Swensson vas a counselor to students at college and seminary. 
Several students kept corresponding ~th him for six or seven years 
while at school and after entering the parish ministry. Svensson's 
consistency of faith, strength of character and maturity of judgment 
sustained these counseling relationships over the years. Hultgren, 
Lindell and Setterdahl, who experienced such a sustained relationship, 
looked to him for advice in parish problems and for support in maturing 
as shepherds of their people. Swensson was ever ready and ~lling to 
share with them his home, time and mature judgment. 
3. Swensson was a counselor to counselors. Pastors and 
students serving congregations who knew of his counseling ability 
turned to him for help in dealing with the more threatening and 
involved cases in their pastoral ministry. These were concerned with 
church practice and family life. How to handle an aggressive church 
member took tactful action. The art of dealing with family conflicts 
called for mature wisdom. Swensson was able to advise helpfully be-
cause of a strong feeling for the worth of a person however sinful 
his deeds, and due to an uncompromising loyalty to Divine justice 
tampered with mercy. It was this ability to be forthright, honest and 
kind in dealing with the deviations from Christian morality that made 
fellow clergymen seek Swensson's counsel. 
4. Swensson was a layman's pastor. The letters from laypeople 
indicate that he left a deep impression upon their lives. It was the 
person of the pastor that they remembered. In a dispute in the congre-
gation in which Swensson refused to take sides or to become upset with 
consequent disrespectful treatment, a layman was impressed by his 
Christian conduct. By insisting upon strict discipline of an orphan 
at the Andover home, one of the boys left in anger but later wrote to 
Swensson asking for forgiveness and desiring salvation. A ministry of 
comfort in bereavement was long remembered by the laity. Svensson's 
deliberate and considerate actions made him respected and sought out 
even by those who at one time or another disagreed with him. 
5. Swensson emerges as a counselor in his own right. He 
stood on his own, trusting God, loving men. He was sensitive to his 
own failings. He was a mature person making his own decisions, 
abiding by them and taking the consequences of his actions. He found 
Christian fellowship helpful but not necessarily supportive. He looked 
to fellow pastors, notably Carlsson, for information and invigorating 
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fellowship. He remained God 1s man whose faith and practice was the 
outcome of his own life of prayer, struggle, study and service. 
iii. Pastoral Counsel to Parishioners 
The first published letter of pastoral counsel was written 
three years after Swensson 1s ordination and the second was printed 
three years after he came to America. Each will be examined accord-
ing to the suggested framework of evaluation. 
(1) Words of Encouragement to Concerned People 
This pastoral letter was Svensson's reply to questions received 
in letters from individual parishioners in Sweden. 1 Since time did 
not permit a personal answer to each, he replied to them all in this 
general letter.2 It aimed to instruct, to inspire and to uphold the 
faithful and invited the awakened into the family of God. 
1. Swensson regarded himself as a humble servant of God. 
He sought no ecclesiastical power nor posed as a religious authority. 
His ministry to individuals he viewed as given of God and, therefore, 
a serious responsibility. He regarded himself as a fellow pilgrim with 
his people. He felt impelled to encourage all those whom he knew to 
be believers in or seekers after God.3 Swensson dealt with human needs 
lNorelius, Augustana, QY. ~., Vol. 1, (No. 22, 1874), p. 522. 
2Jonas Swensson, ~ Uppma~ngs Qig till Salighets Bekymrade 
Sialar, framstallda j, ~tt ~ .fiin ett Ordets Tjenare, (Goteborg: 
Tryckt hos Anders Lindgren, 1858), (microfilm copy) p. 3. 
3.Ibj,g., PP • 4f • 
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in an attitude of personal empathy, strong confidence, reliant hope 
and sincere friendship. 
2. Those who sought Swensson's counsel found him easy to 
approach for he regarded himself as a brother in the faith. The role 
of pastor was borne with dignity but without becoming a barrier for 
pastor-parishioner communication. The parishioner who sought his 
counsel came to feel that every person who chose to approach God with 
an open and expectant mind would not be disappointed. 
3. Swensson was aware of the pressures and burdens of those 
to whom he wrote. He noted that the world's contempt tended to 
drive men away from God by silencing their witness and depriving 
them of strength and courage. 2 
Man apart from God remained in the terrible darkness of sin. 
He was unaware of it as long as he felt satisfied and secure.2 But 
when challenged by God's mercy, 11the call of grace, 11 he desired to 
cease sinning and became aware of the darkness that ruled within him. 
If God's Spirit was permitted to work, he would come to see both 
revealed and hidden sins. He was helpless to repress or to overcame 
them and looked for a Saviour. A change began within as he accepted 
the new life offered in God's atonement through Christ.3 
Swensson sensed the prolonged struggle of some who desired 
to become Christians.4 He noted the depravity of man's nature but he 
pointed to the infinitely greater grace of God.5 
1~., pp. 6-8. 
3l];Wl., p. 12. 
5lli!;l., p. 22. 
2.l.Qisl. , p. 11. 
4~., p. 16. 
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4. Svensson's advice to the anxious and burdened was to hear 
and to obey God's Word. This included attending church and demonstrat-
ing one's faith in daily life. 
The Christian was urged to read Scripture and to pray during 
his free hours. This would enable him to perform his job honestly, 
industriously and give no cause for offense.l But obedience to men 
never meant disobedience to God and to an enlightened conscience. He 
ought to follow what he understood, to accept in faith what he could 
not understand and to look to God for added insight.2 Christian 
fellowship would give edification of soul and growth in Godlikeness. 
Answer to prayer depended upon the individual's honest desire 
to be led of God. Prayer aided in understanding oneself and the work-
ing of God's Spirit.3 The believer remembered that Jesus interceded 
for him. 
Swensson felt that unnecessary conversation could hurt the 
mind, distress the spirit and grieve God's Spirit. Every person 
needed to press on in service to God and to men. Swensson urged a 
laying hold of God's promises in faith. Faith needed and received 
continual renewal through forgiveness, cleansing and receptivity.4 
5. Swensson was a fearless spokesman for God. He believed 
and declared that Christians should encourage each other. He felt 
that Divine resources were completely adequate to meet all human 
needs. Man in his most despairing moments was still within range of 
Divine mercy. God kept His promises but man in slowness, neglect and 
1~., pp. 5f. 
3~., pp. l8f. 
2~., pp. 9f. 
4~., p. 27. 
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unbelief often failed to claim and to enjoy them.1 Svensson declared 
the greatness of God in meeting man in his sinfulness but transforming 
him so that his behavior befitted a son of God. 
6. Svensson closed this letter of encouragement and hope Yith 
an urgent plea that all parishioners strive to remain true to the faith. 
He extended his heartfelt greetings commending them to the abiding 
grace and peace of God. He closed Yi th a poem of faith and trust • .2 
Svensson chose to keep in contact with them in a relationship of help-
fulness and comradeship. 
7. Individuals were admonished to respond to the God of the 
Scriptures. Such opportunities were to be found in church worship, 
private devotions, Bible expositions and Christian fellowship. The 
reality of a man's faith was demonstrated by his behavior at work, 
at home and in all inter-personal relationships. The Christian who 
sought to follow God's guidance grew in spiritual stature. He found 
the taunts of men less disturbing.3 Svensson urged him ever forward 
in a deepened awareness of his need of God and in a surer confidence 
that all obstacles can be overcome.4 
The Christian would never cease to be plagued by evil and 
condemnatory thoughts for to be completely free of any awareness of 
human depravity meant one was spiritually dead. But it need not hinder 
in the accepting of personal responsibility. As man related himself 
to God in Christ, God was seen as greater than man.5 In this focus 
1~., p. 18. 
3>Tb;"r! 8 ~·' p •• 
2~., pp. 28-31. 
4.l!2isl. ' pp. 20f. 
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upon the Divine intention in human life man matured and fulfilled 
his destiny. 
(2) A Letter of Spiritual Concern 
11Brev i Andeliga Amnen (Letters in Spiritual Subjects) was 
a greeting and spiritual exhortation to former parishioners in Sweden. 
Swensson's busy parish life in America delayed its earlier 
completion. He wrote it at night. He had misgivings about sending 
it feeling that some might regard it as indicative of his importance 
to them. He did not wish to assume a pastor-parishioner relationship 
in a church served by other ministers. Therefore, Swensson spoke of 
it as simply a Christmas or New Year•s greeting from an old friend.l 
This continuing letter of more than sixty printed pages is an 
exposition of life as a pilgrimage. The Christian was a wanderer 
journeying through life toward the heavenly homeland.2 The essential 
factor was his personal faith and trust in God found in the teaching 
and fellowship of the folk-church.3 
1. Swensson felt a strong personal attachment to the believers 
in his former parish in Sweden. He felt united with them in brotherly 
love and longed to see and to speak with them.4 He looked to them for 
encouragement in his American ministry. He hoped this reply would also 
challenge unbelievers to join with them as fellow-pilgrims on the way 
lJonas Swensson, ~ i AI1deliga ~' (Jonkoping: O. F. Bergman's 
Forlag, 1862), pp. 6Jf. (photostatic copy) 
2~., p. 5. 
4~., pp. Jf. 
3Ibid., pp. 57f. 
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to the heavenly home.1 This was a continuing counseling relationship 
where the bond of pastoral care continued after he had ceased to be 
their resident pastor. 
2. They turned to him because his ministry among them had been 
helpful. Swensson regarded it as both his privilege and responsibility 
to reply to their letters. They had found in him a confidant, a fellow-
disciple of understanding and a selfless guide in the deeper realities 
of God. They dared to bare their souls to him knowing that he would 
empathize with them • 
2.31 
.3. Swensson reminded his believing friends of the transitoriness 
of life. Because difficulties were encountered they were not assured 
of God's favor.2 Their personal desire to live for God came as they 
first met Him in His Word. Those alone who accepted His call to repent-
ance were set free from bondage to sin. 
Swensson held that many missed God's merciful favor because 
they thought God asked too much of them • .3 Swensson asked, 11how could 
anyone expect only convenience and happiness as strangers and guests 
upon earth?" The believer must expect struggles and difficulties.4 
The believer was also in conflict with his own inner being. 
He had evil and blasphemous thoughts, feelings of condemnation, a 
sense of forsakenness, fear of death and even hellish agony.5 Yet 
all could be useful when regarded as a part of God's purpose with him. 
lim,g,.' p. 10. 
.3~-·' p. 20. 
5~., p • .31. 
2n,.:;,. 5 ~·' p •• 
Svensson also called for alertness against spiritual sloth, self-
satisfaction and worldly acclaim.l 
4. The remedy for the guilt burdened was found in a renewed 
affirmation of Word and Sacraments. This included gratitude to God 
for receiving us into His family through holy Baptism.2 God's prom-
ises and the Lord's Supper strengthened and renewed life.3 Sonship 
was founded not upon human feelings but upon God's free gift in Christ. 
The means of grace, the Word and the Sacraments, were effective even 
when not camprehended.4 In a personal appropriation of the faith 
and in the corporate fellowship of the church the Christian life was 
born, nourished and fulfilled. 
5. Swensson was the spokesman for the efficacy of the pro-
claimed Word and administered Sacraments through the instrumentality 
of the folk-church. He acknowledged the prevailing weaknesses of 
pastors and leaders in the Swedish church but he did not regard them 
as just cause for separation from the church. He felt it was the 
responsibility of Christians to help to improve the church by loyalty 
to its faith and by a practice of the Christian life in all human 
relationships.5 
6. Svensson's closing admonition was a call to alertness 
in noting personal faults and in seeking God's forgiveness for them.6 
He commended them to God's abiding presence in life's pilgrimage with 
the prayer that they would reach the goal, eternal life. The 
1~., pp. 55f. 
3~., p. 25. 
5~., pp. 57-59. 
2~., pp. 6r. 
4~., p. 32. 
6~., p. 48. 
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relationship to them was left open to continue on the basis of Christian 
friendship. 
7. This book was a call to advance in Christian stature by an 
awareness of self, an alertness to evil, a will to grow and by a 
practice of faith in personal and corporate living. Swensson cautioned 
against spiritual assumptions, unbelief and desire for a comfortable 
Christianit,y. In quiet fellowship Christian life found its source and 
growth.l If the believer took to heart these admonitions he would come 
to a deeper knowledge of himself, a firmer faith in God and an enlarged 
vision of the meaning of life as expressive of the purposes of God. 
iv. A Pastoral Care to Individuals 
The published writings and letters of inquiry reveal Jonas 
Swensson to be an advisor to individuals under various stress situa-
tions. How was it possible for this frequently introspective, im-
patient and melancholic pastor to deal effectively with them? Much 
of life was grim, disappointing, frustrating and unrewarding. Swensson 
was aware of these realities. He was near to men's struggles, depen-
dent upon Divine help and communicative to human needs. When Swensson 
attempted to deal with a person's problem it absorbed his attention and 
called forth his best efforts. His own idiosyncrasies became less 
noticeable in his focus upon the individual in the counseling rela-
tionship. Personality wholeness meant a relationship of sonship in 
God 1 s family. 
Swensson 1s pastoral care to persons was seen in the impressions 
l,IW., p. 46. 
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people received in their contacts with him. Something of this is 
reflected in his ministry, particularly his published pastoral mes-
sages and the letters of inquiry. This will be summarized under 
seven headings representing the seven-point framework of evaluation. 
(1) Pastor's Attitude 
Swensson was spiritually concerned for all men desiring that 
they accept the Gospel of Divine forgiveness and fellowship. Having 
proclaimed the Word he waited for their positive reaction. He felt 
himself particularly called to deal with those who were concerned. 
The desire for counsel was the responsibility of the parishioner. 
Sincerity, will to change and commitment to God were essential. 
Swensson's ministry to the responding was a confidential 
relationship that was available as long as there was need. His 
general letter of spiritual concern written to former parishioners in 
Sweden published three years after he had left them and the extended 
correspondence with students who became pastors in America indicate 
his long-term counsel to those with whom he had established a rela-
tionship. He considered it his pastoral duty to visit those who sent 
for him. He hoped that the contact might awaken to repentance or 
strengthen in faith. Swensson felt there were some parishioners that 
he could reach but others he admitted he could not communicate with at 
all. Those who responded he encouraged and provided opportunities for 
growth and fellowship in his own home and through the work of the 
congregation. Those who were superficial in their penitence, self-
righteous in their beliefs, or seemingly dormant in faith he quickly 
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dismissed. Until he sensed a genuine receptiveness he would not 
continue the counseling relationship. Intuitively he felt able to 
help some and not others. 
Swensson was untiring in his supportive ministry to the 
depressed, grieving and anxious. He shared with them from his own 
moments of aloneness the reassuring promises of God. Swensson was 
strict in carrying out discipline where needed and exacting in his 
advice and action but always in a spirit of kindness and consideration. 
He advised caution and wisdom in decision making but once an issue was 
resolved he expected it to be carried out accordingly. He expressed 
his opinions clearly and freely where they were called for but always 
in harmony with church order and Lutheran teaching. He sought the 
best for each individual he counseled from his own understanding of 
God, man, church and the particular situation. 
(2) Parishioner's Attitude 
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Swensson was regarded by parishioners as a man of stability, 
strength, conviction and purpose. Those who sought his counsel found 
him to be keenly aware of his own limitations and remarkably clear 
about God's way for men. He would fight for truth and justice because 
he was totally committed to its furtherance. His openness of mind and 
heart fostered trust and reliance. He.believed that every person could 
change for the better and mature in Godlikeness if submissive to the 
Spirit's direction. 
Swensson's friendship was cherished because of its genuineness. 
People felt accepted, relaxed, free and worthy as persons in his company. 
They came away from his home feeling renewed in mind and spirit. Swensson 
was one with them in their need but also one with them in facing, over-
coming and moving beyond their immediate problem. Students came to him 
for clarity as to their vocational aims and choices of pastorates be-
cause they knew he would advise in accord with the facts as he saw them. 
To go to Swensson for counsel was to go to a Christian of conviction 
whose judgments were given in a realistic appraisal of each person's 
assets and liabilities. 
(3) The Analysis of Problems 
Swensson's analysis of the individual's problem was rooted in 
his Lutheran convictions. Man was by nature and action estranged from 
God. Man and God were brought into relationship by the atonement 
wrought in Christ. Man was justified by faith alone in the atoning 
One. The redeemed stood in continual need of God's forgiving and 
cleansing activity. 
The believer's appropriation of God's grace occurred when he 
no longer was satisfied with his life but responded to God's call by 
a realization of sin's darkness within and by a desire to overcome 
his sinfulness. In looking to God for help a change began within, 
God's grace operative in his life. 
Struggles, difficulties, conflicts, all were a part of Christian 
living. Swensson sought to help each person to recognize these inner 
conflicts, to live with them and by God's help to overcome them. He 
warned against any easy, complacent or neutral attitude toward the self 
but he also urged a reaffirming of the potential help for personality 
wholeness to be found in God. 
(4} The Solution of Problems 
Swensson directed all troubled people to the Word. Once the 
individual had found himself in relationship to God he would be enabled 
to improve or to endure his relationships with men. This did not mean 
that all problems were easily and immediately resolved. It meant 
rather that the resources of the Divine were brought into the picture 
of man's predicament. Thereby the lost was found, the darkness was 
dispelled by light, aloneness gave way to fellowship and despair was 
replaced with hope. 
The channel for man's well-being was the church with its pro-
claimed Word, sacramental practice and concerned fellowship. It gave 
to man's life the will and the ability to demonstrate his faith in 
his daily occupation. Toward this end Swensson suggested Scripture 
reading and prayer in free time. He urged a following of the spiritual 
insight at hand, asking for more illumination and accepting in faith 
that which still remained unknown. The Christian gave priority value 
to the eternal truths of the Spirit. He remembered that he was ever 
a pilgrim on earth. He frequented the Lord's Table for strength and 
courage. He pressed on toward the goal of selfless service to God 
and man. 
(5) The Pastor as God's Spokesman 
Swensson was an unwavering champion for the truths of the 
Bible. He refused to reduce the demands of the law because he believed 
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that its function in convicting man of his helpless state in sin 
prepared the way for his acceptance of the grace of the Gospel. Stern, 
strict, critical and outspoken in his demand for adherence to the total 
demands of God, he was at the same time accepting, forgiving and 
encouraging to the sincere in heart. He was aware of and pained by 
the failings of the church, its dead formalism, undedicated leaders, 
unconverted members and careless livers, but this did not nullify for 
him its message or weaken its work in those who willed to believe. 
God could and would work mightily in those who placed their life 
at His disposal. 
(6) The Termination of the Interview 
Swensson•s counsel maintained an expectant hope for personality 
growth on earth and eternal fellowship with God in heaven. In this 
sense there was no end to his counsel but a continuing unity, growth 
and maturing in God and with one another. Those who consulted with 
Swensson were given the feeling that they would always be welcome to 
meet again with him providing that their motives were sincere. Those 
who were not he dismissed quickly until a time when they desired to 
counsel in earnest. 
Swensson concluded his pastoral interviews by stressing the 
necessity of actively striving to maintain the Christian life. The 
needed resources were found in Word, sacrament and fellowship. But 
it required constant vigilance of Christian conduct to grow and to 
mature. Swensson parted from his counseling relationships in a hopeful 
mood but also with a serious awareness of the daily task of advancing 
in the Christian graces. 
(7) Values of the Counseling Relationship 
Swensson advised in the hope that people would be helped in 
making their own decisions. Much of his counsel was of a directive 
nature but it sought to evaluate all factors in the situation before 
coming to a final decision. For some this could foster dependency. 
But Swensson would not continue to counsel unless the parishioner 
showed a readiness to cooperate, to move forward in the fellowship 
of God and His people. His advice was on the basis of tried and 
tested convictions to people who expected and accepted religious 
advice-giving. His suggestions for personality growth would include 
an awareness of self, an alertness to evil, a desire to mature, the 
practice of faith, an advance in spiritual stature, an acceptance of 
his pilgrim role and an eye on the ultimate goal, eternal life. 
Swensson urged continual use of the spiritual resources of 
Scriptures, prayer, worship and fellowship. He expected that beliefs 
should issue in consistent behavior or faith was merely superficial. 
As the parishioner grew in knowledge and experience the attitudes of 
men and temptations of the world became less disturbing and insig-
nificant. The maturation of personality was advanced in the company 
of God's people. 
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VI. A COMPARATIVE AND CRITICAL SUMMARY OF THE NATURE 
OF PASTORAL CARE IN FOUR S:ELI!nTED CHURCHMEN 
This chapter will point to the similarities and contrasts 
in the practice of pastoral care in the four chosen churchmen. Their 
conunon spiritual heritage will be noted. Their development as religious 
persons will be briefly described. Their counseling ministry will be 
summarized in a table showing the kinds of people addressed and the 
kinds of problems presented. Two additional tables will show the var-
iations of persons addressed and of problems presented. Findings 
resulting from the application of the framework of evaluation to 
selected cases and letters will be summarized. Similarities and 
differences in the practice of pastoral counseling in Sweden and 
America will be tabulated and inferences drawn as to the environmental 
influences upon their pastoral care. A brief resume of the pastoral 
counseling role of each churchman will conclude the chapter. 
1. Religious Heritage and EZlvironment 
All four churchmen were born, reared and schooled in a folk-
church which was considered to be identical with Christianity in 
Sweden as an integral part of its life and culture since the days of 
the Reformation, an orthodox Lutheranism with emphasis upon salvation 
by God's grace alone. The life of faith was cultivated and nourished 
by the Church through Word and Sacraments. The individual was expected 
to carry on his own private soul care by devotional readings and 
prayer. Individual pastoral care was the exception rather than the 
rule. It took the usual form of church discipline for moral offenses 
or pastoral comfort in suffering and loss. These principles and prac-
tices our churchmen accepted. Carlsson and Svensson took it with them 
to America. 
The impersonalism, secularism and careless behavior of many 
of the clergy of their time our churchmen deplored and opposed. They 
themselves were touched by Pietism, Herrnhutism and the awakenings 
within the church. They all remained Swedish Lutherans in their con-
victions. It was their shepherding concern for individuals in a time 
when pastoral care was impersonal and neglected that made their 
services sought and remembered. 
2. The Call to Minister. 
Schartau 1s desire to become a pastor came out of his serious 
religious training at home. Two and one half years before ordination 
he experienced the reality of God's forgiveness when absolution was 
declared at a Holy Communion SerVice. It gave him a confidence in the 
faith that he never lost. His subsequent ministry was independent of 
men but reliant upon God. Schartau never questioned his call to 
minister. 
Rosenius concentrated in an individualistic way upon the 
religious from early childhood. Touched by the humility and understand-
ing of a peasant-born pastor's home and its enthusiastic contact with 
awakening peoples, Rosenius came to regard his ministry as one to 
those sympathetic with the awakenings. He always felt in need of 
their fellowship. He never exemplified the self-reliance of Schartau. 
Inferiority feelings, moods of depression and an extremely critical 
spirit hampered his formal preparations for the ministry. There is 
no record of his seeking counsel with any Lutheran pastor or professor 
while at the university. Such conversations might have helped him to 
understand himself, the operation of the folk-church and the require-
ments of his studies. Rosenius as the leader of the awakening groups 
was out of direct contact with the folk-church. Consequently, he did 
not entirely understand its clergy. His evangelical warmth could not 
make its fUllest impact upon Swedish Lutheranism. 
Carlsson's confirmation was an experience of serious reflection 
and high resolve. A rich devotional life at home together with broad 
and objective self-learning confirmed his decision to enter the min-
istry. Ability, application and spontaneous enthusiasm made his goal 
readily attainable. He could find value in the orderly faith of 
Schartau and the evangelical warmth of Rosenius. He gave himself 
wholly to his task without undue struggles. His call to minister 
grew within him. 
Swensson's desire to become a minister began in childhood. 
But intensive struggles of soul intervened before and after he began 
his formal preparations. However, these periods of turmoil brought 
peace within and subsided with the years. The fear of unfaithfulness 
to his calling made him unduly serious as a pastor. He made his own 
decisions and abided by them in spite of periodic feelings of uncer-
tainty. 
'3. Ministering to People With Problems 
The kinds of people addressed and the kinds of problems con-
fronted by each of our churchmen have been indicated in Tables 1 - 4, 
pages 52, 115, 179 and 220. These findings, comprising a total of 
two hundred and sixty-two cases and letters, are brought together 
in Table 5 on page 244. The letters of Schartau and Rosenius were 
addressed to people in their homeland. The cases and letters of 
Carlsson and Swensson were concerned with their ministries in America. 
Common and contrasting problems and people will be noted with their 
implications for pastoral care. 
i. A Summary Table 
Table 5 combines all the categories of kinds of people in 
Tables 1 - 4 into seven groupings. The following adaptations are to 
be noted: the column "Sister" in Table 2 appears under "Laywomen" in 
Table 5; the column "Other" in Table 2 finds one letter placed under 
"Student" and four letters under 11Groups" in Table 5; the four items 
under "Man and Wife" and one item under 110ther11 in Table 3 become a 
part of 11Groups 11 in Table 5. 
The kinds of problems in Table 5 total sixteen. These appear 
the same as in Tables 1 - 4. The double category, Religious Writings 
and Other Christian Fellowships in Table 2 is placed in two single 
categories in Table 5. 
The kinds of people addressed are from left to right in the 
order of their frequency of occurrence and the kinds of problems from 
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TABLE 5 
THE PIDPLE CONCERNED AND THEIR PRDBL!il.fS IN TWO HUNDRED AND 
SIXTY-TWO CAS:FS AND LETTERS OF POUR SELECTED CHURCHMEN 
Kinds of People Addressed 
Kinds of Problems 
Pas- J_ay- stode11 Un:;r! Lay- Ber:ome G1<0Vf5 !stuJe~tt 
men to t'5' rvomeh Pci>illr itieJ 
fll S@3 8@ I Supportive Friendships 3 I I _g I !3 
1@1~ II@~ I I Feelings of Sinfulness !!I I ... I I I 
Ct/ '.® . .3gi @' I Feelings of Depression I I 7 I I I ... l@o I It!]/ I Religious Doubts II f'j ... . . . . .. 
.f! 
'® ~gf I Illness and Death 5 .5 I I ... 
Family Conflicts WI 
.s 
~@{ 
I p' ... . .. 
G{j) I I (j),!t 3 I~ Other Christian Fellowship ... . . . . .. 
Church Concerns I If&? ••• I . .. . . . . .. 
~6 I I WI Christian and the World • • • ••• . .. 
~I ~ I Being a Minister • • • • • • ••• I 
Choosing a Pastorate ... II . . . . . . . .. • •• I 
:t.rff I Loss of Loved Ones I .It I 6 I . . . ... 
@'I tf ;... Religious Literature . . . ••• . .. 
s I 
Religious Vocations . . . ••• . . . . .. . .. 
Temporal Needs @ ... ~ I . . . I . . . . .. . .. 
The Sacraments ~~ . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. 
Totals 78 74 68 13 12 11 6 
Totals 
33 
32 
29 
~ 
26 
21 
19 
15 
15 
13 
12 
12 
11 
9 
6 
5 
4 
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top to bottom in their frequency of occurrence. 
The figures in each square of Table 5 are the total numbers of 
letters and/or cases found under that category. The numbers in the 
upper left hand corner are from Table 1, upper right hand corner from 
Table 2, lower left hand corner from Table 3 and the lower right hand 
corner from Table 4. The circled number in the center is the total 
within the square. 
ii. Categories of People 
The persons addressed by our churchmen were twenty-eight per 
cent pastors, sixty-eight per cent lay people, of which sixty-three per 
cent were to individuals and five per cent to groups of two or more, 
and four per cent were undesignated. All four churchmen counseled 
with pastors, laymen and laywomen. Letters to students, particularly 
those who became pastors, were found in Svensson's letter collections 
with one letter addressed to a student by Rosenius. All churchmen 
except Swensson addressed letters or cases to groups of two or more. 
Schartau and Rosenius alone wrote undesignated letters of counsel. The 
two published letters of Swensson to former parishioners in Sweden 
are too general to be included in Table 5. 
Table 6, page 246, indicates the variations in the kinds of 
persons addressed by our churchmen. The kinds of people are listed 
in the order of frequency of occurrence from top to bottom. The 
number of cases and letters found in each churchman is listed to the 
left and the percentage of his total cases and letters that this 
represents is found in parentheses to the right in each category. 
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TABLE 6 
THE VARIATIONS IN PERSONS ADDRESSED 
Number of and (percentage represented by) 
Kinds of People each Churchman's Cases and Letters 
Schartau Rosenius Carlsson Swensson Totals 
Laymen 18 (23) 52 (63) 5 (15) 3 ( 4) 78 (30)a 
Pastors 5 ( 6) 7 ( 9) 20 (59) 42 (66) 74 (28) 
Lay-women 49 (59) l4 (17} 4 (ll) l ( l) 68 (26) 
Students Become Pastors . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 13 (20) 13 ( 5) 
Groups (two or more) 3 ( 4) 4 { 5) 5 (15) . . . . .. 12 ( 5) 
. 
Unspecified 7 ( 8) 4 ( 5) . . . . .. . . . . .. ll ( 4) 
Students . . . . .. l ( l) . . . . .. 5 ( 8) 6 ( 2) 
Totals 82 (100) 82 (100) 34 (100) 64 (100) 262(100) a 
I 
apercentage of numerical totals. 
For example, Schartau addressed forty-nine letters to laywomen which 
represented fifty-nine per cent of his total correspondence. The 
horizontal totals column is that of the numerical cases and letters 
and the figures in parentheses the per cent this represents of the 
total cases and letters examined. For example, the total number of 
pastors addressed is seventy-four which is twenty-eight per cent of 
the total cases and letters. 
Several factors account for these differences. 
1. The differing sources of information. Schartau 1s letters 
were·published by lay persons after his death and were specifically 
written for a lay reading public. Rosenius 1 Letters in Spiritual 
Subjects were published for the awakened peoples. There are no similar 
collections of specific letters of counsel published by or for Carlsson 
and Swensson. The published cases from Carlsson's pastoral counseling 
are illustrative, otherwise the data is from copy books which are not 
generally concerned with pastoral care. Swensson 1s letter collections 
were largely focused upon the problems of pastors and students. 
2. The differing settings of Sweden and America in which to 
carry on pastoral care. This is shown in Table 8, pages 271-273. 
3. The spiritual needs of each counselor. Schartau held 
that spiritual fulfillment was to be found in the religious resources 
of the church. Religious fellowship with the Gothenburg friends sus-
tained his spirit and informal contacts with Lund's professors re-
freshed his mind. Rosenius sought the spiritual fellowship of the 
new readers as well as a personal counselor. Miss Soderlund and Scott 
helped him to accept himself as a person and God as his source of 
strength. Carlsson and Swensson found that the supportive counsel 
of fellow pioneer pastors was essential for them in carrying out their 
many tasks. In a sense they pastored one another. Consequently, 
their correspondence contains many letters of encouragement and of 
church concerns. 
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Table 6 points up general and particular aspects of each 
churchman's practice of pastoral care. Their primary counseling activ-
ity was with laymen, laywomen and pastors comprising eighty-four per 
cent of the total cases and letters examined. Three counseled with 
groUp$, two with students and two wrote unspecified letters or letters 
not addressed to anyone in particular. 
Schartau was a counselor to parishioners. Eighty-two per 
cent of his correspondence was addressed to individual lay people, 
fifty-nine per cent to women and twenty-three per cent to men. 
Letters to pastors totaled six per cent. His correspondence with lay 
persons composed twenty-six per cent of all cases and letters of this 
category in our four churchmen, twenty-three per cent of all men and 
seventy-two per cent of all women addressed. Counsel to pastors 
equaled seven per cent of all cases and letters of our churchmen. 
Unspecified letters comprised eight per cent of Schartau's letters but 
sixty-four per cent of all such letters. The remaining unspecified 
letters were written by Rosenius. Schartau exercised a pastoral care 
to groups as well as to individuals. 
Rosenius was also a counselor to lay people. Eighty per cent 
of his letters were addressed to them, sixty-three per cent to men and 
seventeen per cent to women. Pastoral correspondence composed nine per 
cent of his letters. His letters to lay persons composed twenty-five 
per cent of the cases and letters of all churchmen, sixty-seven per 
cent of all letters addressed to men and twenty-one per cent of all 
letters written to women. His counsel to pastors was nine per cent 
of all letters addressed to them. 
Fifty-nine per cent of Carlsson's cases and letters were to 
pastors, twenty-six per cent to lay people of which fifteen per cent 
were to men and eleven per cent to women. Letters to pastors equaled 
twenty-seven per cent of all such cases and correspondence found in 
our churchmen and it equaled eight per cent of all cases and letters. 
Carlsson's counsel with groups composed fifteen per cent of his own 
cases and letters but this was forty-two per cent of the total group 
counseling letters and cases of all churchmen. Carlsson was predom-
inantly a counselor to pastors but also demonstrated a strong concern 
in working with lay people and groups of two or more. 
Swensson's counsel was largely to pastors and to students. 
Letters to pastors equaled sixty-six per cent of his letters and fifty-
seven per cent of the total letters to pastors found in our churchmen. 
This represented sixteen per cent of all letters and cases. Swensson 
counseled to students, the majority of whom became pastors. This was 
twenty-eight per cent of his letters of counsel but ninety-nine per 
cent of all four churchmen. It made up seven per cent of all cases 
and letters. Swensson was the pastors' and students' confidant for 
sixty per cent of his correspondence was with them. 
iii. Categories of Problems 
Table 7, page 250, indicates the variations in the kinds of 
problems presented. They are listed in the order of frequency of 
occurrence from top to bottom. The number of cases or letters pre-
sented under each problem category is listed to the left and the 
percentage that this represents of each churchman's total cases and 
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TABLE 7 
THE VARIATIONS IN THE KINDS OF PROBLEMS PRESENTED 
Total Number and (Percentage) of each 
Churchman's Cases and Letters 
~ Kinds of Problems 
Schartau Rosenius Carlsson Swensson Totals 
Supportive Friendships 8 (10) 5 ( 6) 10 (30) 10 (16} 33 (13)a 
-
Feelings of Sinfulness 11 (14) 17 (21) 2 ( 6) 2 ( 3) 32 (12) 
Feelings of Depression 4 ( 5) 10 (12) 4 (11) 11 (17) 29 (11) 
Religious Doubts 14 (17) 12 (15) . . . . .. . . . . .. 26 (10) 
-
Illness and Death 5 ( 6) 4 ( 5) 6 (18) 6 ( 9) 21 ( 8) 
Family Conflicts 4 ( 5) 7 ( 8) 2 ( 6) 6 ( 9) 19 ( 7) 
Other Christian Fellowship 12 (15) 3 ( 4) . . . . .. . . . ... 15 ( 6) 
Church Concerns . . . . .. . . . . .. 4 (11) 11 (17) 15 ( 6) 
Christian and the World 6 ( 7) 7 ( 9) . . . . . . . . . . .. 13 ( 5) 
Being a Minister" 6 ( 7) 4 ( 5) ... . .. 2 ( 3) 12 ( 5) 
Choosing a Pastorate . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. 12 (20) 12 ( 5) 
----
Loss of Loved Ones 2 ( 2) 4 ( 5) 3 ( 9) 2 ( 3) 11 ( 4) 
' 
Religious Literature 8 (10) 1 ( 1) . . . ••• . . . . .. 9 ( 3) 
Religious Vocations . . . ... 6 ( 7) . .. . .. . .. . .. 6 ( 2) 
Temporal Needs ... . .. . . . . .. 3 ( 9) 2 ( 3) 5 ( 2) 
-
The Sacraments 2 ( 2) 2 ( 2) . . . . .. . . . . .. 4 ( 1) 
Totals 82 (100) 82 (100) 34 (100) 64' (100} 262(100)a 
apercentage of numerical totals. 
letters is found in parenthesis to the right in each column. For 
example, Rosenius had ten letters addressed to individuals with 
Feelings of Depression which constitutes twelve per cent of his total 
letters. The horizontal totals column is that of the numerical cases 
and letters and the figures in parentheses the per cent this represents 
of the total cases and letters. For example, a total of twenty-nine 
cases and letters dealt with Feelings of Depression constituting eleven 
per cent of the total cases and letters. 
Six.kinds of problems appear in all four churchmen and compose 
fifty-five per cent of the total; one kind of problem concerns three 
churchmen or five per cent of the total; seven different problems 
occur in only two of our four churchmen and compose thirty-three per 
cent of the total; and two problems are found in only one churchman 
each, seven per cent of the total cases and letters. 
(1) Problems of Common Concern 
The kinds of problems presented to all four churchmen are con-
cerned with self understanding and family relationships. The most fre-
quently occurring problem common to all categories of people addressed 
was the need of §upportiye Friendships. Parishioners and pastors re-
quired a shared undergirding of their life and labors. Pastoral coun-
seling was mutually rewarding, upholding the faith and work of both 
parishioner and pastor. The data shows this kind of counsel as most 
predominant in Carlsson 1s ministry, including thirty per cent of his 
cases and letters. flis several letters to Swensson indicated his 
own need for pastoring. Such letters in Schartau, ten per cent, and 
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Swensson, sixteen per cent of his correspondence, were from people 
grateful for their counsel and fellowship. 
F§elings of Sinfulness were applicable to all individuals 
addressed. In Schartau it was a continual struggle against the evil 
one; in Rosenius man's failure to love God, his depravity of being; in 
Carlsson the inability to accept Divine forgiveness; and for Svensson 
a guilt feeling by one who had resented strict discipline but later 
repented. The data points to its greatest frequency for Schartau, 
fourteen per cent of his letters, and Rosenius, twenty-one per cent of 
his letters. Carlsson and Swensson found it present among lay people 
but not revealed in their correspondence with pastors. 
Fee1ings of Pepression occurred in seven kinds of people 
addressed. They were lay people, pastors and groups of individuals. 
Schartau had few such letters. Rosenius, Carlsson and Swensson found 
these to be the third most frequent of presented problems. Rosenius 
encountered strong feelings of inadequacy, weakness and melancholy; 
Carlsson, a sense of aloneness, despondency and defeat; Swensson, the 
discouragements of pioneer pastors. All our churchmen accepted these 
negative feelings and sought to help each person find Divine meaning 
in them. 
Letters about Il1ness ~ Death were found in seven types of 
people addressed but were fewer in Schartau and Rosenius than in 
Carlsson and Swensson. Here there was a search for meaning in suf-
fering and confidence in facing death. The closer relationship of 
the immigrant to his pastor and pastors to one another made this a 
frequent need in the ministries of Carlsson and Swensson. 
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Family Conf1icts in Schartau concerned moral behavior of lay 
people. In Rosenius it was about the Christian's behavior with non-
Christians. In Carlsson and Swensson it concerned marital difficulties. 
Swensson was consulted by fellow pastors as to how to handle such 
cases in their own congregations. 
The ~ ~ Lpyed ~ was frequent among pastors, students, 
groups and particularly a need presented by women. They turned more 
readily than men to their pastors for comfort. 
These six kinds of problems found in all four churchmen dem-
onstrates primary areas of human need where pastoral care was sought. 
They were spiritual needs the church and its ministries were expected 
to consider. The pastor by his personal concern and counsel could 
help them to face and to adjust to them. 
(2) Problems of Particular Concern 
One third of the problems presented referred to situations in 
the homeland or in the new land. Five were in Sweden and two in 
America. The data points to certain needs that appear more commonly 
in one place than the other. 
jaligious pgubts were particularly common among women who 
counseled with Schartau and among lay people who counseled with 
Rosenius. Seventeen per cent of Schartau's letters and fifteen per 
cent of Rosenius' correspondence were concerned with this problem. 
The uncertainties of life troubled those who came to Schartau. Those 
who contacted Rosenius looked for a certainty of faith. The former 
was a search for reality in the accepted forms of religion and the 
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second was typical of people who responded to the evangelical awak-
enings. 
~ Christian Fellowships were expressive of the times in 
which Schartau and Rosenius ministered. Both were concerned with 
gatherings outside of the folk-church. They included fifteen per cent 
of Schartau•s letters. He firmly opposed them while Rosenius accepted 
them within the limits permitted by church and state. 
The letters concerning the Christian JmSi ~ ~ were ad-
dressed to lay people. Schartau was extremely sensitive to the inroads 
that wealth, acclaim and popularity could make upon the interests of 
the Christian. Schartau sought to apply the faith in practical sit-
uations. Rosenius suggested ways to live among non-christians without 
unnecessary offense or compromise. 
Religious I4,terature, as a part of the nurture of the individ-
ual's spirit, affected the ministries of both Schartau and Rosenius. 
They were predominant in Schartau, ten per cent of his letters. Their 
advice was in accord with conservative Lutheranism. 
The Sacraments were dealt with in the letters of Schartau and 
Rosenius. In Sweden attendance at Holy Communion was considered the 
right of each church member which included all the citizenry. This 
privilege was seriously questioned by awakened ones who were troubled 
in receiving the Lord's Supper together with unbelievers. Both 
Schartau and Rosenius counseled attendance, Schartau in accord with 
the individual's sense of need and Rosenius as the individual's 
experience of personal fellowship with the Lord. 
In America, where church membership in the immigrant communities 
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was voluntary, Carlsson required that members register in advance 
their intention to commune. Non-members were asked to consult with 
him personally to find out their home parish in Sweden and to determine 
their sincerity of purpose. Swensson required that all who wished 
to attend the Lord's Supper counsel with him in advance in order 
that he might examine their intent. Both Carlsson's and Swensson's 
Church Councils excluded from Holy Communion those guilty of serious 
moral offenses. 
Church Concerns and Temporal Nee4s were problems presented 
by pastors and students in America. Svensson was consulted by pastors 
asking for guidance in dealing with problems of church management, 
discipline and finances. They composed seventeen per cent of his 
letter collection, eleven per cent of Carlsson's cases and letters. 
Carlsson and Svensson provided for the temporal needs of parishioners, 
students and pastors. These were problems of a pioneer community 
that gradually disappeared as social agencies provided these services. 
(3) Vocational Needs 
~ ~ Minister was of concern to those studying for or 
active in the parish ministry. Laymen, pastors, students and groups 
sought advice from Schartau, Rosenius and Svensson. Each churchman 
dealt with the concerns of his own situation and time. Schartau was 
questioned about the Divine call, personal qualifications and re-
sponsibilities. Rosenius dealt with pastors who felt inadequate and 
dissatisfied with the folk-church. Svensson's several requests about 
Choosing ~ fastorate, twenty per cent of his letters, came from 
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students and pastors concerned with the uncertainties of parish work 
in America. Swensson was specific in his recommendations. The 
limited data on Carlsson's counsel does not consider these matters. 
Counsel in the choice of Religious vocations was asked of 
Rosenius. He was well acquainted with and close to such full time 
laymen 1 s work. 
The need for information and guidance in the choice of a 
religious vocation was sought in consultation with our churchmen. 
All welcomed the earnest candidate and empathized with the burdened 
pastor. 
4. Pastor-Parishioner Relationships 
In the seven-point framework of evaluation (pages 24-26) 
there was an attempt made to examine the factors of primary importance 
in the pastor-parishioner counseling relationships of the four selected 
churchmen. A summary of these findings will provide additional data 
as to the nature of their pastoral care. 
i. Pastoral Attitude 
1. An accepting feeling toward the counselee. Schartau 
listened intently and faced realistically the parishioner's situation. 
Rosenius maintained a friendly attitude towards his counselees. Carlsson 
was responsive to human need. Swensson sensed the readiness for counsel 
in the sincere and responded wholeheartedly. 
2. A respect for the personality of the counselee. The 
individual was of infinite worth to God and in need of His saving and 
sanctifying grace. Schartau viewed every individual as worthy, divine-
ly created and intentioned. Rosenius 1 distrust of human goodness 
valued man chiefly as the object of Divine mercy. Carlsson, in seeing 
the whole man as a composite of needs, came to respect his humanness. 
Swensson's interest in the total being of the counselee engendered a 
high regard for his person. 
3. An empathy with the parishioner's problem. H.osenius was 
quick to identity the counselee's problem with his own spiritual 
struggles.. In a sense he relived his own trials and testings in 
those of the counselee. Schartau participated in the parishioner's 
situation by trying to determine his need and by attempting to suggest 
the answer. Schartau occasionally made reference to his own experiences. 
Carlsson empathized with his parishioners without reference to himself. 
His focus was upon the nature of the need and how it could be met. 
Swensson sensed a oneness with the counselee in exploring causes and 
in advising remedies. 
4. A belief in the immediate availability of Divine help for 
the penitent and sincere. Schartau had unlimited confidence in prayer, 
Word and Sacrament. Rosenius stressed God's greatness as overshadowing 
and overcoming man's sinfulness. A strong sense of the power of God 
was felt in Carlsson's counseling relationships. Earnestness of motive 
was sufficient for Divine help for those who counseled with Swensson. 
5. A humility that acknowledged personal limitations and 
failings. Schartau was conscious of the danger of becoming overly 
strict, severe and judgmental in counseling. He directed his counselees 
to find help in personal devotions and corporate worship. Rosenius 
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contrasted man's nothingness with God's all-sufficency in Christ to 
deal with human needs. His counseling exemplified a quietness of 
spirit, a non-defensiveness of action and a kindness of bearing 
toward both friend and foe. Carlsson expressed a continuing concern 
for the confused and erring. His counsel was tempered with love and 
justice. He sensed his own weaknesses and shortcomings. Swensson 
readily admitted that many people he could not reach in counseling. 
His concentration upon those with whom he could communicate was all the 
more intensive. 
6. Honesty and cooperation expected from their counselees. 
Schartau severed a relationship where he found no sincerity of intent. 
Rosenius, the least demanding of our churchmen in his counseling, 
exhibited an enthusiasm for and confidence in God's Way that motivated 
toward responsiveness. Carlsson and Swensson expected openness and 
forthrightness in the counseling relationship. If these were lacking 
they terminated the interview. Where future honesty of intent became 
known, s~ch relationships could be resumed. Carlsson sought out those 
in need of counsel and whether they responded or not he continued to 
be their friend, available when they were ready to receive his counsel. 
Swensson was most demanding in the establishment of a counseling re-
lationship. A readiness to face the problem, to receive pastoral 
advice and to act accordingly was essential. 
ii. Parishioner's Attitude 
1. Swedish Lutherans viewed the pastor as a respected leader 
and spiritual authority. He instructed in the faith and administered 
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the sacraments. He was the judge of right and wrong. He was the 
leader in carrying out church discipline in the congregation. In 
spite of these accepted and assumed functions, the parishioners who 
came to the four selected churchmen for counsel knew they were ap-
proachable pastors, churchmen who would give them a hearing and answer 
their requests. 
The parishioner looked upon Schartau as a strong authority 
figure. His personal bearing and strict faith were highly respected. 
He differed from many clergymen of his time in his love for and sensi-
tivity to individuals. Parishioners felt that they could come to 
him for enlightenment and advice in handling their problems. Rosenius, 
as lay pastor and leader of the awakenings, was the least authoritarian 
of our four churchmen. His counsel was eagerly sought by the awakened 
peoples because he symbolized and epitomized the spirit of the awak-
enings, its warmth, spontaneity and joy in God. Rosenius' loyalty to 
the beliefs of the folk-church and his ministry to awakened ones gave 
him a place of authority and leadership among widely scattered groups. 
Carlsson and Swensson were authority figures to their immigrant 
peoples as leaders of free congregations in the new land and by their 
own deep concern for human welfare. Carlsson's requirement of open 
honesty and active responsiveness in counseling was highly respected. 
Svensson's carefUl choice of persons ready to counsel fostered a 
seriousness of intent in those whom he interviewed. 
2. The parishioner viewed the pastor as a person of integrity. 
The churchmen showed serious motive, consistent faith and direct 
action in their own lives and counseling ministry. Their personal 
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uprightness and honesty earned for them the respect of their parishioners. 
In a day when laxness and carelessness of behavior were well known among 
the clergy, this factor loomed large in the minds of the people. It 
drew them to such men for spiritual counsel. 
S~hartau's deliberateness, orderliness and seriousness denoted 
a strength of character sought by counselees. People who sought to 
counsel with Rosenius were well aware of his patience and endurance of 
criticism during his many years of labor in Stockholm. Carlsson's 
objective, fair, wise and selfless ministry to people regardless of 
circumstances encouraged the counseling relationship. He was a man 
among men as well as a pastor to men. People felt free to go to him, 
to confide in him, to accept his advice and to act in accord with his 
counsel. He never lost contact with or concern for the individual. 
Swensson's genuineness of faith and life was similar to that of Schartau. 
Swensson's personal struggles, sense of commitment and consistency of 
life gave the parishioner confidence in seeking his counsel. 
J. The pastor was seen as a person of understanding. The 
churchmen were keenly aware of the troubled in spirit, listened help-
fUlly and advised without condemning the sinner or condoning his evil. 
To go to Schartau for counsel was to expect a penetrating analysis; an 
unrelenting opposition to Herrnhutism, worldliness and deception; a 
direct answer; and an assumed willingness to follow his advice. 
Schartau counseled in a kind, supportive and hopeful spirit. He be-
came a spiritual father to many. Rosenius• vibrant faith and unpre-
tentiousness drew many to him for counsel. The counselee's problem 
was never unique but one shared by him and other men. Carlsson had 
an active interest in the total welfare of his people, their work, 
home and church life. His own maturity of faith and absence of self-
importance made his counsel sought by many. Swensson's counsel was 
particularly helpful to those who needed understanding in problems 
that were of long duration; consequently, his frequent and continuing 
contact with pastors and students. 
4. The pastor cared for the individual. An interview with 
Schartau was a healing and helpful experience. Because he communicated 
a shepherding interest beyond that of curiosity and professionalism, 
no contact with him was without worth. Rosenius stood beside his 
counselee as a lay brother, feeling his need and desiring his salvation. 
Carlsson's caring ministry knew no bounds in his desire to serve his 
immigrant countrymen. He never abandoned the hope that the most wayward 
one might ultimately find salvation. Swensson never relinquished his 
shepherding concern for those who chose to seek his advice. 
iii. The Analysis of Problems 
1. The fact of personal sinfulness. The cause of each problem 
was sought for in the individual's spiritual condition. Schartau 
believed that man was by and large responsible for his predicament 
through his deliberate actions contrary to God's way. Rosenius 
ascribed man's problems to his depraved nature expressed in his wish 
to live according to feelings, fantasies and human reason. Sslf-
centeredness was at the root of all human problems. Carlsson searched 
for the cause of man's predicament in his total environment. He 
gathered and examined his information before making his own diagnosis. 
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Swensson viewed the individual's need within the framework of man's 
estrangement through sin and the need for reconciliation. Swensson 
sought to isolate the contributing factors to these inner conflicts. 
2. The fact of corporate evil. Man's mortal nature caused 
him to sin but often he found himself driven by the evil one. Schartau 
felt that unresolved guilt and contacts with religious people outsida. 
the folk-church could mislead and add to the human problem. Rosenius 
viewed worldly concerns as a potential deterrent to God's way. 
Carlsson would include the complexity of influences within as well as 
without the individual as contributing to his problem. Whatever the 
need, Swensson felt there was reason for an awareness of the univer-
sality of darkness within men and a desire to overcome this sinfulness. 
3. The belief that all events were a part of God's purpose 
for the individual. This expressed negativism and hopelessness. It 
tended to cast God in the role of a merciless judge. Its positive 
side was the impetus it might give to a learning from and a better use 
of disappointments and tragedies. Schartau held this conviction but 
also regarded some happenings as unexplainable. Rosenius accounted 
for all events in his own life as expressive of God's chastening and 
sanctifying activity. This explains in part the lack of freedom in 
his conversations and free time since any non-religious considerations 
could displease and cause further Divine chastening. Carlsson was 
quick to act and to advise in order to alleviate a puzzling situation. 
Swensson's demonstration of calm and courage in bearing his o~~ burdens 
gave to others the strength to bear their own. 
iv. The Solution of Problems 
1. Prayerful use of the Scriptures. Each individual was 
encouraged to view his problem within the framework of Divine justice 
and mercy. Schartau stressed the power of the Word read by the sincere 
believers as engendering the ability to view acceptingly, creatively 
and constructively his situation. This was a kind of self-pastoring 
by application of Biblical truth to one's problems. It aimed at 
independence of men and total dependence upon God, the Lutheran belief 
in salvation by faith alone. Schartau and Rosenius urged the individual's 
appropriation of Divine promises. They spoke of the all-important meet-
ing with the Christ of the Word. Carlsson advised turning to God in 
confession of sin, in acceptance of forgiveness and in fellowship with 
the church. This was to be a continual interest and effort of the 
counselee. His acceptance of this pastoral advice was for Carlsson 
the first step toward the solution of his problems. Swensson pointed 
to the importance of being found in relationship to God. Then whatever 
happened could be endured, corrected or overcome. 
All four churchmen held that devotional readings would sup-
plement and complement the believer's use of the Word. 
2. The worship and sacramental life of the church. Schartau 
regarded the personal and corporate life of the folk-church of his 
time as providing adequate resources wherewith to meet and to overcome 
human problems. Rosenius stressed the informal gatherings of the 
awakened as a significant additional source of spiritual helpfulness 
and nurture. Carlsson and Swensson believed in and provided for 
formal and informal gatherings of the congregation to help to meet 
human needs. Both gave opportunity for receiving as well as express-
ing the truths of the faith through participation in worship, prayer 
and Bible expositions. 
3. The acceptance of what cannot be changed. In Schartau 
this called for a strong reliance upon God. Rosenius examined dis-
tressing situations where nothing could be done and placed the ultimate 
responsibility of human destiny upon God and the individual himself. 
Carlsson and Swensson learned as pioneer pastors that struggles, 
difficulties and conflicts were a part of Christian life. They sought 
to help people to recognize them, to live with them and to strive with 
God's help to overcome them. In the mystery and complexity of human 
life there yas need of endurance and hope. 
4. The timeless nature of the Christian life. Our churchmen 
linked man's present life with God's eternity, the earthly with the 
heavenly, the difficulties of the present with the glorious inheritance 
of the future. This tended to focus their attention away from present 
trials to the prospects of the heavenly home. This other-world 
interest contributed to their joy, hope, patience and endurance. 
However, it was also in danger of encouraging an easy resignation to 
difficult conditions rather than a confident striving to control and 
to overcome them. 
Schartau found it reassuring and comforting, linking him in 
unbreakable unity with fellow believers. Rosenius regarded it as the 
hope of fulfillment and ultimate victory over evil. Carlsson spoke 
very little about eternity because of his complete absorption in the 
demands of parish activity. Svensson found it supportive in grief, 
illness and times of struggle. 
5. The individual's helping himself. Schartau called for 
the application of personal wisdom and initiative. Rosenius urged 
the practice of quietness, which implied openness toward God, a 
relaxedness of being, an alertness of mind, a dedication of will 
to God. Carlsson also believed that silence and time could help 
and heal. 
6. The importance of pastoral counseling. Schartau felt 
that each individual needed a counselor in order to know himself, 
to bear his'difficulties, to overcome his hindrances and to live a 
Christlike life. Rosenius believed everyone needed a spiritual con-
fidant. Carlsson looked to Swensson to help him bear his own burdens 
and the needs of his people. Svensson found pastors and students 
turning to him for personal and professional advice. 
v. The Pastor as God's Spokesman 
The churchmen counseled as representatives of God. They 
declared ~vine truth and advised those in need as servants of His 
church. 
1. The authority of the Word in pastoral care. Schartau 
regarded himself as the spokesman of eternal truth. Those who re-
jected the message of the Bible rejected God. Thus to refUse his 
advice was in a sense to reject God. Rosenius, as an expositor of 
the Word, laid stress upon the one thing needful, a decisive rela-
tionship to God in Christ. Carlsson viewed the Word principally 
as the source and measure of man's faith and action. It reflected 
the responsiveness or stature of the individual in God. Swensson 
was strict in adhering to the demands of the law as preparing man 
for acceptance of the grace of the Gospel. The whole Word, meaning 
the total message of law and gospel, was essential. The sincere 
person could always experience it. 
2. The infinite greatness of God was seen in contrast to 
the finite insignificance of man. Schartau pointed to God's ability 
to deal with man's needs and to undergird him under all conditions. 
Rosenius challenged men to turn to God as they were accepting the 
free gift of salvation. Carlsson believed that God was beyond man's 
comprehension but also beside him in his need. Swensson urged man's 
acceptance of the reality of his ow.n depravity as well as the infinite 
power of God to effect man's salvation. 
3. The declaration of absolution from sin. Evidence of this 
is to be found only in Schartau and Carlsson. Both used this pastoral 
rite to assure the counselee of the validity of Divine pardon. 
Carlsson did so with the laying on of hands. Thus the declared Word 
and the symbolic act in behalf of God strengthened the faith of the 
believer in the promise of God. 
4. The person of the pastor. The spiritual faith and life 
of our churchmen was perhaps the greatest factor in communicating 
the validity of God's Word. Their reverence for it, dedication to 
it, experience of it, living by it, dependence upon it and enthusiasm 
for it made them spokesmen of the Word who received a hearing. This 
would be particularly true in the intimate and informal counseling 
relationship. 
vi. The Termination of the Interview 
The closing words in the cases and letters of our churchmen 
point to the openness of and emphasis made in the counseling relation-
ship. 
1. The basis of terminating or continuing counseling. Schartau 
dismissed those who deceived him or showed no inclination to act upon 
his advice. He concluded an interview or a series of interviews if 
he felt the relationship had accomplished its purpose, namely, ex-
plored the problem, found remedial help in the Word and corrected and 
improved interpersonal relationships. Wherever there was an unmet 
need together with a willingness to act upon his counsel he continued 
the relationship. Carlsson quickly terminated counsel with those 
unwilling to face their problems honestly. When a person responded 
Carlsson extended the relationship as long as it could be helpful. 
A change of attitude in the unresponsive could mean the resumption of 
counseling. Swensson established a counseling relationship only when 
he felt that both the parishioner and the pastor were ready and able 
to communicate. Rosenius, the great comforter, gave the impression 
that counseling was a continuously ongoing experience of Christian 
nurture. He chose to keep in touch with every individual who sought 
his help. He never terminated a relationship. 
2. The conclusion of counseling. The receptive counselee 
found it to be helpful and hopeful and in anticipation of fUture 
fellowship. Schartau commended indications of spiritual advance, 
expressed the wish to meet again, challenged to Godlike behavior and 
indicated an openness for future interviews, meaning, a continuing 
relationship. Rosenius ended his interview in a kind, hopeful and 
supportive tone. He sensed and touched upon the feeling needs of the 
counselee. Carlsson's concluding words were often warnings against 
the subtlety of human habit patterns but he also suggested concrete 
ways to persevere in the faith. Swensson, like Rosenius, stressed 
the ongoing unity, growth and maturing in God and with one another. 
He made clear the need for striving to maintain the Christian life, 
a constant and consistent vigilance in order to achieve spiritual 
maturity. 
3. A prayerful concern for those counseled. Schartau regard-
ed himself as an intercessor as well as a servant of God in behalf of 
his counselees. He was anxious that they advance in Christian stature. 
Rosenius never forgot his clients but continued in prayer to God for 
them. Carlsson prayed for those counseled but expected that they 
also exercise a prayerful concern. Swensson kept his counselees 
before him in thought and concern over long periods of time. 
vii. Values of the Counseling Relationship 
The personal attitudes, religious convictions and pastoral 
concerns were communicated by pastor to parishioners in pastoral 
counseling. There were also the anxieties and hurts of the counselee 
made known to the pastor. While the counselor's high intentions 
were never completely fulfilled in the lives of his counselees, the 
relationships themselves were valuable encounters in furthering 
character wholeness and in fostering more mature interpersonal 
relationships. 
1. The furthering of character strength and maturity. 
Schartau was authoritarian and direct in his counsel but he always 
left decision making with the individual in his own private confronta-
tion with his God. Rosenius spoke of placing one's life within the 
care and direction of God, a complete self-negation in order that the 
Divine might be supreme. Carlsson spoke of it as a management of life 
in dependence upon God, acting in accord with Christian principles. 
Swensson regarded his counsel as helpful in guiding the individual to 
make his own decisions. The Christian way was for him the serious 
business of becoming alert to evil, desiring to grow, practicing the 
faith, advancing in spiritual stature, accepting one's pilgrim role 
and viewing the ultimate goal, eternal life. 
2. The clarification and appropriation of the Christian faith. 
The people counseled knew about God but our churchmen were deeply 
concerned about their spiritual health and growth. This urgency 
could not help but be felt by them. Schartau expressed it in stressing 
Scripture reading, prayer and attendance at worship and Holy Communion. 
He urged the claiming of forgiveness, peace and the assurance of His 
Presence. Responsiveness to God was the best way to deal with one's 
inner self and to relate that self to men. 
Rosenius was urgent in calling individuals into a vital rela-
tionship with God through Christ. Acceptance was more essential than 
understanding for by subordinating oneself to the Almighty by faith, 
the mysteries of life and God would gradually be unfolded. God was 
part and parcel of all human events, even the tragic and mysterious. 
Carlsson and Swensson, by insisting upon sincerity and objec-
ti vi ty in viewing man's predicament, clarified his situation. This 
enabled him to appropriate realistically God 1s promises toward the 
furtherance of character development. 
3. The positive nature of the Gospel. Our churchmen stressed 
the positive character of the Christian faith as the way to overcome 
one's problems. The promises of God were always more significant than 
the guilt and sins of men. Schartau felt one could deal with one's 
guilt and relate positively to men. It was a concentration upon the 
positive promises of God that made Rosenius' counsel helpful. Swensson 
spoke of an increasing knowledge and experience in God as making 
insignificant the attitudes and temptations of men. 
4. The.importance of fellowship. The church for Schartau, 
the church and the awakening circles for Rosenius and the local con-
gregation for both Carlsson and Swensson were essential for the life 
of faith. The Christian was to grow in personal dependence upon God 
and in the helpful fellowship of God's people, the church. Here he 
would also learn to express his best self as a part of the redemptive 
fellowship. In love to God and in helpfulness to men character 
wholeness would be achieved. 
5. Similarities and Di:fferences of Pastoral 
Care in Sweden and America 
Table 8, pages 271 - 273, draws upon the findings of Table 
6, Table 7 and the summary of pastor-parishioner relationships to 
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TABLE 8 
THE SH1ILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES OF PASTORAL CARE IN 
THE CASES AND LETTERS OF R>UR SELIDTED CHURCHMEN 
Differences 
Significant Similar-
Factors ities 
Sweden Jimerica 
Kinds of People Addressed 
Laymen and Laywomen In All 821P' 7% 
Pastors In All 7% 62% 
Students Become Pastors ..... Swensson - 20%b 
Groups (two or more) 5% Carlsson - 15% 
Unspecified 7% ..... 
Students Rosenius - 1% Swensson - 8% 
Kinds of Problems Presented 
Supportive Friendships In All 8% 23% 
Feelings of Sinfulness In All 14% 2% 
Feelings of Depression In All 9% 14% 
Religious Doubts 16% ..... 
Illness and Death In All 6% 14% 
Family Conflicts In All 7% 8% 
Other Christian Fellowship 10% ..... 
Church Concerns ..... 14% 
Christian and the World 8% ..... 
-
Being a Minister ~n Three 6% Swensson - 3% 
Choosing a Pastorate ..... Swensson - 20% 
Loss of Loved Ones In All 4% 6% 
-·· 
Religious Literature 6% ..... 
Religious Vocations Rosenius - 7% ..... 
Temporal Needs ..... 6% 
The Sacraments 2% ..... 
aTotal percentage of churchman's cases and letters. 
bAppears in only ODe churchman. 
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TABLE 8--Continued 
Significant Differences 
Factors Similarities 
Sweden America 
Kinds of Pastor-
Parishioner 
Relationships 
Acceptance Similar Similar 
1. Pastor's Respect Divinely Intended Total Being --------
·----· 
Attitude :Empathy Identity With Feeling For 
Towards the God's Help Near Word and Prayer Also Earnestness Parishioner 
Humility Similar Similar 
E:cpectant Similar - sa Similar 
Responsiveness No Termination-R 
Respectful Prestige - S Leaders and 2. Parishioner's Awakening Head-R Servants 
Attitude -
Towards the Person of State Servant -S Leaders of 
Pastor Integrity Evangelist - R free congregation s 
.3. 
4. 
Is Understanding Spiritual Advice Also Practical 
Has Concern Religious Religious,Social 
Man a Sinner Cause of Problem Part of Cause 
-The Analysis Corporate Evil Worldly Peoples Universal,Complex 
of Problems 
All of life is A Rule of Life A Rule but also. 
Purposeful Search for Remedy 
Prayer and Word Response to_~ord Word, Prayer, The Solution Word, Fellowship Interest and 
of Problems 
-R Effort 
Worship and Folk-church - S Formal and Church and Informal Service~ Sacrament Awakened Group-R Fellowship Groups 
---~-
aAbbreviations are: S-Schartau, R-Rosenius, C-Carlsson 
and Sw-Swensson. 
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TABLE 8--Continued 
·-
Significant Differences 
Factors Similarities 
Sweden America 
Accepting the Left with God Helped by God Unchangeable and Man 
4. The Solution Timelessness of Comfort and Hope Supportive 
of' Problems Christian Life 
(continued) 
Self-Help Human Wisdom Quiet 
and Quiet 
Pastoral Essential and Available to 
Counseling ·Available Meet Needs 
Authority of Spoke for God -S Source and Neasure of Faith-5. The Pastor the Word The Call of God-R Law.Gospel - Sw. 
as God's God's Greatness Save and Help Accept and Live Spokesman 
c 
Absolution Absolved Sinner-S Absolved Symbol-G 
Servants of God 
6. The Terminated if Exception - R 
Termination Unresponsive 
of the . Looking Ahead Helpful, Hopeful Warnings, Strivin 
Interview 
gs 
Prayerful Father in Faith-S Intercessor - C 
Concern Intercessor - R Long Contact-Sw 
Further strength Indi fed\la4- mak~ Act as Chri~~ian own ec~s~ons-
and maturity of b~!R life with Grow, be alert character -sw 
7. Values of Clarify and Formal Worship-S Forma! ~nd In-
the Accept Faith Informal Also-R 
forma ellowship 
Counseling Prove by Acts ' 
Relationship Gospel Greater Positive View Knowledge and 
Than M.an 1 s Sin ~erience in ercoming Evil 
Importance of' Church - S Local Congre-
Fellowship Circles - R gation and Its Life 
examine the similar and dissimilar factors in the cases and letters 
of pastoral care that are ascribable in part to differences in the 
national and cultural environments of Sweden or America. 
At the risk of some repetition of previously considered 
factors in the pastoral care of the selected churchmen, the attempt 
will be made to correlate their practice of pastoral care with their 
environment. The kinds of people addressed.and the kinds of problems 
presented will be reviewed to detect significant environmental factors. 
These will be further amplified by the similarities and differences 
noted in the pastor-parishioner relationships as summarized on pages 
272 and 273 of Table 8. 
i. People Addressed 
The predominant counsel of Schartau and Rosenius to lay people 
and of Carlsson and Swensson.to pastors, groups and students pointed 
to differing environmental conditions prevailing in the old and new 
world. 
1. The differing religious settings in Sweden and America. 
Culture and church were considered to be one in Sweden. The church 
was a part of each person's life from birth to death. All citizens 
were members by law and the local pariSh was a world in itself. The 
church was the focal point in dispensing news as to parish affairs 
and happenings of interest. Its ministry embraced preaching, teaching, 
church discipline and needed comfort. Its chief concern with the 
coming of the enlightenment and the awakenings was to preserve its 
traditional unity. Deviations in emphasis and practice were tolerated 
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as long as they did not threaten the tenets of orthodox Lutheranism 
or violate church law. The average parishioner sought the pastor's 
counsel principally in times of trouble or loss. However, as a leader 
in the community, there were many festive and formal occasions when 
the minister would be present.1 Yet, only a minority of the clergy 
were deeply concerned with the personal needs of their people. Thus 
those who did counsel individuals found peoples coming to them from 
near and far. This partially accounts for the preponderance of letters 
of Schartau and Rosenius addressed to lay people. 
The religious scene in America at the time of the coming of 
our churchmen was one of diversity of forms of religion and demo-
cratic attitudes and methods of organization. Independent voluntary 
churchmanship, the separation of church and state, was traditional. 
Heretical movements and proselytism plagued the pastors. They were 
also affected by great national financial panics, severe epidemics, 
the unrest due to the slavery question and adverse feelings toward 
foreigners. Swedish Lutheranism in America,established in the East 
in 1638 and always considered a mission field by the folk-church, 
had ceased more than two decades preceding their coming. Lutheranism 
in nineteenth century America was both conservative and liberal. The 
former sought to uphold the confessional writings of the faith while 
the latter held them as of minor importance in seeking to show tolerance 
to other Protestants. Our churchmen brought their conservative beliefs 
lProfessor Hilding Pleijel gives a helpfUl review of the Swedish 
setting in his article, 11The Church from Which Came the Founders of 
the Augustana Synod," Ib§ Augustana Quarterly, XXVII (July 1948), 
pp. 205-218. 
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and practices with them. They established small religious communities 
among their immigrant countrymen. However, representing a foreign 
church transplanted on American soil, the almost exclusive use of the 
Swedish language and adherence to the forms and practices of the folk-
church identified them as a Swedish church wherever they settled. 
Many immigrants from Sweden desired to break with any semblance of 
the folk-church. They enjoyed their new freedom which in most cases 
meant no association with the church. They were on the move westward, 
making church affiliation less enduring, and they were primarily 
interested in seeking their own fortune in the land of opportunity. 
This partially accounts for the few cases and letters of pastoral care 
to lay people found in Carlsson and Swensson. 
While our American churchmen had little correspondence with 
lay parishioners they carried on a lively exchange of letters of 
counsel with each other, American pastors and students. The shortage 
of ministers, the great distances separating them from one another, 
the complex and changing environment and the primitive conditions of 
life into which they were thrust created a strong need for contact 
among Augustana's pioneer pastors. Their loneliness, difficulties, 
ignorance of pastoral work in a pioneer community, insecurities as to 
income and problems in counseling their own parishioners prompted many 
letters to Carlsson and Swensson. 
2. The people's attitudes to Swedish Lutheranism. In the 
old world the parishioner was brought up to view the church as God's 
kingdom on earth and the pastor as a respected authority symbol of 
Divine justice and righteousness. There were people who objected to 
the prevailing dogmatic spirit of the folk-church and looked to the 
awakenings for a more personal faith and dynamic fellowship. Hany 
such peoples counseled with Schartau and Rosenius. 
The Swedish immigrant in America had neither received the love 
for nor the training in the kind of churchmanship required in the new 
land where an independent church relied upon the voluntary contri-
butions of its members for its entire support. Many of them viewed 
the Swedish Lutherans as another minority group and chose to join a 
larger Protestant church. The almost exclusive use of the Swedish 
language fostered a separateness from American society, religion 
and culture. 
3. The churchman 1 s role in the old and new world. The folk-
church pastor was held in high esteem by virtue of his office as 
God's representative. Identified with and supported by the state 
his position was secure, freeing him from financial worries and parish-
ioner's idiosyncrasies. He moved up the ranks as a parish pastor w.ith 
years of experience. Demonstrated ability and unquestionable loyalty 
gave him a firm place among his superiors. He had time to devote to 
pastoral counseling because most parishes were served by several 
clergymen. Within rather broad limits of thought and emphasis he 
could pursue his calling provided he remained within the bounds of 
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church law and maintained good relationships with his superiors. Schartau 
exemplified this in Lund. His pastoral counseling far exceeded that of 
the average pastor. Rosenius, as the leader of the awakening movement, 
enjoyed relative freedom in practicing pastoral care. It was his 
associations with Scott, his failure to be ordained and his support 
by a foreign missionary society that prompted criticism. 
The churchman in the new world had to pioneer as organizer, 
leader, builder and driving force to establish and to advance the work 
of the congregation. However, they enjoyed an independence of action 
important to both Carlsson and Swensson who had encountered the op-
position of bishop and awakened peoples in the homeland. Our American 
churchmen were extremely careful whom they admitted to Holy Communion. 
They wrote congregational constitutions setting up specific require-
ments for church membership and the discipline of members. The 
interest and participation of church members were utilized to meet 
temporal needs and to minister to the sick and unchurched. The 
Augustana pastor experienced a comradeship with his people not gener-
ally known in the homeland. His pastoral care was religious in nature 
but practical in its application to the varied problems of a pioneer 
community in a strange land. It was less academic and theologically 
conditioned than that of Schartau and Rosenius. The Augustana church 
became a distinct spiritual fellowship of the concerned which re-
garded its mission as one of challenging to faith, nurturing in the 
Christian graces and serving human needs. 
ii. Problems Presented 
Letters of Supportive Friendship and Feelings of Depression 
were of greater significance in America than in Sweden. Carlsson 
and Swensson isolated by language, culture and religion from their 
surrounding environment sensed deeply the need of sharing with one 
another their loneliness, disappointments and anxieties. Carlsson 
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turned to Swensson as his spiritual confidant in order to carry the 
burdens of a demanding ministry to immigrants also feeling the same 
estrangement. 
Feelings of Sinfulness and Religious Doubts represented a 
substantial part of the letters of Schartau and Rosenius but only a 
few cases and letters of Carlsson and Swensson. The firm place that 
the folk-church had within the community, the orthodox Lutheranism 
with its stress upon man's depravity and the awakening's call to 
turn from sin to Christ made these needs particularly focal in 
Schartau and Rosenius. In America, with its varieties of religious 
groups, the separation of church and state, the complexities of peoples, 
a dominant Lutheran emphasis was more difficult to maintain. 
In Sweden, Other Christian Fellowships, the Christian and the 
World and Religious Literature were spiritual concerns for Schartau 
and Rosenius. The fear of radical awakening groups and a growing 
secularized culture is reflected in this correspondence. 
In America, Carlsson and Swensson were faced with sects and 
competitive Protestants bidding for the religious loyalty of the 
Swedish immigrants. Being in the minority, undermanned and over-
worked, they had no choice but to learn to live with such hampering 
influences. 
The Swedish Lutheran in America frequently turned to his church 
when in need of food, clothing and hospital care. This was particularly 
true in Chicago where the arriving immigrant turned to his fellow 
countrymen for shelter and help. Temporal Needs were an important 
ministry of a pioneer church. 
The congregation-centered polity of the Swedish Lutherans in 
America was in direct contrast to the episcopal system of the homeland. 
Consequently, letters from students and pastors sought information and 
advice in accepting calls to parishes. Each Augustana congregation 
called its own minister. Each pastor was allowed to fUlfill his 
ministry in the congregation of his own choosing. 
6. The Pastoral Counselor 
In summary, the pastoral care of our churchmen was centered 
in Scripture's analysis of man as sinful and his prescribed cure in 
accepting Divine forgiveness based upon the Atonement in Christ. 
Schartau's sharp insight and intense seriousness focused upon 
the individual's problem. The way toward wholeness was to recognize 
it, to reflect upon it in prayer and meditation, to will to renounce 
it and gradually with God's help to overcome it. The Lord's Supper, 
if desired, would confirm God 1s redeeming and sanctifying activity. 
Thus each individual was advised to find the cure, to exercise a 
self-pastoring through his own inner responsiveness to God made known 
in Word, prayer and Holy Communion. The order of grace was an aid 
for understanding and guiding man's spiritual advance. 
The Lutheranism of Rosenius was frequently questioned but 
never disproved despite his associations with Scott and awakened 
peoples, all dissenters of status quo Lutheranism. Rosenius was 
subjective in analysis identifYing freely with the counselee's prob-
lem. His counsel was a continuing relationship of consolation in 
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viewing man's nothingness or lostness and God's greatness or saving 
power. Wholeness come in total dependence upon God but also in 
fellowship with awakened Christians. lie felt the need for religious 
expression in songs of the awakening. Schartau renounced such as 
contributive to a false emotionalism in religion. 
Carlsson was an obedient son of the folk-church. He viewed 
the lack of pastorai concern for the individual as the failure of the 
minister to fulfill his function as shepherd of his people. He re-
frained from criticism of others but felt himself called to be a 
pastoral counselor to individuals despite the disapproval of fellow 
clergy and the antagonism of his bishop. He carried on pastoral 
counseling in accord with his rights and responsibilities as a Swedish 
Lutheran pastor. 
Carlsson viewed the predicament of man from the perspective 
of the reality situation. He carefully gathered all the facts in 
each case. He advised the claiming of Divine forgivene~s but in 
practical relationship to all people ~ffected by each problem. 
Carlsson could feel the hurts of men without injecting himself into 
the analysis or suggested cure. 
Swensson upheld the faith and practices of the folk-church. 
He deplored dependence upon an awakening experience that resulted in 
self-satisfaction and unreceptiveness as he met it in his first 
parish. Swensson expected to find a ready receptivity in those who 
came to him for counsel. He had an intuitive sense for this readiness. 
If present, he found himself able to minister to the individual's need. 
If absent, he chose to wait until the person was prepared to accept 
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counsel. 
Schartau•s counsel was direct and logical, pointing men to 
God through the ministries of the church. Rosenius' counsel was a 
spontaneous and clear call for men to turn to God expecting nothing 
but receiving everything in His supportive fellowship. Carlsson's 
counsel related man to his responsibilities as a creature of God in 
the community of men. Swensson's counsel was the communication of 
Divine realities to open and receptive persons. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND REroMMENDATIONS 
This chapter will point up the primary findings in the per-
sonal faith and the pastoral counseling of the four selected church-
men that are characteristic of Swedish Lutheran pastoral care. General 
elements and particular factors of significance will be presented. A 
brief definition of Swedish Lutheran pastoral care will be given. 
Areas for further inquiry will be suggested as possible sources of 
helpful information for increased understanding of the interpersonal 
relationships of pastor and parishioner. 
1. The Nature of Pastoral Care 
in Swedish Lutheranism 
i. General Characteristics 
The ministries of the four churchmen reveal significant 
factors in their preparations for and exercising of pastoral care 
which are neither unique with nor restricted to them. 
{l) All believed they were called of God. Home, family, 
church, particular people, spiritual crises, one or more of these 
guided them into the ministry. This conviction strengthened their 
faith, overcame their doubts and encouraged their work. 
(2) Pastoral care described their general and specific 
role. They were concerned preachers and teachers of the Word, the 
administrants of Baptism and the Lord's Supper, the leaders of the 
congregation and the counselors of their people. 
(3) Their pastoral care proceeded in two directions. They 
went directly to their people and their people came directly to them. 
Carlsson and Swensson particularly sought the unchurched, troubled 
and burdened. Personal and family problems brought individuals to 
the churchmen for clarity, courage and help. 
(4) The churchmen urged believers to carry on their own 
self-pastoring through private meditation. Personal decisions were 
to be made in quietness and prayerfUlness. 
(5) The churchmen exhorted their parishioners to nurture the 
life of faith through the worship and teaching activity of the congre-
gation. Thereby the believer would avoid the pitfalls of secularism. 
(6) The pastoral care of the churchmen always included the 
perspective of eternity. The future hope of the child of God was 
reassuring and comforting. 
(7) The churchmen as persons and counselors needed pastoring. 
Their own spiritual confidants gave them supportive strength to manage 
their own lives and to counsel others. 
ii. Particular Factors of Significance 
The characteristics of pastoral care as practiced by the 
four churchmen emerge from the strict Lutheran orthodoxy in which 
they were born, reared and educated. Their pastoral care was 
carried out within the theological framework of the teachings and 
practices of the folk-church. All letters and cases examined 
bear a religious tone. It is the prominence of this religious 
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reference, dominating the pastor-parishioner relationship, that 
characterizes Swedish Lutheran pastoral care. 
(1) A God-centered focus. Swedish Lutheran pastoral care 
fixed its attention upon the God revealed in the Word, the holy and 
righteous One, the atoning Christ and the purifying and indwelling 
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Spirit. This was the core of its faith, the central message of Scripture, 
sacraments, creeds and confessions. The counseling relationship, in 
which pastor, parishioner and God were believed to be present, was of 
significance only when preeminence was ascribed to God. Pastor and 
parishioner sought to relate their lives to Him. Thu~ the counseling 
relationship was not focused upon man or his problems but upon God's 
presence and greatness in the relationship. Schartau advised the 
parishioner to confront this God of the Scriptures personally. 
Rosenius pointed parishioners to the God infinitely greater than man. 
Carlsson and Swensson counseled with a strong emphasis upon God's 
power and concern for men. Man's situation was to be seen within this 
framework of God's total activity, creative, redemptive and sanctifYing. 
Pastoral care was to begin and to proceed within this setting. God 
was present and active in it. Without the God of the Word there was 
no pastoral care. Every occasion for contact with this God of the 
Word was a potential opportunity to face and to meet one's problems. 
This concept of pastoral care had inherent dangers. The God 
of the Word often was presented in a faulty and incomplete manner. 
Schartau was extremely strict and logical. Rosenius fluctuated be-
tween periods of melancholy and exhaltation in the faith. Carlsson 
struggled to keep God's justice and love in proper balance. Swensson 
was in frequent turmoil as to his personal fulfillment of Divine aims. 
The Lutheran faith held that each parishioner in responsive contact 
with the Word would meet God and He would deal effectively with his 
need. The important factor was this confrontation of the parishioner 
with God. 
(2) The depravity and dependency of man. Swedish Lutheran 
pastoral care affirmed the total depravity of man, his condemned state 
before God due to original and actual sin. Man was undeserving of. 
Divine mercy and destined for eternal condemnation. This concept 
of human sinfulness too easily left man in despair and hopelessness. 
The real purpose of revealing man 1s sinful human nature was to lead 
him to acknowledge his helplessness and to receive the gift of Divine 
pardon wrought through Christ. At the point of man's hopelessness 
God is enabled to redeem from sin and to newness of life. 
Man having accepted God's gift of salvation began a life of 
dependent trust. Schartau and Rosenius dealt with many who sensed 
their sinfulness. They directed their attention to its positive 
meaning for their Christian life. Rosenius was extremely cautious of 
any indication of human achievement. He feared self-acclaim as a 
subtle sin of the Christian. Personal devotions, church worship 
and the Lord's Supper nurtured this reliance upon God. As the Christian 
learned to trust God alone he became increasingly independent of men, 
that is, he achieved a confidence in God that was not disturbed by 
the hostilities of men. This was the focus of our churchmen in dealing 
with human sinfulness. 
This emphasis tended toward an over-preoccupation with personal 
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sinfulness with negative attitudes and hampering effectiveness in 
Christian living. However, correctly understood, it meant growth 
as a being of God. 
(3) The pastor as communicator of law and gospel. The four 
churchmen considered pastoral counseling to be the follow-up of their 
preaching and teaching of the Word. All counseled individuals after 
worship services or Bible expositions. They viewed themselves as 
communicators of the whole Word, law and gospel, judgment and mercy. 
Swedish Lutheran pastoral care has always espoused this balance. The 
law was not simply a requirement, rule or ideal standard but an 
instrument leading men to faith, revealing man's sin, driving him 
in desperation to claim God's forgiveness. The law served to effect 
the gospel. The churchmen particularly faced the full application 
of this whole message of Scripture in cases of church discipline and 
comfort in loss. 
(4) The problems of people and the intentions of God. Swedish 
Lutheran pastoral care linked the parishioner's problems with the 
purposes of God. Orthodox Lutheranism felt the need to give a Divine 
reason for all human events. The directing of attention to the poten-
tial values to be found in tragedies and disappointments as an expres-
sion of God's chastening and purifying will could have its merits. 
However, it could also degrade the image of God, frustrate the rightful 
hopes of individuals and distract greatly from a full enjoyment of 
life. Rosenius questioned his own right to rejoice at the birth of 
his last child since he believed God had chastened him by the death of 
three children. This almost compulsive desire to explain every event 
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in terms of God, present in all churchmen, left little room for 
accepting the unexplainable as completely unknown. It gave Swedish 
Lutheran pastoral care a certain stereotyped quality, a frustrating 
block in pastor-parishioner relationships that could cause more hurt 
than healing for those suffering from illness, facing death or ac-
cepting loss. 
2. A Definition of Swedish Lutheran Pastoral Care 
Pastoral care is a relationship of a religious person to 
another person in need in which the focus of attention is directed to 
God revealed in the Word of law and gospel, Whose holiness condemns 
the sinner but Whose compassion saves and sanctifies him. 
This relationship is that of pastor and parishioner in the 
presence of One Who is the true shepherd of both, Who leads and 
guides in the analysis of problems, in the acceptance of the reality 
situation, in the overcoming of handicaps and in the advancement 
toward Christian maturity. 
3. Areas for Future Research 
The year 1962 marks the end of the Augustana church as a 
separate branch of Lutheranism in America as it joins with three 
other church bodies to form The Lutheran Church in America. Addi-
tional research concerning its pastoral care during its one hundred 
and two years of existence can yield valuable findings contributive 
to a better understanding of the faith of its pastors, their ministry 
to human needs and their impact upon church and community. Research 
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touching upon the folk-church of Sweden as well as Augustana could 
give consideration to several aspects of pastoral care. A few of 
them are: 
i. A study of representative Augustana churchmen who were 
successors of the pioneers, served American churches during the peak 
immigration years, 1875 to World War I. Copy books, letter collections 
and congregational minutes would be primary sources of information. 
ii. A study of the folk-church representatives of pastoral 
care during this same period particularly in those localities from 
which the majority of the immigrants came. 
iii. A study of representative pioneer churches to show 
their pastoral and congregational ministries to individuals and their 
respective communities. Congregational records, correspondence of 
members and counseling case materials would give valuable information • 
. iv. A study of the concern for the individual as shown by 
Augustana 1s founding of hospitals, orphanages, homes for aged, seamen, 
invalids and the mentally retarded. 
v. A selected and representative study of the relationships 
between the pastor and his catechumens. This educational function of 
the pastor viewed as a ministry to the needs of youth during crises 
years and later life. A survey of confir.mands could be made in par-
ticular settings to determine the meaning of this kind of pastoral 
care. 
vi. The relationships of Augustana's pastoral care to Prot-
estantism during its pioneer period, 1848 to 1875. This would be 
an inquiry into similarities, differences and the influence, if any, 
of the one upon the other. 
vii. Swedish Lutheran pastoral care in the first half of the 
twentieth century in Sweden and America. This would explore selected 
persons and movements in the faith and practice of pastors and people. 
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ABSTRACT 
froblem: To examine the personal faith and pastoral practice of four 
Swedish Lutheran churchmen, representative of 11sjalavgrd" (the care 
and cure of souls) during the period, 1775-1875 in Sweden and America, 
in order to discover the nature of their ministries to individuals. 
Pastoral care in this inquiry is defined as a relationship 
of a religious person to another person in need that depends upon 
spiritual resources in exploring human problems and in furthering 
the maturity of that person. 
Eroc9dure: The life and ministry of each churchman is presented in 
Chapters II-V. The influence of home, school, church, religious 
experience, theological training and particular persons who guided 
them into the ministry is cited. 
The primary sources for their pastoral care are the published 
letters and cases, and unpublished letter collections. These are 
categorized for each churchman according to the kinds of people 
addressed and the kinds of problems presented. From these findings 
implications are drawn as to the nature of their pastoral care. 
• more detailed examination is made of selected letters and 
cases illustrating the various kinds of needs presented. A seven-
point framework of evaluation is applied to each case or letter 
examined: the pastor's attitude toward the parishioner, the parish-
ioner's attitude toward the pastor, the analysis of needs, the suggested 
remedies, the pastor as God's spokesman, the parting word of the pastor, 
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the values of the relationship. 
Findings: One half of the problems presented were included in six 
categories concerned with self-understanding and family relationships. 
A third of the problems presented were indigenous to either Sweden or 
America. Swedish churchmen dealt with people seeking relevance in 
the accepted forms of religion, fellowship in awakened groups and 
enjoyment in secular life. In America churchmen encountered temporal 
wants and congregational concerns. 
The evaluation of pastor-parishioner relationships showed 
that all pastors were accepting, respectful, humble and expectant in 
their attitudes to their counselees. Parishioners viewed pastors as 
persons of integrity, understanding and concern. Problems were 
analyzed in terms of personal and corporate sinfulness. All events 
were held to be divinely meaningfUl. The solution of problems was 
through a prayerful use of the Word, formal and informal worship and 
the receiving of the Lord's Supper. The Gospel was greater than human 
sinfulness. 
Conclusions: The pastoral care of the churchmen was rooted in Lutheran 
orthodoxy. The counseling relationship, in which pastor, parishioner 
and God were believed to be present, was of significance only when 
preeminence was ascribed to God. The center of focus was His presence 
and greatness, not man or his problems. Man's situation was to be 
seen and to proceed from within this framework of God's total activity, 
creative, redemptive and sanctifying. 
The purpose of God's revealing man's sinful and condemned 
nature was to lead him to acknowledge his helplessness, to enable 
him to receive the gift of Divine pardon, and to motivate him to 
begin a life of dependent trust. The problems of people were linked 
with the intentions of God. 
Swedish Lutheran pastoral care on the basis of these findings 
is defined as: A relationship of a religious person to another person 
in need in which the focus of attention is directed to God revealed in 
the Word of law and gospel, Whose holiness condemns the sinner but 
Whose compassion saves and sanctifies him. 
This relationship is that of pastor and parishioner in the 
presence of One Who is the true shepherd of both, Who leads and 
guides in the analysis of problems, in the acceptance of the reality 
situation, in the overcoming of handicaps and in the advancement 
toward Christian maturity. 
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